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Dorothy E. Robertst 
lNTH.ODUCTION 
!A f:riend o! :Gune recently questioned my interest in the "Ba­
by ,Jessica" saga.1 "'N'ny are you aiv1ays so fascinated by those 
stories?" he asked. "They have nothing to do with Black people." 
By "those stories," he meant the myriad of disputes occupying the 
headlines that involve biological claims to children. These custo­
dy battles test the importance in American law and culture of the 
genetic tie between parents and their offspring. How much 
weight should the state give this genetic relationship in settling 
custody disputes between biological parents and adoptive par­
ents? Should the state honor a father's wish for a genetic inheri­
tance in considering the legality of surrogacy contracts? Should 
the state respect a woman's decision to destroy frozen embryos 
because she no longer wants to be genetically linked to the poten­
tial children? Current debates involving surrogate mothers, un-
t Fellow, Program in Ethics and the Professions, Harvard University; Professor, 
Rutgers University School of Law-Newark; B.A. 1977, Yale College; J.D. 1980, Harvard 
Law School. I presented ideas from this Article at the .I'.ALS Workshop on Health Law 
and drafts of this Article at the Feminism and Legal Theory Workshop at Columbia Law 
School and at legal theory workshops at Boston University School of Law, Cornell Law 
School, and the University of Miami School of Law. I thank the participants for their com­
ments. I am also grateful to Taunya Lovell Banks, Judith Greenberg, and Susan Wolf for 
their suggestions. I spent a month in Lee Teitelbaum's former office at the University of 
Utah College of Law and found his collection of family law books very useful. Thanks also 
to Mavel Ruiz and Lysette Taro for their research assistance and friendship. I completed 
research for this Article at The Program in Ethics and the Professions, with the help of 
Simone Sandy. 
' Jessica DeBoer was the subject of a much-publicized custody dispute between her 
biological parents and the adoptive couple who had raised her for two years. See DeBoer v 
Schmidt, 442 Mich 648, 502 NW2d 649 (1993), stay denied, 114 S Ct 1 (1993); Lucinda 
Franks, The War lor .Baby Clausen, New Yorker 56 (Mar 22, 1993). In February 1991, the 
DeBoers, Michigan ;residents, filed a petition in Iowa to adopt the baby girl after her 
birthmother, Clara Clausen, relinquished the baby and the man Clausen named as the 
father executed a release of custody. DeBoer, 502 NW2d at 652. The Iowa court granted 
the DeBoers custody during the pendency of the adoption proceeding. Id. In l\'Iarch 1991, 
Clausen named another man, Daniel Schmidt, as the baby's father, and she and Schmidt, 
who subsequently maiTied, sought to block the adoption. Id at 652 & n 6. After a two-and­
a-half-year court battle, the Iowa and Michigan courts held that Schmidt was entitled to 
prevent his daughter's adoption and granted custody to Clause n  and Schmidt. Id at 667-
68. 
·- ' 
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d f th ' ' • 1 n b 7 '1· } l .;_ .C 1 \Ve . a ers, ac.op·cwn, ano rrozen em. ryos rnaKe c ear ..,.na,_ tn·e 
role the genetic tie plays in resolving claims of parenthood is r.wt 
biologically ordained. Rather, cultural forces dictate what powers 
- be ·t - . ,nnn )_hnse . ro · ... f-�f"Jl ��Qad _c�om nare-1t 1·o n1.,�1d 2 ·,ve .__ s ow 1..!-.[JVA.• J., __ �, pal o>'"'·es P<-'- '�'-' lJ. l ' 1-- 1 v '-·�···'" • 
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eontro·versies Gtppear to }l.:tl ve little to do vvitl1 J3lack peop1f; ar1d 
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n11ertl e su�..mroan nouse-.;vTl:e s agm11z1ng a�,·Lempcs to oecome 
pregnant via in vitro fertilization: the blue-eyed, blon d e -haire d 
baby held up to television cameras as the precious product of a 
surrogacy arrangement; the complaint that there are not enough 
babies for all the middle-cJ.ass couples who desperately want to 
adopt; the fg,te of orphaned frozen embryos whose wealthy pro­
genitors died in an airplane crash-all seem far removed from 
most Black people's lives. Yet it is precisely their racial subtext 
that gives these images mu.ch of their emotional content. Ulti-­
mately, my attraction to the Baby Jessica case, and cases like it, 
stems from my interest in the devaluation of Black reproduction. 
AB I have eharted the proliferation of rhetoric and policies that 
degrade Black women's reproductive decisions,3 I have also no­
ticed that America is obsessed with creating and preser.;ing 
white genetic ties. Trading the genetic tie on the market lays 
bare the high value plaeed on vvhiteness and the worthlessness 
accorded blackness. 
This Article demonstrates the indeterminacy of the 1egal and 
social meaning of the genetic tie. The genetic tie's value is not 
determined by biology. Rather, it systematically varies in a �Nay 
that promotes :racist and patriarchal norms. I illustrate this inde­
terminacy by examining the genetic tie's shifting meaning in 
defining personal identity, creating children, and deterrnining 
l l .L -�, J ,, • ' '.L ' . (' l .J h 1ega parent.D.ge. k1 or examp e, cne lT.lSLlLUnon m s1avery maue L e 
genetic tie to a slave mothe1· critical to determining a child's 
social status, yet legally insignificant to the relationship bet.,.veen 
male slaveowners and their mulatto children. iJthough today we 
generally assume that the genetic tie creates an enduring bond 
See Joan Heifetz Hollinger, From Coitus to Com.merce: Legal and Social Conse­
quences of Noncoital Reproduction, 18 J Legal Reform 865, 874-75 (1985). 
3 See, for example, Dorothy E. Roberts, Punishing Drug Addicts Who Have Babies: 
Women of Color, Equality, and the Righi o/ Privacy, 104 Harv L Rev 1-119 (1991); Dorothy 
E. Roberts, Rust v. Sullivan and the Control o/ .Knowledge, 51 Geo Wash L Rev 587 
(1993); Dorothy E. Roberts, Crime, Race, and Reproduction, 67 Tulane L Rev 1945, 1961-
69 (1993). 
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between parents and their children, the law often disregards it in 
thn "O·:;:og. o f Sl� r·r:>v�:yh:> mnt h .'::.;;;: snprp-; r:l nno·rs sno' unu-c.d I(':::Jthe�s ,.�_ T::::;; 'L,...�.._,c; t ..o�. •� � ... ..-.. L'::,-uv .., _ J.. v .4. -- v-...__. :• .i. ...... ·"'-·-·- · ._!v. .\  '.....-.. J. _ .lv!/c:; . . ....... v ...  i .. 
"'" · · ' · · r' · · · t b · h · · 111ere w notmng eLner precious or s1n1s er a out t.L e genet1c 
tie by itself. The genetic tie's precise social import depends on the 
.e 1 · - ·  · , . -, ' L 1 , , J · ' type 01 re1at1onsk11p LO \IVillCn lt, .oecoirles re1ev.an·G ana t.b.e }:tT8'\ra-
len.t soci8.l conc1itiorls tf1c-:t infi·iL2IlC8 
tie p1a.ys H roJ2 :i-r1 co:r.ts�:rtlc:ti�n.e· sev·e:fal c1irnensions of j_de:r1tit�y: it 
helps to Cie·firt�� t}:te pe:r�3or1� t��e fc-lr.t�ily·: .c::n-d. tf1e �natio�n .. It rr18.}7 
•"r"\�Y"';�.,,..,CI 0�,.... '"'f'\t�-rY"")<.::";+D. � .-..nr1 }, ,� .;. -.;- f C, p #"') p 0·�-:o.•r�:l")t �Tid ch�1c1 4 G)<' .>;i, 11 9Q lJ..l.,:,_i.J.t..!.v LU.l 1�.1. ,i.,Ld . ._.,.._,c r..�U.L ..... ��l_ o....- � ·;.; 1./'o · ...... ..._,}._..  ._:. _t-".._. . ..1.•_....:.. .. ;. a.i..-.. · .... l.s...a�. .. , "-'";;:_, v� ·8 .... 1 ·..-�o� 
constitute a legislated prerequisite for !;.nclusion in an entire rac2 
of people.5 In o. time of social crisis, the dominant group will 
embrace genetic connections to butt:ress its borders, both physical 
and metaphysical, against intrusion by outsiders.6 Thus, the 
genetic tie is inherently paradoxical. It is at once a means of 
connecti1)n and a rn.eans of separation. It links individuals togeth-' 'l . . . , ' d . 7 ,, • Ar) . l t er wm e 11: preserves socl£<1 ooun anes. .:. .tns nc e sugges ·s an 
alternative vision of the genetic tie, inspired by definitions of self, 
family, and community in Black .�.<\__rnerican culture, that recog­
nizes genetic bonds without giving them the power to devalue 
and exclude other types of relationships. 
In this society, perhaps the most significant genetic trait 
passed from parents to child is race.8 The inheritability of one's 
4 See, for example, Phyllis Chesler, Sacred Bond: The Legacy of Baby M 22-23 
(Times Books, 1988) ("[H]ow can we deny that women have a profound and everlasting 
bond with the children they've birthed; that this bond begins in utero .... ") . 
5 See, for example, Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the 
Ante-Bellum South 195 (K.'1opf, 1956) (discussing how statutes enacted in the antebellum 
southern states classified people according to race based on their genetic makeup). 
6 See, for example, Benno lvhilier-Hill, i"vlurderous Science: Elimination by scientific 
selection of Jews, Gypsies, and others, Germany 1933-1945 36-37 (Oxford, 1988) (George R. 
Fraser, trans) (quoting speeches and reports given in Germany in 1939 and 1940). 
7 I am indebted to Haesook K.im and Eyuna.h Yang for helping me to see this para­
dox by shari;.-,g with me the parallels in the genetic tie's meaning in both Korean and 
American society. 
s The concept of race-like the meaning of the genetic tie--is a cultural artifact. Foe 
an extended discussion of how race is constructed in our culture , see Part I.C. For cri­
tiques of using racial classii'i.cations to understand human diversity, see generally Ashley 
Montagu, ed, The Concept of' Race (Free Press, 1964); D. Marvin Jones, DaTkness Made 
Visible: Law: i'vfetaphe;.-) and the -!�a.cial Self, 82 Gtorgeto'Nn L J 437 (1993). G·ender, of 
course, is another genetic trait tht�t fundarnentally detern1ines the nature of a person's 
life. I do not mean to suggest that race is a more significant feature of identity than gen­
der. American lavv and society, !:lcnvevcr, have structured the inheritance of race to a far 
greater extent than the genetic deterrnination. of gender. l�evertheless, son1e new repro­
ductive technologies ailow parents to control the sex of t.heir children. See generally Neil 
G. Bennett, ed, Sex Selection of Children (Academic, 1983); Ovven D. Jones. Sex Selection: 
Regulating Technology Enabling the Predetermination of a Child's Gender, 6 Harv J L & 
Tech 1, 1-25 (1992). 
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racial identity has profoundly shaped the s::Jcial meaning of the 
+ • C • >J .1.. ' 1 l 1_ • t' ] ' ' • L 1 g2ne�>1C ·Lle. .1. e:.. mos-c sc.no .. ar s .mp on ,ne s U OJ2c·c en,n.er 1gnores 
1-'- th . . c '11 . ' � . ,..,,, 1' ' J. race anoge� er or glVes lt, ancL�ary c ons 1 a. era 0 o n . 1. ne _n;eraLure 
On reDrodu('.;.l· vo tec�"l� ····J r:· o-i"s rl $J. Rirrn-::l.r1 A.. Q CY- O. '""' t .a r,a-;�· ;:::, �- � f> l-ie� r"o� • , -t- ''-' Ll.1.vh) b _ r.:;; , �t�-"·5 -'"'·"''-' i- • . . c <c a .,c; 6 ''-''· l v�_;_.,, !,_ :::>, 1. 
D.v�n!n 18 divl' � ,..-.... -. ,....D ,-.. � ... ) 1-- -� Tl·!-..r, 1-;i__. r-y•n l ��� o-f_., . , , q :::::l.-, -;- l, t:; i -'1--� .�..,..yl �Q ·i- e ..L 1-. e GAC-"•'1-'" ' ·' u <:: ::i .\ .<C\ll.-.!.j .<. .. L v ""U<c: c\,. �-h- � Gcc. 0 L-0 v!..t .::C !J _t-·}.'.)1L' " ' LH 
inc1i·virll1Ctl's right to �rroj:�).·2at-e -;:_;\Jit1J.o·ut !2�-::r-:_;-�:.:T:rir.rtct�.t iiri.2�l8rence 
' , , . th ' .� l ' , . l bl ac.K..."1owled.g1ng · ac poor worn-en or co or <::tr.s cne mosL \rumera e 
to renrodp,·"ivP contro1 '·h.o _{'aroinist c-�ir i ane 1rientifie-· mal o do .... .l _ ........... ,_ ,_, . .t, b. _,_ ....... 1 .......... _ J ___ . ',/ ..... 1. __ ... \-�...; · ) .. -.....,l . .. _:v � .�A. ... t: - "--' m-
ination as the central source of an oppressive understanding of 
the genetic tie. 
The debate over Baby Jessica's custody sirnilarly divicled into 
two camps that neglected the influence of race on claims to par­
enthood. Those who supported Jessica's :ceturn to her biological 
parents stressed the importance of the genetic tie, describing the 
value of children sha:cing their genetic makeup with their parents 
as a "biological imperative."11 Those -v ho advocated that Jessica 
9 See, for example, Lori B . .1\.ndrews and Lisa Douglass, Alternative Reproduction, 65 
S CalL Rev 623, 640 n 56 (1991); John A. Robertson, Ch ildren of Choice: Freedom and the 
New Reproductive Technologies 22-42 (Princeton, 1994); John A. Robertson, Procreative 
Liberty and the State's Burden of Proof in Regulating Noncoital Reproduction, 16 L Med & 
Health Care 18, 19 (1988). 
10 There is an extensive feminist literature criticizing new reproductive technologies 
for objectifying women and diminishing women's power by appropriating :reproductive 
control . See, for example,  Gena Corea, The Nlother Machine: Reproductive Technologies 
from Artificial Insemination to Artificial Wombs (Harper & Row, 1985); Janice G. Ray­
mond, Women as Wombs: Reproductive Technologies and the Battle Over Women's Free­
dom (HarperSanFrancisco, 1993); Barbara Katz Rothman, Recreating i'vlotherhood: Ideolo­
gy and Technology in a Patriarchal Society 40-64 (W.W. Norton, 1989). See also Emily 
Martin, The Woman in the Body: A Cultural Analysis a{ Reproduction 139-55 (Beacon, 
1 987) (discussing Caesarian sections and episiotomies). 
Not all feminists oppose new reproductive technologies, however. See, for example, 
Lori B. Andrews, Surrogate Motherhood: The Challenge for Feminists, 16 L iVIed & Health 
Care 72, 78 (1988) (arguing that feminist rationales opposing surrogacy "could undermine 
a larger feminist agenda"); Lynn M. Paltrow, Test-Tube Women: What Future for Mother· 
hood?, 8 Women's Rts L Rptr 303, 303 (1985), reviewing Rita .A.rdit�a. Renate Duelli 
Klein, and Shelley Minden, eds, Test-Tube Women: What Future for Motherhood? (Pando­
ra, 1984) (criticizing some feminists' condemnation. of ne•N n;p;-cductive technologies for 
being based on "a false view of women as powerless in a monolithic: patriarchy"); Michelle 
Stanworth, Birth Pangs: Conceptive Technologies •Jnd the Threat to Motherhood, in 
Marianne Hirsch and Evelyn .Fox Keller, eds, Conflicts in Feminis:n 238, 295-96 
(Routledge, 1990) (criticizing some feminists' opposition to new reproductive technologies 
as not being the best way to help women of 21! social gwups). 
11 See, for example, Lorraine Dusky, Custody Case Aflirms Biological Ties That Bind: 
Origins Do lvfatter, :NY Times A18 (July 24, 1993) Oetter to the editor) (bDsing her ap­
proval of jessica's return to her biological pa;-ents on the "growing body of evidence that 
demonstrates that adoption by strangers is always and ultimately psychologically damag­
ing to the individual and that the damage is never really healed"); �Tohn Taylor, Biological 
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remam with her adoptive parents stressed the need to facilitate 
adoptions for middle-class fam.ilies and played down the harm 
that terminating parental rights \vithout adequate protection 
may cause birth mothers.12 Both positions seemed incomplete to 
rna 1\L=> � t'h.o-� ar>r>"t:ln-1- ad r;-·r th.-::. "Y' "'·�o•ma·'ic .rL:.,;al•l1na- of tho . .t •- · _._,, __ ,,. ,� � ��v - ·�'-'-' le>. v -"� ·- �L� • . - !.;,_ u� !� •· 0 ·�
b o n ·--1--- -- f?"e netic and othervvise---bet--,;u,�en :Slack women and their �::J 
childn:m. Additionally, the rhetoric SL'.rro •. mding the Baby Jessica 
cas-e .n'"lissed the lTlore importa:tlt tr1,1tf1 tll.at \'a.lL1ing the bond 
betwesr:. parents and their children need not entail cherishing 
their genetic tie as an essential cornponent of personal or group 
identity. 
This ... <\rticle explores how race, along with gender, continues 
to determine the meaning of the genetie tie , how that meaning 
reinforces white supremacy in a patriarchal society, and why that 
meaning seems to be so different for many Black people. Part I 
examines the role that the genetic tie plays in defining personal 
identity. VIe seem to believe that the genetic tie between parents 
and children usually creates a powerful and enduring attach­
ment. The growing social power of genetics exaggerates the in­
creasingly popular conception of personhood as derived from 
genetic heritage . I explain how the inheritability of race has 
shaped the social meaning of the genetic tie to m aintain a racial 
caste system based on white superiority and racial purity. I also 
explore the reasons why the genetic tie seems less important to 
most Blacks' creation of their own identities .  Part II discusses 
how gender and race influence efforts to create genetic ties. New 
reproductive technologies are often used as a means of fulfulling 
men's desire to have genetically related children. The legitimacy 
of these technologies ,  however, depends on the production of 
vvhite children; the harm of these technologies is rooted as much 
in the devaluation of Black humanity as in the commodification 
of women. 
Finally, Part III examines the genetic tie's role in determin­
ing legal parentage. The law concerning the parental rights of 
unwed fathers and sperm donors derrwnst:rates more interest in 
pi"Otecting the patriarchal family than in acknowledging fathers' 
genetic ties to their children. :Race, hmveveT, ultimately deter-
· ---- -----· 
Imperative: The Battle for Jessica, :NY Mag 12, 13 (Aug 16, 1993) (favoring Jessica's 
return to her bioiogical mother because "[t)he fierce attachment of the mother to the child 
is primordial"). 
•� See, for example, Elizabeth Bartholet, Blood Parents Vs. Real Parents, NY Times 
Al9 (July 13, 1993) (ar.g'..ling that "[c]hildren are paying a high price for the priority we 
place on blood ties"). 
-, 
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mmes claims to child:ren. Rules governing legal paternity and 
female marital JS delity have served to preserve the r?.cial caste 
svstem .  For examDle . courts have disca:rded the traditional nr,e-.., ..::. ' .!. 
c '  f' t . . . ct" t d 'n' t  I.' .t.l , ... . sum:p uon o p avernrcy lD. orr er o eny a w 1 e J.8 Lne:r s connec vlOn 
" r l - 1-c • - " ' ., • d t, t d . . . 1 . " to a .d 1 ack C111 l c.: anci ttE:'Ie reJ ecte ,ne ·. Ta · rt10na1 p::�-?surnptwn o1 
rn_a�:e�rrlj_ty- in_ crCler -s�) c��2DJ' a Blacl� r:�other�s c·J r�rt�;ctior1 to 2. 
�� ,.rl--1.ite c:lri�� ::� . Ir!. c .. d�(tit:�_ orJ ;  I_;l acl� rnotheTs� g�e:n.eti c �[! fJ rJd :-::J to t}\e·i�c 
cl-1ildr2n ar2 Cie-:7sdt1ecl.  
/\ �1- ?-· 1-. ,- "' " �, - - -.. �--: -r···· , ,  +-1-- - � ,-., £:. � -}- " 01 0  r"'" "Y> n'! J Q C' -'-1� .-. +  1..-.. r._ - i - ··· ::\·" -,- - , -,� � .  · 1"'\ , £�G Ld.l'C 0 .Ct.1 flt:! l;.�.l .;...i..l. G ;  ·J.;.Ll.l0 J..'-U t . ..lil..-l\,.... .0.. J .. b UC.:J t-l.iCl LJ }  .t l .._• i ¥ L Y C .• .. . :.. i..Tipur-
tan t the biological bond is as a basis :for family relc•.tionships , it 
need not be the exclusive bond. In fact, blood ties 8_:<:e less signifi­
cant to the definition of family in the Black comrnunity than they 
traditionally have b2en for white America. 
Feminist debates about adoption, surrogacy, and new repro­
ductive technologies are part of a critical proj ect to transform the 
family into a relationship that rej ects restrictive patriarchal 
norms . 13 This proj ect must fundamentally include uncovering 
and eliminating the :racist understanding of the genetic tie. It 
must eradicate the law's preference for white genetic ties,  as well 
as its facilitation of male genetic desires.  The feminist proj ect 
should reconceive the genetic tie as a nonexclusive bond that 
forms the basis for a more important social relationship between 
parents and children. This reconstruction will benefit from at­
tending to Black people's view of the genetic tie as neither a 
valuable end in itself no:r the essence of personal, family, and 
group definitions. 
I. THE GENETIC TIE At'JD PERSONAL IDENTITY 
A. The Importance of Genetic Connection 
The meaning of the genetic tie involves interrelated ques-
� � � 1 ..Lh • • 1 • • 1 J • 1 lJ nn� • l nons m DO L. persona.t menn cy ann socra power. · 1 ne soc1a1 
value ·we place on the genetic tie centers on the role it plays in 
13 See, for example, Mart;1a Albertson Fineman, The Neutered Jviother, The Sexual 
Family, and Other Twentieth Century Tragedies (Routledge, 1994); :Susan Moller Obn, 
Justice, Gender, and the Fam ily (Basic Books, 1989); Elizabeth Bartholet, Fcunily Bonds: 
Adoption and the Politics of Parenting (Houghton Mifflin, 1993). See iilso Naomi R. Cahn, 
Family Issue(s) , 6 1  U Chi L Rev 325,  328,29 ( 1993),  reviewing Bartholet, Fa mily Bonds; 
Nancy E. Dowel, A Feminist Analysis of Adoption, 107 Harv L Rev 9 1 3 ,  922-23 ( 1994), 
reviewing Bartholet, Family Bonds . 
1' See, for example,  Cornel West, Race JY!atters 66 (Beacon, 1993) ( discussing the 
connection between identity and social structures &.nd arguing that "issues of black identi­
ty-both biack self-iove and self-contempt-sit alongside black poverty as realities to con­
front and transforn1").  
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our sense of self  and depends o n  social hierarchies of power. The 
desire to have genetically related childre n  is not e ntirely natural , 
but is determined by our political and cultural context. 
vVe often perceive a special relationship created by a shared 
genetic identity. vV'nen a n ew baby enters a family, one of the 
firs t responses is to figure out whom she resembles . Most !)atent�: - . 
orobr�bl v  feel :zreat s a cisfaction in having chi] dren who " to.ke .... .... .__.. '-' 
,.. ,. · 1... .,..., • • • t ' ,  1 1 , " ld  , " , . ar ter  · C 1 l8IJl . D r1ng1ng 1n i..lo c r12 "\,vor�a cn1 r2n '\v no .bes.r tr121r 
likenesses gives many people both the j oy of creating another life 
and the comfort of achieving a form of immortality passed down 
through the generations . 15 Joe Saul, the protagonist of John 
Steinbeck's play Burning Bright ,  expressed his tormenting desire 
to h ave a child in terms of an eternal charge: 
A man can't scrap his blood line, can't snip the thread of his 
immortality. There's more than just my memory. More than 
my training and the remembered stories of glory and the for­
gotten shame of failure. There's a trust imposed to hand my 
line over to another, to place it tenderly like a thrush's egg 
in my child's hand. 16 
In our society, people often see the inability to produce one's own 
children as one of nature's most tragic curses . 17 Infertile people 
often suffer horribly, and even people who h ave voluntarily decid­
ed to remain childless often refuse to cut off the possibility of 
creating children through sterilization. 18 The desire to have chil­
dren of one's own is so intense that it is commonly attributed to 
n ature . Thus,  the opening paragTaph of a popular guide to infer-
15 Andrews and Douglass, 65 S Cal L Rev at 626-27 (cited in note 9); John Lawrence 
Hill, What Does It Mean to Be a "Parent"? The Claims of Biology as the Basis for Parental 
Righ ts, 66 NYU L Rev 353 ,  389 ( 1991) .  See also Katherine Bishop, Prisoners Sue To Be 
Allowed To Be Fathers: Artificial Insemination Sought on Death Row,  I'JY Times A14 (Jan 
5, 1992) (reporting claim by California death row inmates that their "right to procreate" 
required the state to preserve their sperm for implantation); John A. Robertson, Posth u·  
mous Reproduction, 69 Ind L J 1027 ( 1 994) (discussing the "procreative liberty" i nterests 
of individuals to have genetically related offspring after they die through cryopreservation 
of sperm and embryos and maintenance of brain-dead pregnant women) .  
1 6  John Steinbeck, Burning Bright 29 (Viking, 1950) .  I am grateful to John Jacobi not 
only for suggesting that I read this obscure play, but for finding it for me. 
" On the stigma our society attaches to infertility, see .AJison Solomon, Infertility As 
Crisis: Coping, Surviving-and Thriving, in Renate D. Klein, ed,  Infertility: Women Speak 
Out About Their Experiences of Reproductive Medicine 169 (Pandora, 1989) .  See also 
Germaine Greer, Sex and Destiny: The Politics of Human Fertility 36-58 (Harper & Row, 
1 984) ( discussing the importance of fertility cross-culturally). 
18 See Elaine A. Lissner, Frontiers in Nonhormonal  Male Contraceptive Research , in 
Helen Bequaert Holmes, ed, Issues in . . .  Reproductive Technology I: An Anthology 53, 55 
(Garland, 1992) .  
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tility treatment declares:  "Call it a cosmic spark or spiritual ful­
fillment, biological need or human destiny-the desire for a fami-
1 . b ' _1 ' � ' .  1 ) l\9 D l  ' ' .  l y nses un wden trom our gene c1c soms. .b ... ooa nes are 8.1SO a 
powerful cultural symbol of stability m human relation­
ships-"the only reaJ guarantee against loneliness and isolation" 
Some legal sch_ol a:r3 1l_a-.,re c�rg1J.eCt th.at an. i :n.d_i·;;i(bJal's inte:rest irt 
h � n n- 0,C.C� 'Y"\--•� r- ;; o ·f \-, � Q  '}--T...-1 O'C:.Yj .=� -.-· : ,� ;::;! r  O..._,....e� . .,-� t +- l't !=l ·�- � ),.. !=-"• 1Yi .. •un } r:-<  t A  .-. .... av.l._J_b .il.::J}JJ . .:. .t lo J. ;.. .·.!.. � '- V\ ! 0'.._,.!._�...._,0 l,_, u1j b .!.  d vJ.. .. :::..t. v  J. \., ,._·, .._  ... _(.1 .L.A- .,.,::, ;., 'J 0. 
�onstl' f., <- ; on a't1 - ·  ,..., ,.. " .. 0·0'1- ed nyn-">' o � + i"·"' 1 l' h o ·: ·-hr 2 1  L. V U L.l lJ. . ..lJ ,t-1.1. ,_., .., ...... ...__ .� !-' ...., \..o .L .._.. _..l- ..... .. v ""' _ .._., .._.. _ ._,j , 
Many also believe that certainty about one's genetic heritage 
benefits children .�� A.ccording to this view , genetic derivation is 
a critical determinant of self-identity, as well as biological make­
up.  Adopted children may struggle not only with the question, 
"Who are my real mother and father?," but also vvith the more 
profound inquiry, "Is genetic relatedn.ess necessary for an au-
19 Sarah Franklin, Deconstructing "Desperateness": The Social Construction of Infertil­
ity in Popular Representations of New Reproductive Technologies, in Maureen McNeil,  Ian 
Varcoe, and Steven Year!ey, eds, The New Reproductive Technologies 200, 207 (St. 
Martin's, 1990). More scholarly works make similar claims. See, for example, Robert G. 
Edwards and David J. Sharpe, Social Values and Research in Human Embryology, 231 
Nature 87, 87 ( 19 7 1 )  ( " (T]he desire to have children must be among the most basic of 
human instincts, and denying it can lead to considerable psychological and social difficul­
ties."). 
20 Michelle Stanworth, Reproductive Technologies and the Deconstruction of Mother­
hood, in Michelle Stanworth, ed, Reproductive Technologies: Gender, Motherhood and 
Medicine 10, 21 (Minnesota, 1 987), quoting Irena YJepfisz's essay in Stephanie Dowrick 
and Sibyl Grundbcrg, eels ,  Why Childre n ?  18 (Women's Press, 1 980).  
2 1  See, for example, A..1drews and Douglass, 65 S Cal L Rev at 640 n 56 (cited in note 
9);  Robertson, Children of Choice at 29-34 (cited in note 9); Robertson, 16 L .Med & Health 
Care at 19 (cited in note 9).  See also Barbara Stark, Constitutional Analysis o{ the Baby M 
Decision, 1 1  Harv Women's L J 19,  26-33 ( 1 988) (rriticizing the Baby M trial court's 
decision for confusing the procreation right with a natural parent's iiberty interest in his 
or her child); Lifchez v Hartigan ,  735 F Supp 1361,  1376-77 (N D Iil 1990) (holding that 
the right of privacy includes the interest in using reproductive technologies to procreate). 
Robertson arg-ues that procreative liberty includes a constitutional right to state en­
forcement of surrogacy agreements. John A. Robertson, Embryos, Fam ilies, a nd Procre­
ative Liberty: The Legal StructL<re of' the New Reproduction, 59 S Cal L Rev 942,  1002-03, 
1013-15  ( 1986); Robertson, Ch ildren of Choice at 13 1-32 (cited in note 9) ;  Robertson, 1 6  L 
Med & Health Care at 21 (cited in note 9).  For an argument that childless couples do not 
have a privacy right protecting their surrogacy arrangements, see Anita L. Allen, Privacy, 
Surrogacy, and the Baby M Case, 76 Georgetown L J 1759 ( 1 988) .  
2 2  See Leon R. Knss, "Ma.king Babies" Revisited, 54 Pub Interest 32, 47 ( 1 979) ("Clar�­
ty about [one's] origins is c::ucial for self-identity, itself important for self:respect."). For 
an argument about the i mportance of such knowledge in the context of hereditary 
diseases, see Coburn v Cob u rn ,  384 Pa Super 295, 558 A2d 548, 554 ( 1 989) (Cirillo concur­
ring) (" [K]nowledge of one's biological parents and hereditary !-!ist.ory is crucial in ordering 
one's affairs and making l ife's decisions.�) .  
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thentic sense of  self?"23 Taken to its extreme, this perspective 
defines personhood c:.ccordi ng to genetic attributes .24 
This conception of identity rooted in genetic heritage under­
lies the most extreme rhetoric of advocates who support adoptees' 
searches for their birth p .s.rents .25 Critics of a doption clairn. that 
· 
d
opt o d r>'n� l �l -,.-.o11 '-' l ' r�c. ·� · - �';- ,..., 'i"Y"l ' ' c:D:� G ., ·l o o-i ro.-. 1 10eV"l· l -l n·...-· y---.. � 7"\ .� n  a -� v . l  u .  � " , -..( ,_ , _ . .. _ .l .o ._, � _[,_ a ·� J. - -� 0. b , � ,':J. , ·v LL L .o i c G .t.t C --a 
d ' tl' on .,A- a m ml. rl r.· l c("·n r-, �..-· ,.-::- �r> eo ("'- ·f ·>h . .o i r u �neJ.. l' c 0 .. --� r· " :26 ·Q� o. con l - H e> l•� - l lL £) -• t:;, • - · '- ·' •- r.J. u - - -� ,J \, ' � -'<  b !j l  . \_,  I t;  .... hJ . E ·-� d . ' - l  1 '  • '  . ' b - ·  . .  ' a optee 'Nntes a oou t cne s ,wna cwn created y d1srupung tne 
genetic bond: 
[T] he adoptee, by being extruded from his or her own biolog­
ical clan, forced out of the natural flow of generational conti­
nuity, feels forced out of nature itself. The adoptee feels an 
alien, an outsider, an orphan, a foundling, a change­
ling-outside the natural realm of being.27 
Some genetics scientists also apparently see identity as defined 
by genetics.  One Harvard biologist, for example, declared that 
understanding human genetic composition is "the ultimate an­
swer to the commandment, 'Know thyself."'28 
Our belief in the strength of the genetic tie involves not only 
the value of having a genetic tie ,  but also the value of not having 
one. This question typically arises when clients of fertility clinics 
must decide what to do with fertilized embryos that are not im­
planted.29 Although most of the ethical inquiry has centered on 
23  Betty Jean Lifton, Brave Netv Baby in the Brave New World, in  Elaine Hoffman 
Baruch, Amadeo F. D'Adamo, Jr. ,  and Joni Seager, eds , Embryos, Ethics, and Women's 
Rights: Exploring the New Reproductive Technologies 149, 1 5 1  ( Harrington Park, 1988). 
These questions may also trouble children whose genetic fathers are anonymous sperm 
donors. See, for example, Margaret R. Brown,  Whose Eyes Are These, Whose Nose?, News­
week 12  (Mar 7, 1 994). 
2' See Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss and Dorothy Nelkin, The Jurisprudence of Genetics, 
45 Vand L Rev 313 ,  3 1 8-2 1 ( 1 992). 
2 5  See, for example, Betty Jear, Lifton ,  Journey of the Adopted Self' A Quest for 
Wholeness (Basic Books, 19941;  Betty Jean Lifton, Lost and Found: The Adoption Experi­
ence (Bantam, 1981).  
26 See Lifton, Brave New Baby at 150. See also Paul Sachdev, Adoption Reunion and 
After: A Study of the Search Process and Experience of Adoptees, 71 Child Welfare 53,  54, 
58 ( 1992) (describing adoptees' search for their genetic roots as "nearly a universal phe­
nomenon" and as  motivated by a "compelling need to attain a more cohesive identity"); In 
re Dixon, 1 1 6  Mich App 763, 323 NW2d 549,  550 n 2 ( 1 982) (quoting a psychiatrist's letter 
stating that "there is  generally a deep-seated need on the part of adoptees to know their 
biological origins, regardless of the quality of family l ife in their adopted families") .  
2 7  Lifton, Brave New Baby at 150.  
" Jerry E .  Bishop and Mi:::hael Wuldholz ,  Genome 218 (Simon & Schuster, 1990), 
quoting Professor Walter Gilbert. 
29 See Howard W. Jones, Jr. , Policy Considerations for Cryopreservation in In Vitro 
Fertilization Programs, in Helen Bequaert Holmes, ed,  Issues in . . .  Reproductive Technol-
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discarding embryos, embryo donation also raises troublesome 
questions . 30 The possibility of implanting an embryo in a willing 
, b ' .  ' 1. ' ,  • • (' , • + woman s wom msengages Hle geneuc ue rrom a woman s ln Ler� 
, 1 ;J ' 1  . ' . ., ld ' ' .� ' , . ' est m o Gu.llY mcegnty tnat �11ou. _ preclude r or ced embryo lmplan-
·'- r-. t = J- .... l""" ...... "1l'�.!J, ('"J""':;� :o --- �-v /h ·r-y-ro·r:() r; n ' n c ···--. ,,-'-.: + 1 "� 'j·-� !"") -r'i � 1 ...... � rr,nt ·!- o t "'"'"''"m � •1a+e l.,a. ul .h: ,_.; _ _p: '-' 5 1 -a.ll"J . .  r� '!'! • ,_,::,c � "-> 'J1 1 . •  S L 1 •"-"· • ·'v.u c-.• 1 " S .L. � �<' -'='� • _l. V 
"t12T _p:r:.: g-.:.l. B.rtcy31  does not rle .c�:;s8. a.;_�i -, g�:.-�_,'2 t}_�e ;.;vor£13.:rl control 
irltei·es ·i>----if  Rrl�l--iil tl1e c1iscoxlr:� !:.:;c·;�E! d_ srt�: -[: ·r}'O lies prirnctrily ir1 
their genetic relationship . Should the st�?-t<? :tesv�et an individual's 
. •  . . - �  • • ' 1 1 . h e1es1re w c wmu a genetlc be oecause sne c10es not. w1s to con-
tribute genes to the creation of <::mother human being?33 .l\.nd 
should this desire be considered a :right that takes precedence 
over the state's interest in seeing the embryo develop into a 
chi1d?24 However these difficult questions are answered, their 
·------ ----
ogy I: An Anthology 209, 2 1 1-12  (Garland, 1992) (describing problems that arise in connec­
tion with the disposition of embryos and advocating «prefreeze" agreements); Note, The 
Legal Status of Frozen Embryos: Analysis and Proposed Guidelines lor a Uni/orm Law,  17 
J Legis 97, 1 02-03, 1 10-22 ( 1990) (discussing various possible regulations for disposition of 
frozen embryos and proposing model legislation). Many clinics require couples to sign a 
contract choosing whether to discard the unused embryos or to donate them to another 
couple.  Tom Hundley, Embryos face another court date: Ohio woman seeks to prevent 
destruction of frozen cells , Chi Trib A26 (Sept 28, 1989); J ohn A. Robertson, Prior l\gree­
ments for Disposition of Frozen Embryos, 5 1  Ohio St L J 407, 409-10 ( 1990). 
3 0  See Clifford Grobstein, Ten!pest in a Petri Plate: The Moral Uses of 'Spare' Embry­
os, Hastings Ctr Rep 5 ,  5 (June 1982); Note, Genesis Retold: Legal Issues Raised by the 
Cryopreservation of Preimplantation Human Emb;yos, 36 Syracuse L Rev 1021 ,  1025,  
1039-4.0 ( 1985); Comment, Frozen Embryos: Towards an EquitabZe Solution, 46 U Miami 
L Rev 803, 806-07 ( 1 992). 
3 1 Roe u \Nade, 410 US 113 (1973) .  
3 2  See Note, Frozen Embl)•os: l'lforal, Social, and Legal Implications, 59 S Cal L Rev 
1079, 1093 U986). See also Mark Tushnet, An .c:.:ssay en Rights, 62 Tex L Rev 1363, 1366 
( 1984) (noting that a woman's right to terminate her pregnancy may not include a :right to 
destroy the fetus once technology makes it possible to remove the fetus without destroying 
it). 
'" Dr his desire to avoid genetic parenthood. SE·e Dauis u Dauis, 842 SW2d 588, 604 
(Term 1992). See also text accompanying notes l 3 l -3c/. 
34 See Robertson, 59 S Cal L Rev at 979-80 (cited in note 21 )  (describing peop le's dif­
fering perceptions of the burdens entailed by an uuwan ted genetie link); Tushnet, 62 Tex 
L Rev at 136'7 (positing that the woman "may not W3Tlt to worry for the rest of her Efe 
whether ;:, person she saw on the street, who vague�y resemb}ed her grandmother, might 
be her d aughter," and raising the po> sibility of a property-based right in one's genetic 
heritage). One student in my civil liberties class insisted that she had a protectible 
interest in not playing any part-even a purely genetic one--in bringing a child into an 
unjust h·orlcL For arguments that procreative l iberty does not encompass destro_y'ing 
embryos in order to avoid a genetic tie, see Robertson, 59 S Cal L Rev at 980 (cited in 
note 2 1 )  (s uggesting that the state might constituti onally require donation of unwanted 
embryos if it does not impose gestational or rearing obligations on the genetic parents); 
Note, 59 S Cal L R-ev at 1097 (cited in note 3 2 !  (concluding that the genetic parents' 
"discorn.fort'; r:�oes not outweigh the state)s interest in protecting the en1bryo's develop· 
mer:t). 
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complexity attests to our frequent 
tie- whether it is valued or avoided--as 
basis of human attachment. 
VlSlOTI of the genetic 
.s n·-1 r->ndur' nP" • ·- <:-_.l,. ._...t..-1. .J.._ 0 
B. rrhe Social Power of Geneb.cs 
tttolog_y. rro ths CO!:ltra :ty, recer1 t :f2Et:-r3 }18\'2 
ger1ce of pt1blic interest in g·er1etics t}:�a.t t�aa 
. ' E�.T!.t.:.e_n·L. Iny-
· , · ' · 1 · · 35 n h l' .r� lC tle 3 SOCla_ liD.J)OTLance . .t\,OC 1.8 lB \__.�OOIJ�?T Dre:y-fLi3S a.rJ.cl Doro-
th ' Np1';- �n n o "-e ... 't-7t·e "" G, l· n SCJ. Pn c.a. � � nr .-.l , .. ,.J -1""'\ ., f\ -: l -i .n -r � " 1 1 t 1 1r0 "- D ·dJ ' �'·�- .LLl . .• G '  c. " '  , , d  ·' "  . - -' •  -'�;  .•. c. , ., ; CU.tU i-' '· ' i·"-da. � \.., ,Al. • - c t_l -
d ,
. t '  ' .  , .  " J-1 • ..h j. ,. l ' • .  1.v ar · gene 1c essen·clallsm, (,ne -vH::v,; ,, .ua !, ·p(-;rson.a1 "Crans a:re 
predictable and permanent, determined at conception, 'hard­
wired' into the human constitution. "36 The Humt:n.t Genome Ini­
tiative, an ongoing government-sponsored project to m e-.p the 
complete set of genetic instructions th.at fo:rin the strttcture of 
inherited qualities,  is "the largest biology project in the history of 
science."37 Scientists are attempting to detect genetic markers 
that indicate a predisposition to complex conditions and behav­
iors, as well as single-gene disorders .38 They anticipate creating 
35 See generally Ruth Hubbard and Elijah Wald, Exploding the Gene Myth: How 
Genetic Information is Produced and Manipulcded by Scientists, Physicians, Employers, 
Insurance Companies, Educators, and Law Enforcers 1-6 (Beaccm, 1993) (describing and 
critiquing the current trend toward explai ning health and behavior in terms of genetics). 
See also Raymond, Women as Wombs at 108-37 (cited in note 10) (discussing the ways 
that the medical profession and the media promote new reproductive technologies as 
progress). A recent edition of The New York Times Book Review, for example, reviewed 
five books concerning the link between genetics o.nd hume.n behavior. Its cover displayed a 
face woven into a model of DNA and the question "How i\Iuch of Us Is in The Genes?'' See 
NY Times Book Rev 1 (Oct 16, 1994). 
36 Dreyfuss and Nelkin, '15 Vand L Rev a t  320-2 1 (cited in note 24). See also Troy 
Duster, Backdoor to Eugenics 164 (Routledge, 1 990) (observing that. conternporar; :3ociety 
perceives human traits and behaviors thr·ough a �prism of heritability" that �attributes 
the major explanatory power to biological inheri tance"); i\bby Lippman, Prenatai Geneiic 
Testing and Screening: Constructing Needs and Rein/arcing !nequii'ies, 17 fun J L & Med 
1 5 ,  19 ( 1 99 1) ( describing the process of "geneticization" by which human biology is incor­
rectly equated with human genetics and the ditTerences between ir,dividuals an; reduced 
to their genes) .  
37 Dreyfuss and Nelk.in,  4 5  Vand L Rev at 3 14 & n 2 ( cited in Eote 24) (noting that 
the proj ect is expected to last three to fifteen years, costing approxir.na.tely $3 billion). See 
generally George J.  Annas and Sherman Eiias, eds, Gene Mapping: Using Law and Ethics 
as Guides ( Oxford, 1992) (collecting essays discussing social policy and ethical concems 
about the genome proj eet); U.S. Department of Health anci Human Services a;1d U.S.  
Department of Energy, Understanding Our Genetic Inheritance: The U. S. F!uman Grmome 
Project: The First Five Years FY 1 991 - 1 995 ix ( 1990) (presenting the o!11cial view of the 
genome project and proj ecting costs of $200 million p2:· year for 2.bout fiftee:1 years). 
38 Dreyfuss and Nelkin, 45 Vand L Rev at 314 (cited in note 2:1). 
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gener:1c tests that will be able to predict a person's susceptibility 
to hemophilia, mental illness,  heart disease, and alcoholis m . 39 
Researchers claim to have discovered not m:.J.y the genetic 
• • L' , . 7 rl " ' "  ' 1 1 •  l . 1 1 , .  (' ongTns 01 mealca, conunwns, out zuso ow Ogica� exp.,ana cwns ror 
'' � ir· [ 00"'"' d· l· '- �ons �o D0l 1" cyr· D "'  1 rer"' � -.-. a1  ·thc.or: s·t � l. D.C "''8'' ·�i l' gl, - o�· v0'- �'-l ·v u l.,.t .• 1 • .'. .l ,_ a.r., . .::> CtH c: .k v•.) '- .l Ccc:>.-.c . .  j � 1 1 ·  
for social c.h.ange. riihe B 11sh _/\clr.ninj.stT.s.t�.orl j  :f(rr ez��:trr:t})l e )  
;::.:r�·1barkecl 011 ct \�\,iolertce in.itic�ti�;e/' \Vhic11 irlc1titlec1 r.es8arct�. J)re·· 
:oised on the :heory that c:riminslity may ha:ve a biochemic2.l or 
genetic cause.41  This :research project sought �to establish the 
existence of a genetic marker that would identify children at high 
risk of becoming criminals in the hopes of deter:ring their crimi­
nal behavior through pharmacologieal treatment and other thera-
• <j? p1es .  -
"9 See Department of Health and Human Services and Department of Energy, The 
U. S. Human Genome Project at vii (cited in note 37). On the potentially discrimina tory 
uses of genetic screening, see generally Dorothy Nelkin and Laurence Tancredi , Dan ­
gerous Diagnostics: The Social Power of Biological Information 7 5 - 1 3 2  ( Basic B ooks, 1 994)  
( discussing how schools and employers use genetic information); Larry Costin,  Genetic 
Discrimination: The Use of Genetically Based Diagnostic and Prognostic Tests by Employ­
ers and Insurers, 17 i\m J L & Med 109 ( 1991)  (describing genetic discrimination against 
workers and insureds and legal mechanisms to redress it) ;  Patricia A.  King, The Past as 
Prologue: Race, Class, a nd Gene Discrimination, in George J. Annas and Sherman Elias,  
eds, Gene Mapping: Using Law and Ethics as Guides 94 (Oxford, 1992) (discussing the 
potential for correlations between genetic susceptibility to disease and group membersh i p  
being used to discriminate against racial a n d  ethnic minorities).  For a n  argument oppos­
ing the use of antidiscrimination law to address genetic discrimination, see Richard A. 
Epstein, The Legal Regulation of Genetic Discrimination: Old Responses to New Technolo­
gy , 74 BU L Rev 1 ,  13-19 ( 1 994).  
Genetic information also contributes to the legal fact-finding process, as i n  the use of  
DNA to identify criminals or  determine paternity. See genera1ly Note, The Dark Side of 
DlvA Profiling: Unreliable Scientific Evidence lVIeets the Criminal Defendant,  42 Stan L 
Rev 465 ( 1 990) ;  Roger Lewin, DNA Typing on the Witness Sta nd., 244 Science 1033 (June 
2,  1989). 
w See Hubbard and Wald, Exploding the Gene lYlyth at 60 (cited in note 3 5 ) .  
4 1  See Lynne Duke, Controversy Flares Over Crime, Heredity: NIH Suspends Funding 
for Conf'erence, Wash Post A4 (Aug 19, 1 992) (discussi ng controversy over the 
government's biological research on crime); Daniel Goleman, 1\few Storm Brews On Wheth ­
er Crime Has Roots in Genes, N"'i Times C 1  (Sept 15 ,  1992).  The project was planned to 
last five years, with a budget of $400 million. Fox Butterfield, Dispute Threatens U. S. 
Plan on Violence, I'-T'f Times A12 ( Oct 23, 1992). Scientists recently identified a genetic de­
fect that they claim predisposes some men toward violence. See l'Jatalie .Angier, Gene Tie 
to Male Violence is Studied, N"'{ Times A2 1 (Oct 22,  1 993).  
'" See Duke, Controversy Flares Over Crime, Heredity at  A4; Goleman, New Storm 
Brews at C l .  Dr. Frederick Goodwin, director of the Alcohol, Dro..1g Abuse, and Mental 
Health Administi·ation, indicated that the government program would be largely directed 
o.t inner-city youth: 
Now, one could say that if some of the ioss of social structere in this society, and par­
ticularly within the high impact inner-city areas, has removed some of the civilizing 
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In their controversial and much publicized book, The Bell 
Curue: Intelligence and Class Structure in .American Life ,  Eichard 
'-T, Hennstein and Charles Murray use studies comparing the 
cog11itive t\-tnctioning of ·ethnic groups to assert that egalitarian 
,.., r-: ro ·! -r ..-.. -,-r· � -- s as ..... n- a an. s of � rr1pro·;i r, .- CQf' · e � ":  � ra F L j l  43 :::;0-.- lc-. ;  p . ut; ... ELU , a '" • 1 '-- • � l•l ' ·· ·• -i;; u �t t.,J, a .• e- . U L .. .t 8 .  
;T'I1e�/ clc-._ir.cl t.l�2t. irltellig-ence le 've1s diff3t arr1ong· e tl1n.ic g1'G�J.:ps ,  
t��1at 131acl:��: E;_!'2 ��; Q 2-.�-Ierage less intellig·e:o.t tl1 a11 \'.Jl1i tes,  c:nd. that 
'[ '.'"'f ·"v• ,, . .,..,) , ., .,-, i ·n 'r p ) 'l. ; ;:''i=> J" f' P e'coJ a. l. TlS "0.('1' ;:; 1 �u r n hl P r•·, .;·, "' J .u' ); "' '" 7'n' r p ·r-v t c;,)_ :::, ... .. '"' · .::·· .· .... .. ·.· ... . . � u '-' ·� - ·-- -- - · -.... "· .... • � u ., - "'" .1. . ...  • ./ .- • ._, , • .1.. _1_ , )  ...., � _ __.__ ,___.. _ ..�. .• _,__..._, :t'" '-'  --1 •..; 
t:? :  1J_nemp1-c:)rrr1er:t, and. \\relfare dependen-cy . .  t--\ccordi�ng to tt1eir 
logic, the high er :reproductive rates of groups -,vith lower cognitive 
abi lity have caused the overall distribution of intelligence scores 
in A...merica to decline and social disparities to increase. Although 
HaTns teiiJ and Iviurray refuse to state definitively the relative 
importance of genetics and environment, they endorse claim s 
' 'I 
0 ' ' b  t 1 f t' 11 t • l d ' n_c • tnat genetlcs con-en u es suos .,an 1a y o rac1a< 1t1erences 1n 
intelligence and therefore to social class .  Moreover, by grounding 
the reasons for social problems in reproduction, they accentuate 
the importance of the genetic tie to our individual and coJ.lective 
11 1 0 4-' we ;.-oe1ng. · 
evoiutionary thi ngs that we have built up and that maybe it isn't j ust the careless 
use of the word when people call certain areas of certai n cities jungles, that we may 
have gone back to what migh t be more natural, without all of the soc ial controls that 
we have imposed upon ourselves as a civilization over thousands of years in our own 
evolution. 
Philip ,J . Hilts , Federal Official Apologizes For Remarks on Inner Cities, NY Times A6 
(Feb 22, 1992) .  See also Peter R. Breggin, The Real Crime is Neglecting Inner- City Youths, 
Wash Post Al8 (Aug 3 1 ,  1 992) (letter to the editor) (cdticizing the government's proposed 
violence initiative as ra ci st and eugenic). 
'3 Richard J.  Herrnstein and Charles Murray, The Bell Curve: Intelligence and Class 
Structure in American Life (Free Press, 1994).  The press gave The Bell Curve prominent 
attention, including excerpts from the book in The Wall Street Journal, reviewing it in a 
New York Times book review, and profiling Charles Murray on the cover of a New York 
Ti mes Tv1ag;lzine. See Richard J. Herrn.stein and Charles M urrc:y, The Ji.ristocrc;cy of 
Intelligence, Wall St ,J Al2 ( Oct 10, 1 994); Mal colm Vv. Browne, Wha t  Is Intelligence, and 
Who Has It < ,  l'JY Times Book Rev 3 (Oct 16,  1994);  Jason DeParle, Daring Reseurcf: or 
'Social Science Pornography'?, N"'l Times Mag 48 (Oct 9, 1994). The New Republic pub­
lished a n  issue entitled "Race & I .Q. ,"  featuring an essay by He:-rnstein and 1v£Erray based 
on their beak and a series of critical ess ays . See New Republic (Oct 31, 1 994).  For com­
mentary on the "hype" surrounding The Bell Curve, see Randall Kennedy, The Phony War, 
New Republic 19,  J.9 · 2 0  (Oct 3 1 ,  1 994) (observing that Herrnstein and :tviurTay are 
;�populari zers" of old theories about intelligence and social differences, rather than "intel­
lectual pioneers"). 
" Eerrnstein and Murray do not propose eugenic measures, such as sterilization of 
less i11tell igent people, but their logic would support such measures. See Michael Lind, 
Bmve blew Right, New Republic 24, 26 (Oct 3 1 ,  1994) (tying Herrnstein and MmTay's 
theories to "long-suppressed ideas about hereditary racial inequality"); Jeffrey Rosen and 
Charles La;,e, Nee-Nazis, New Republic 14 (Oct 3 1 ,  1994) (argui:1g that Herrnstein and 
Murray's sources consist of "a ch i lly synthesis of the findings of eccentric race theorists 
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At the same time, new reproductive technologies promise to 
fulfill parents' yearning to share a genetic tie with their chil­
dren.45 They also make it possible to use the new genetic 1mowl-· 
ed:ze to create children vvith sunerior ti·aits , a D os sibilitv that '-' L .&. -' 
some wish to pro\,ide v,rith constitutional protections .46 Pregnant 
vvome:c. r:cLa:l c}lvose to s�l_js��- t ?:?1. fe+us determix1ed thro1.1gh. amnio­
centesis,  v lt:c?.sonography, cr other di agnostic techniques to h::we 
C�( , c_a�n. et;,. n . . c" a·f'� .T� 47 ·�� , ,.; .;- -<",; .;:p.,,·;- ; ', l' ')> � ·�·:tnn :::, 'lln-wC> naren t-"' f ">  so1 o �•t  0 �  ...... - .,_ ,_. l v .!.G;_. ;_.. _...�.1  . ..... I :_ ".J_.;:_ v ..:. ·_. i.. ·J.'. � -"-� •:::t. v . .__ C� \.J U l .... - . - v V v •  . .J 1. •_. J.,_..( ... v 
sperm or ova from clono:rs ·;,:vho possess favored qualities; in the 
future, it might allmv the dirsct manipulation of the genes con­
tained in the fertilized embryo to enhance their encoded mes-
and eugenicists"). 
45 Reproductive technologies include a variety of means that allow people to control repro­
duction from conception to birth. Susan Shenvin, No Longer Patient: Feminist Ethics and 
Health Care 117 (Temple,  1992). They encompass contraceptive devices, abortion, and 
m e asures that intervene in pregnancy. The term "new reproductive technologies" usually 
refers to "a variety of technologies that are employed to facilitate conception or to control 
the quality of fetuses that are produced," such as artificial insemination, in vitro fer­
tilization, prenatal screening, embryo donation, and surrogacy. Id. For descriptions of new 
reproductive technologies, see Lori B .  Andrews, New Conceptions: A Consumer's Guide to 
the Newest Infertility Treatments, Including I n  Vitro Fertilization, Artificial Insem ination, 
and Surrogate Nlotherhood 4-7, 120-263 (St. Martin's, 1984); Andrews and Douglass, 65 S 
Cal L Rev at 630-32, 641-78 (cited in note 9);  Robertson, 59 S Cal L Rev at 942-43, 947-51 
(cited in note 2 1 ); Developments in the Law, Medical Technology and the Law ,  103 Harv L 
Rev 15 19, 1537-42 ( 1990). 
46 See John B. Attanasio, The Constitutionality of Regulating Human Genetic Engi­
neering: Where Proc;-eative Liberty and Equal Opportunity Collide, 53 U Chi L Rev 1274, 
1280 ( 1986). See also id at 1285-93 (considering a constitutional right to bear genetically 
superior children); Robertson, Children of Choice at 154 (cited i n  note 9) (arguing that «a 
wide range of negative and positive selection activities are likely to fal l  within the bounds 
of procreative freedom"); Owen D. Jones, Reproductiue Autonomy and Evolutionary Biolo­
gy: A Regulatory Framework (or Tra it-Selection Technologies, 19 Am J L & Med 1 87 ,  197-
210 ( 1993) (arguing that trait selection should be constitutionally protected as a n  i mpor­
tant reproductive strategy). Negative genetic engineering attempts to eliminate undesir­
able genes, while positive genetic engineering seeks to reproduce desirable genes. 
Attanasio, 53 U Chi L Rev at 1277 n lS.  
47 Robert L. Shinn, Fetal diagnosis and selectiue a bortion: an ethical explomtion, i n  
Charles Birch a n d  Paul Abrecht, eds, Genetics a n d  t h e  Quality of Life 7 4 ,  74 (Pergamon, 
1975) .  See generally Sherman Elias and George J. Annas, Reproductive Genetics and the 
Law 53-142 (Year Book l\1edical, 1987)  ( discussing the medical, legal , and ethical aspects 
of genetic screening and prenatal diagnosis); Hubbard and Wald, Exploding the Gene 
i\lfyth at 23-38 (cited in note 35) (discussing the eugenic implications of prenatal testing); 
Dorothy C. Wertz, How Parents of Affected Children 1/iew Selectiue Abortio n ,  in Helen 
B equaert Holmes, ed,  Issues in . . .  Reproductive Technology I: An Anthology 161 (Gar­
land, 1992) (describing parents' abortion decisions after prenatal screening). On women's 
experience of prenatal diagnosis, see Barbara Katz Rothman, The Tentative Pregnancy: 
Prenatal Diagnosis and the Future of Zv!otherhood (Viking, 1986);  Rayna Rapp, Moral 
Pioneers: Women, Men and Fetuses on a Frontier of Reproductive Technology, in Elaine 
Hoffman Baruch, Amadeo F. D'Adamo, Jr. ,  and Joni Seager, eds, Embryos, Ethics, and 
Women's Rights: Exploring the New Rep1odu ctiue Technologies 1 0 1 ,  105-14 (Han-ington 
Park, 1988). 
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-1 • d . ' .!8 0 � l h sages or remeo.y ge netic 1soraers . - · t course, peop1e may Lave 
long been practicing genetic selection,  without the aid of new 
reproductive technologies,  when they h ave chosen a mate.49 It 
vvould be hypocritical to condemn people vvho resort to new repro­
ductive technologies for having the s a m e  desires for their chil­
clreil as rnore COI-rventional parents) ' .. v hose decisions are not s o  
" f'�l , :. ; r, i � .a .-1 1'\l···· y ,_T' � Y"n ru r,! ;J ]' <, r[oj· t :)  i • · ( 1 _0' D i n d- l' v i dual Q ' �'}Q_IL J' 'f ·- f : ,Q T: <=' .:) ...,. l_ ._.._ t,..Lt./.. .L !  ... ,_,, __ ._ . ¥ :..-· '-� "" s:J � ......., . . u l_.l .., ... � J u . ...... s · -- .... _ .... ,_ .�. · .... .::> 1.1 ..,_ .O. v l .,l.. J. u , 
b1.1t to e:K:e.rrtin·i=-: tl·1 e lega.l ar1cl political coirte�(t \Vhich both h.elps to 
create and gives meaning to individuals' motivations. Our ability 
to tinker with the genes children inherit, as well as the belief 
that these genes det2rmine human nature, exaggerates the ge­
netic tie's importance in defining personal identity . 
C .  The Inheritability of Race 
The genetic tie's prominence m defining personal identity 
arose in the context of a racial caste system that preserved white 
supremacy through a rule of racial purity. In America,  perhaps 
the most socially significant product of the genetic link between 
parents and children continues to be race. The inheritability of 
one's race-which determines one's s ocial status-radically dis­
torts the lens through which we view the biological relationship 
between generations. It is crucial, then, to examine the historical 
interplay between concepts of race, social status, and genetic 
connection. 
1 .  The invention of race. 
Scientific racism places great value on the genetic tie , as it 
understands racial variation as a biological distinction that deter­
mmes superiority and inferiority.50 Whites j ustified their en-
------- ---- - ----------
'8 See Hubbard and \Vald, Exploding the Gene ivlyth at 108-16 (cited in note 3 5 ) ;  
Edward J'-/I . Berger and Bernard M .  Gert, Genetic Disorders and the Eth ical Sta tus of 
Germ -Line Gene Therapy , 1 6  J Med & Phil 667 ( 19 9 1 ) ;  John C .  Fletcher, Moral Problems 
and Ethical Issues in Prospective Huma n Gene Therapy, 69 Va L Rev 5 15,  530-3 1 ( 1983).  
For a summary of the recent innovations in reproductive and genetic technologies, see 
Gin a  I::olata, Reproductive Reuolution Is Jolting Old Views, NY Times Al, C12 (Jan 1 1 ,  
' 9  lVIichael H. Shapiro, How (Not) to Think About Su rrogacy a n d  Other Reproductiue 
Innovations, 28 USF L Rev 647, 653 ( 1 994). Compare Jones, 19 Am J L & Med at 2 1 7  n 
149 (cited in note 46) ( noting that a latent component of all parent-child relationships is 
that "children, in part, are created to satisfy parented desires"). 
50 See Nancy Stepan, The ld2a of Race in Science: Great Britain, 1800-1960 (Archon, 
1982) .  See generally Nancy Lcys Stepan and Sandra L. Gilman, Appropriating the Idioms 
of Scie nce: The Rejection of Scientilic Racism , in Dominick LaCapra, ed, The Bounds of 
Race: Perspectives on Hegemony and Resistance 72 (Cornel l ,  1 9 9 1 ) ;  Stephen Jay Gould,  
--, 
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sl2.vement of Afric ans by the idea of a hierarchical ordering of the 
races .51  Only a theory rooted in n ature could systematically ex­
plain the anomaly of slavery existing in a republic founded on a - .  1 . c t t l ' b  ' l ' t  d t l . ht 50 � :rad1ca commr[.,men o 1 ·erty, equa11 y, an na ura� ng s. - in 
this view , the physical differences between ltfri cans , Indians, and 
tes se-parated them into distinct "races" that, in turn , eviDced 
,--... '' .-, .L ., , .,.,.... n 1 r> Y.(i O"Y"l. �l rr of "h unnan 'o· e1· n crs ; I' · v h l' 01D ''\' h � ·t- r..\ Q \:xro...,.... o. c �  ... . -� .--..  ·i---r�r-4 C\ i. •. O. \, c. •. •. a. l l!• - �·-·< LS 1· • ' . 'b • j_ \ LJ. , ,  • \ di u C <:>  y Ll '-' i G CU·C U  
"' l ' YH' >' . C\ '-' ··' r' ''R1 a('l·s an d Ina1 ,' a n � 53 'f,Vl"o"e spon; n ,... .., 'lly· 'c"h r, �" c ; ·- 1 CJ .�.t"·�·• J ' . .- J. !,,_) J. l vh . • . . · - ... :::; . l .l · � '- '  �-0:). ' . l c.  .i. u  l C. J. 
mytJ:·!_ asserted that nature had perfectly adapted Africans' bodies 
to the heavy agricultural l abor needed in the South, as well as 
,. . .(. 1 t' . . d t b d 54 n.t ;,en ne1r nnn s o on age . 
As late as the 1960s, judges and legislators explicitly sub­
scribed to the notion of a n atural separation between the races. 
For example, in a 1965 opinion, quoted by the Suprem e  Court in 
Loving v Virginia, Circuit Court Judge Leon Bazile defended 
Virginia's antimiscegenation law as necessary to m aintain a 
divinely ordained racial purity: 
Almighty God created the races white, black, yellow, m al ay 
and red, and he placed them on separate continents.  And 
but for the interference with his arrangement there would 
be no cause for such marnages.  The fact that he separated 
The Mismeasure ol Man (Norton, 1981) ( describing and debunking examples of  biological 
dcte-.rninism, which holds that social and economic differences among human groups arise 
from inherited distinctions).  For a contemporary example of scientific racism, see J.  
Philippe Rushton, Race, Evolution, and Behavior: A Life History Perspective (Transaction, 
l995) (explaining the evolutionary origins of physical differences between races, including 
brain size). 
5 1 See generally Winthrop D. Jordan, White Over Black: American Attitudes Toward 
! he Negro, 1550- 1812 482-5 1 1  (North Carolina, 1969) (discussing the notion of a natural 
racial hierarchy in post-revolutionary American thought); Ronald T. Takaki, Iron Cages: 
Race and Culture in Nineteenth-Century America (Knopf, 1979) (describing white colonists' 
definition>; of Blacks and Indians that j ustified slavery and land appropri ation);  B arbara 
Jeanne Fields, Slavery, Race and Ideology in the United States ol America , 181 New Left 
Rev 95,  101-09 (1990) (giving a historical account of American racial ideology). 
"' Fields, 181 New Left Rev at 1 14; Paul Finkelman, The Centrality of the Peculiar 
Institution in American Legal Development, 68 Chi Kent L Rev 1009, 10 1 1  ( 1993).  See also 
Toni Iviorrison, playing in the dark: whiteness and the literary imagination xiii (Harvard, 
1992) (describing America as "a nation of people who decided that their world view would 
:combine agendas for individual freedom and mechanisms for devastating racial oppres-
sian"). 
53 See Takaki, Iron Cages at 4 7-48, 105. In recognition of the social invention of "rac­
es," 3ome scholars surround the term with scare quo tes.  See, for example, K. Anthony 
Appiah, Identity, Authenticity, .Survival: Multicultural Societies and Social Reproduction , 
in Amy Gutmann, ed, Multiculturalism: Examining the Politics of Recognition 149, 1.49 n 
1 (Princeton, 1994). 
"' :=:.�tampp, The Peculiar Institution at 7-9 (cited in note 5). 
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the races shows that he did not intend for the races to 
m.i.x . �>s 
- . · c 1 • ' d . . ' �cl entlli.C r.c:tc1sm exp a1nea · omlTi.G.tl on. Dy one gL·oup over 
anotheT as the natural order of society . Blacks were biologically 
.r:1 esti11ec1 to �;")e slav-es � anc1 \Vhites vvere cl2st·it1ec1 to be t�heir rn as-
• 1 l � . l . . ' . � . . . ] wltn t.c ) e  r:c,:r:tcept  ot n=tcla .. supenonty anr� .. 1.n t2nonty m oro e r to 
resolve the ,2ontradiction between slavery a.nd. liberty. 
2. ri.'he genetic tie and social status .  
The racial caste system required a clear :racial demarcation 
between slaves and their masters . w;_'1ites maintained this line by 
enforcing a principle of racial puritl6 and by making slave sta­
tus inheritable from the mother.57 The rule determining slave 
status departed from the traditional English view of the genetic 
tie in two ways.58 First, the inheritance of slave status violated 
the expectation that most English men and women were born 
free .59 The English introduced into the American colonies vari­
ous forms of white servitude for debtors , convicts , and poor peo­
ple ,60 and during most of the seventeenth century, the relative 
legal status of :Negro and white servants remained unsettled.61 
By the eighteenth century, however, whites had imposed a dis-
• • ' ' <' f J d Af ' tl_ f ' h Lt l 1 nnc1:1Ve 10rm o� oon. age on . ncans. r .. _ncan c _ at e. s avery, 
55 Loving v Virginia , 388 US 1,  3 ( 1967) .  See generally Herbert Hovenkamp, Social Sci­
ence and Segregation Before Brown, 1985 Duke L J 624 (examining nineteenth- and early­
twentieth-century courts' reliance on prevailing scientific views about racial separation).  
5 6  American law enforced a rule of racial purity for nearly three centuries. A. Leon 
Higginbotham, Jr. and Barbara K. Kopytoff, Racial Purity a nd Interracial Sex in the Law 
of Colonia! and Antebellum Virginia,  77 Georgetown L 3 1967,  1967-68 ( 1989). The pro­
hibition against interracial marriage i n  Virginia lasted from 169 1 u ntil  the Supreme 
Court declared it unconstitutional in Loving, 388 US l .  Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 
Georgetown L J at 1968 nn 5-6. 
''7 Stampp, The Peculiar Institution at 193 ( cited in note !5); Finkelma n ,  68 Chi Kent 
L Rev at 1014 n 36 (cited in note 52) .  A Virginia Act of 1S62, for example, declared, "all 
children borne in this country shalbe [sic] held bond or free only according to the condi­
tion of the mother . . . . " Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 Georgetown L J at 1 9 7 1 ,  citing 2 
Va S tGt 14 Charles II act XII (Hening 1823).  For a discussion of such l avvs in Virginia and 
Georgia,  see A. Leon Higginbotham, In the Matter of' Colo.-: Race and the American Legal 
Process: The Colon ial Period 42-L15, 252 (Oxford, 19'78) .  Barbara Jeanne Fields notes that 
seventeenth-century laws determining children's status were framed in terms of slave and 
free, rather than white and B lack: "Race does not explain that law. Rather, the law shows 
society in the act of inventing race ."  Fields, 1 8 1  New Left Rev at 107 (cited in note 5 1 ) .  
5" See Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 Georgetown L Rev c;t 1 9 7 1  n 20 . 
. 59 Id.  
:;o Starnpp, The Peculiar Institution at 15-16 (cited in not2 5).  
6 1  Id Rt 2 1 -22.  
.., 
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unlike white servitude , v;as a perpetual, lifelong condition passed 
-
_ . . " r.., J r h 1 , -J 1 · 1  1 on to t.h e  next gene rrltwn: ):!J ven _t  e S.tave s cm t uren . . .  are 
i nfected vvith the Leprosie of his father ['] s bondage ."62 The law 
presumed tho.t Blacks vvere slaves and that whites vvere free .63 
Under ths F'ilne:tica n_ institution of slavery, then, the g-enetic tie 
tool<: en SllpreiTle l :c:}.r;o:rtftrlce. It d.eter:rninec1 the -:n o3t critical 
featt:�··e of t}Le 1J1�LCYlC1I1 cond.itiorl---"\tvhet�b.er a c1-l i 1c·� \VDtt 1d. be 
d�P�}.·� -;� C! fy��.:.� c. -h 1 ;  ·l-n ·.�; -n }·�.al·n (T 0-r' ,...,lna"-te1 !"\r•""O"'t"' j-- ;;i e ...,. .1. J. � ... ........ : _, � ... ..... ........ .!. ... ...... . . \ ., -�, ,_ __ .... ....... .... ...:.. b ...._ L t. .�  .. .t-' ut:''·-" · ;"'..J · 
� 8 "  ... Tl ;J  -<- l-, o "' ,.: .,., f': D1 0 of [) (J ''t· u �  SeCI ' t i+ 'l �  Ue ,, ., ,.0 " ' 6-l 'll' " l q tarl u · \_,�_: .!. _...._.._ � !;..:.. :�-...:. 1-> -:.. _!_.l. .'. - -- .:. 1  .1_ .._, • � .:.. .1 �; ,::, , 1 �l-- '-' £. �  t i {.. i. ,· c :  1 ;,.  -, .  lJ .... < .... v u  
the long-standing patria:cchal tenet that the social  sto.tus of the 
child follows the male tine.55 If children took on the status of 
their fathers, the mulattoes produced by sexual liaisons between 
white men and their female slaves would h ave been born free.  
The slave system rej ected this possibility. Thus Frederick 
Douglass,  for example, saw no hope for freedom in a possible 
genetic tie to his master: 
The whisper that my master was my father, may or may not 
be true ;  and, true or false, it is of little consequence to my 
purpose whilst the fact remains , in all its glaring odiousness,  
tf.tat slaveholders have ordained ,  and by law established,  
that the children of slave women shall in all cases follow the 
condition of their mothers . . . . 66 
Under this system, Black women bore children who were 
legaily slaves and thus replenished the master's capital assets,  
while vrh_ite women bore white children to continue the master's 
legacy. The racial purity of white women's children was guar-
"" ,Jordan, White Over Black at 53 (cited in note 5 1 ) ,  quoting Henry Swinburne, A 
Briefe Treatise of Testaments and Last Willes 4 7 (Cornpanie of StationeTs, 1 6 1 1). 
63 Stampp, The Peculiar Insi:itution at 1 94-95 ( cited in note 5) ;  Finl::elrnan, 68 Chi 
Kent L Rev at 1014 (cited in note 52).  For an example of a court using this presumption, 
sec State u Harden, 29 SCL (2 Speers) 152, 155 ( 1832) ("By law, every :1eg:ro is  presumed 
to be a slave . . . .  "). For other cases stating this presumption, see Ch arles S. l._,lang-um, 
Jr. ,  The Legai Status o( the lvegro 2 n 2 (North Carolina, 1940).  
64 The chiid inherits the condition of the mother. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution at 
193 (cited in note 5).  
"" See Mary Ann Mason, From Father's Property to Children's Righ ts: The Hi,;tory of' 
Ch ild Custody in the United States 42 (Columbia, 1994) ("Perhaps the most peculiar 
[custody issue arising from the institution of slavery] was the legal and practical connec­
tion of the siave child to its mother and the complete repudiation of the father; the 
reverse of tl�e situation in a free white family."). Orthodox Jewish do�trine similarly 
provides that a child is consider·ed a Jew only if his mother is �Tevvish. See Bruno 
Bette!heim,  The Children o/ the Dream 30 (Macmillan. 1 969). 
66 Frederick Douglass, Narra tive ol the Lile o( Frederick Douglass: A.n Am erican Sla ve 
49 (Penguin,  1 982) (Houston A. Baker, Jr. ,  ed). 
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anteed by a violently enforced taboo against sexual relations be·· 
l- .  , n l ., 67 d h t- .  . ' . tween W 111te women s.n.a D acK men an � Y  an .• lmiseegenanon 
laws that punished inte:rracial marri ages.68 Courts virtually ig­
nored the fa:c more common sexunl laisons between \Vhite men 
ctn.cl female sla·ves . 69 
of socie t�y: (�\l�·11ile s c r11 2 bla�::l�s i.t.l tf1e South cer1sed to be sl.::rves ,  
r"' , - l '  l • "  .f> l ] ., .r 0 1  1 ' "• ., tTeector11 O l1ly re11e·?ea Lt"1em 01. tn.e u u_rdens 01 ser-vrcu.se;  1t cotJ. ! C. 
i18Ver leClfi to full e�tual:i ty . n/O Bottl l'� orthe:tr1 &!1d So·u.tllerrl 
' ' ..J � T_) 1 1 ::" "h ' } t ' ' , ., states a e rne u tree 1t1ac.Ks many 01 ·-.t e ng 1 s ana pn ; w;ges en-
joyed by white citizens, such as voting, participation in certain 
professions , and liberty of movement.71  Such laws made every 
Black person in America, whether free or slave, s ubordinate to 
every white person. 
67 \Vhite slavemasters preserved racial purity by controlling the sexual behavior of 
white women, rather than their own .  See Higginbotham, In the Matter of Coior at 40-4'7 
(cited in note 57) ;  Karen A. Getman, Sexual Control in the Slaveholding South: The Imple­
mentation and ·Maintenance of' a Racial Caste System, 7 Harv Women's L J 1 15, 1 1 5  
( 1984). 
68 See Higginbotham, In the Maiter of Color at 45-46 (cited in note 57). Like the rules 
determining slave status, the prohibition of interracial marriage "was an American 
innovation with:::ut Engl ish precedent." Michael Grossberg, Governing the Hearth: Law 
and the Family in Nineteenth-Century America 1 26 (North Carolina, 1 985).  The mandate 
of racial purity also helped to justify laws that excluded Blacks generally from white 
social spheres on the ground that interracial assoeiations created the potential of polluting 
the white race. See Gunnar Myrdal, A n  American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and 
Modern Democracy 606 (Harper, 1944) ("No excuse for other forms of social segregation 
and discrimination is so potent as the one that soc:iable relations on a n  equal basis be­
tween members of the two races may possibly lead to intermarriage."); Hovenkamp, 1 985 
Duke L J at 627-37 (cited in note 55) (discussing scientific theories concerning the wisdom 
of separating the races that justified de j ure racial segregation) .  See also Berea College v 
Commonwealth,  123 Ky 209, 94 SV/ 623,  628 (Ky App 1906) (upholding the criminal pro­
hibition of integrated edGcation based on the necessity for racial purity, a;·guing that 
" [f]rom social amalgamation it is but a step to illicit intercourse, and but another to 
intermarriage"). 
69 Angela P. Harris, Race and Essentialism in Feminist Legal Theory, 42 Stan L Rev 
5 8 1 ,  598-99 ( 1 990) (discussing the nonexistence of l aws criminilizing rape of Bl ack worn­
en); Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 Georgetown L J at 2003 (cited in note 56). On the 
sexual exploitation of slave 'Nomen by their masters, see bell hooks, Ain't I A Woman: 
black women and feminism '23 ·36 (South End, 1981);  Deborah Gray ·white, Ar'n't I /\. 
Wom a n ?  Female 8/cwes in the Plantation Sou:'h 34-35, 68, 1 52-53 (W.W. Norton, 1985). 
1° Finkelman, 68 Chi Kent L Eev at 1 0 1 4  ( cited in note 52) . 
7 1 Id at 1014-15 .  On the legal status of free Blacks prior to the Civil War, see gener­
ally Ira Berlin ,  Slaves Without lvfasters: The Free Negro in the Antebellum Sou.th ( Panthe­
on, 1974) (discussing the denial of the rights of free Blacks in the South); Johr. Hope 
Franklin, The Free Negro in North Carolina: 1790· 1 860 58-120 (Russell & Eussell, 1969);  
Leon F. Litwack, i\forth o{ Slavery: The Negro in the Free States, 1 790· 1860 ( Ch i cago, 
1961)  (discussing political,  educational, and economic repression of Blacks in the free 
states) .  
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3 .  The genetic tie and race. 
[62:209 
In eighteenth-century America, the genetic tie legally deter-
. d ' Jl ' "- rn1 
· S ; . m1ne one s race,  as vve11 as one s S i-atus . 1 ne p::evwus ecGon 
described how race c e:uTt e to dete:rrf1ine one's s ocial status at birth: 
m ost Blacks were s18. ves; all -,ve:r·e subordinate te whites.  This 
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ancestry, or genotype,  instea · of physical appe B.:ra.n.ce , or pheno-
h.  h 
' . Q � 1 \ f' - 1 7'' .-\ ' type ,  w 1c was u s e a  1n uou�n. 1-u:ncan r aw . - .h. person s race 
depended on the proportion of white , Blac1-:., and Indian blood he 
or she inherited. People with mixsd Black and v;hite ances­
try-mulattoes-were treated the same as Negroes and denied 
the rights and privileges of whites.73 As Winthrop Jordan ob­
served,  "the separation of slaves from free men depended on a 
clear demarcation of the races, and the presence of mulattoes 
blurred this essential distinction . "'� Classifying mulattoes as 
Black denied the fact of racial intermixture which-if acknowl­
edged-would have undermined the logic of racial slavery. 75 
Courts and legislatures took pains to define the precise 
amount of Black ancestry that barred inclusion in the white race.  
In 1705,  for example, a Virginia statute that barred mulattoes ,  
Negroes, Indians ,  and criminals from holding public office defined 
mulattoes as "the child of an Indian, or the child, grandchild, or 
great grandchild of a Negro."76 Thus, a person with one-eighth 
Negro ancestry-with a single Negro great-gnmdparent-was 
legally mulatto and was excluded from white privileges .  Even 
into the twentieth century, racial definitions ensured that "any 
72 See Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 Georgetown L J at 1975-8 1 ,  1 983 n 73 (cited i n  
note 56) (discussing statutory defini tions o f  1·ace during t h e  eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries and the South African use of phenotypes) .  South Africa's phenotype definition, 
however, contains the genetic presumption that white womer. will bear white children. 
Patricia Williams recounts her South African friend's story about how the Afrikaaner 
government placed a child with Black features born to white parents with a m ore appro­
priate "browner" family. Patricia J. Williams, The Alchemy ol Race and Rights 223 ( Har­
vard, 199 1) .  
73 See Marvin Harris, Patterns of Race in th2 Americas 37,  56 (\Valker, 196<1) (describ­
ing the rule of hypodescent, which classifies as subordinate the offspring of one 
superordinate and one subordinate parent). 
74 Jordan, White Over Black at 178 ( cited in note 5 1 ) .  
75 Id.  
76 See 3 Va Stat 4 Anne ch IV (Hening 1823) ,  q1:coted in Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 
77 Georgetown L J at 1977 (cited in note 56). See also Cheryl I. Harris, Whiteness as 
Property, 106 Harv L Rev 1707,  1738-39 ( 1993) ( discussing court decisions that defined 
"Negro"). 
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trace of Negro blood would disqualify a person from being consid­
ered white under the lavv . "77 
Legal racial classifications thus created and preserved racial 
p u rity and racial domination . 73 They maintained the myth of a 
' 1� • . ,,g "h f h .  h l . .  ' -, ' ' · pure wrute race, m e m u ers o ,  W1 1c a,one were emxce c. 1;o 
'.., � 1 �1 • t • � � !;' - 80 'f'l·' " j r P • . ;J . • r. 1 '  �·• � r1 ·-� .] ·> 1 i •LnU pos1 l LJI;,S 01  po ·.ver. , , ,; .. c:. ,v pa ra uOXl"'a"lY , e1 L .l 8 .L c; u ;.ne 
r • o, ·...-. r'; {... ' c  .L ' e  a t  n ·}r·e sup-e"T)- e l · ·  l· ,...r, � o  ...... -t-- 0 n f- q ...- rl C2 l_l '  ..... - -- m r· 1 ' - � --r-. ,-� ...  -r .... � -h g-.: EC:: vl Ll > u v c  v J.L L. l _v • l l-' l uC.C '• c. l l l•  ._, ·1-)l e .l L C !j t d 0 i ,S .>. ;, , _� ... -
cant.  It determined one's �nost basic condition-free o:r slav�::---e_t 
birth and declared the Black genetic tie,  no matter ho'N 
Ininiscule ,  both contaminating and subordinating. Despite the 
importance of biological descent in race-based sla•.rery, people 
with predominantly white blood were held as slaves because they 
descended from a slave womaTI.81  The law made their white ge­
netic tie invisible in the name of racial purity. 
This racial hierarchy rested on the assumption that the ge­
netic tie to a Black parent automatically passed down a whole set 
of inferior traits . Racist ideology dictated that Black bodies,  intel­
lect, character, and culture were all inherently vulgar.82 The 
77 Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 Georgetown L J at 1 9 8 1  (cited in note 56).  In 1924, 
for example, a Virginia antimiscegenation statute, entitled "Preservation of Racial Integri­
ty," defined a "white" person as someone who had "no trace whatsoever of any blood other 
than C aucasian." Id at 2020-2 1 .  Thi s  racial definition remained in effect until 1967, when 
the Supreme Court declared such statutes unconstitutionaL See Loving, 388 US 1 .  
78 Neil Gotanda, A Critique of "Our Constitution Is Color-Blind, " 44 Stan L Rev 1 ,  26-
27 ( 1 991) .  
7 9  Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 Georgetown L J at 1 983 (cited i n  note 56).  
80 See 3 Va Stat 4 Anne ch IV (disqualifying Negroes, mulattoes, and Indians from 
holding office). 
8 1  Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 Georgetown L .J at 1972 (c ited in note 56); Paul 
Finkelman, The Color of Law, 87 Nw U L Rev 937, 950-57 ( 1993), reviewing Andrew Kull, 
The Color-Blind Constitution (H arvard,  1 992).  
8"  West, Race Matters at 85�86 (cited in note 14) .  See also Kimberle Williams 
Crenshaw, Race, Reform, and Retrenchment: Transformation and Legitimation in 
Antidiscrimination Law, 1 0 1  Harv L Rev 1 3 3 1 ,  1373 ( 1 988) (describing how racist ide­
o!Og'J reflects an oppositional dynamic wherein whites are associated with positive charac­
teristics, while Blacks are associated with the opposite, aberrational qualities). This oppo­
sitional dymnamic became not only the mode of whites' definition of B lacks, but also of 
whites' definition of themselves. Whiteness is  valued only in relation to blackness. As Toni 
Morrison observed in her examination of blackness in the white literary i ma gination: 
Africanism is the vehicle by which the American self knows itself as not enslaved, 
but free; not repulsive, but desirable; not helpless, but l icensed and powerful; not his­
tory�less, but historical; not da mned, but innocent; not a blind accident of evolution, 
but a progressive fulfillment of destiny. 
Morrison, playing in the dark at 5 2  (cited in note 52). James Baldwin made a similar 
observation about the dependence of whites' identity on their imagination of blackness: 
" [I )t  is one of the ironies of black�white relations that, by means of what the white man 
i magines the black man to be, the black man is enabled to know who the white man is." 
James B a l dwin, Notes of a Native Son 167 ( Beacon , 1984), quoted in Henry Louis Gates, 
rn1 U · · ( "! !.. · ·c n · _/ n.e nwerszty o Cuzcago Law .n:eurew [62:209 
Black genetic tie was not a valued promise for future genera­
tions, but E:.Il indelible mark that doom.sd a child to 8.D. inhum E:o.e 
.c . ..., l h , . t '  t ' . (' ' 1 7  (' f"' -}1-lUtu:re. Converse y, t e wn1te gene .1c 18--J.I lega.:.ly tree rrom ;.,11e . (' . . ' l ' h '  t l- ' b  ' ' ' tamt or b lacKness-was an extreme y va.tuaule a ... ., :n u Ge T.o be 
�;reser-:rec1 a_r;_c1 }'Jrotected. C:b_eryl Harris }.:.s.s cletail2d ttle e;,rol1J.t.iorl 
of tl\ �:; ccnc�;�t.�:t of whit2r1ess :.--J.s a for-_r_;:J. of t�t'::; asllr2c1 TJ�: '�JJ:2::ct�T t}�lCJ.t 
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iclc:r�ttity.8:1 �f}ie 3tatus of being 111liite j_r;_ P\.�cneTicr;. bri�t1gs vlit�h it 
ber1-e-£lts o.r1=i l:J::oi·vileges tl1at 'iVl1ites l1a \l-2 co:t�12 to (:;��(pect. B�y rclti·-
� . t' t t' th l . ,,. ' . 
' 
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The rigidly guarded racial line supported a view of whiteness 
as purity and blackness as pollution, taint, ble:mish, corruption, 
and contarnination. For whites,  racial intermingling "was 
stamped as irredeemably illicit; it was irretrievably associated 
vvith loss of control over the baser passions, vvith weakening of 
traditional family ties,  and with breakdown of proper social  or­
dering."85 'ffnite colonists described the sexual union of Bl acks 
and whites as the mixture of "bloods"-the intermingling of two 
radically and permanently distinct kjnds of people .8G They com­
plained that interracial unions "polluted the blood of many 
amongst us," and "smutted our blood."87 Thus,  the meaning of 
the genetic tie in American law and culture was infused with the 
paramount obj ective of keeping the v1hite bloodline free from 
Black contamination. 
D. The Genetic Tie and Black Identity 
Part of the reason for my friend's reaction to the Baby 
Jessica case (recounted in the Introduction) may be that the 
------------- -- --- -- .. ---·- ·-- --·--·---·-·-- �----·
Jr., The Welcome Table, in Gerald E arly, ed, L u re and Loathing: Essays on Race, Identity, 
a n d  the Ambiva lence of Assimilation 144, 15 1-52 (Allen Lane, 1994). 
"" Harris, 106 Harv L Rev at 1 7 1 3  (cited in note 76). 
8'  Id. 
55 Jordan, White Over Blach at 144 (cited in note 5 1 ) . 
66 Id at 166. 
87 Id at 167, quoting James Fontaine, Memoirs of a I-luguenot Fwniiy (G.P. Putnam f!z. 
Sons, 1872) (A..nn /':..aury, trans). See also Harris, 106 Ea;-, L Rev at 1738 (cited in note 76) 
("[T]he law uniformly accepted the rule [that] . . . racial identity was governed by blood, 
and white was prefened."); Jones, 82 Georgetown L J at 45 1-55 (cited in note 3) (discuss .. 
ing the metaphor of blood in .American discourse about race). A modern irnage of Black 
genetic contamination is Patricia Williams's parable of New Age guerilla warfare involv­
ing "smuggl [ing] small hermetically sealed vials of clack sperm into the vaulted banks of 
unborn golden people . . . .  " Williams, The Alchemy o/ Race and Rights at 188 (cited in 
note 72).  See aiso text accompanying notes 148-48. 
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genetic tie has a different meaning for most Black people than 
for most whites .  Of course, both Blac�k and vihit2 i:ndivicluals 
desire to produce and raise their own genetically Telacer1 child:cen. 
T h ' .(.1 • }- "  1 • l b 1 .Ct n • l  1 • f' 1.n uotn groups, !,ms mowg1ca one 01 en :torms cn2 oas:!.s m: a 
cherished :relationship.  Neverthele ss,  shared n"?.&t2ria1, 
s e e rr1s to be less sj_grlific ant to I3lacr.-\. :peopJ.-e ;·s :i r_is:r ;_t:� ·\:�,-� ·�c������is  obser­
-v�rtion do-es r.:.ot preS1l!��ne 2.1! essel1t).sJ. o:c 8.1J.tlleil.tic - .  :l�:\errtit:Y� 
T-r r1 o - .--.. ·o ..... c. .. u ....,.., c. "L}l ::� ·J- T-l, 1 9 1-.lr r.�onla l. T; /..\ 1-:r'j 0� -.... � �-h •"':"j -.. · -::·. ·=-; ,.l--.,-;"'J ... rrl [)r.l ...1. 1... ., _ _.l t.:::J J.. J .. ._, .,::) - l.ll'C. - .__\ V  ..L.,....' l U  ..... .t.� !-" '-'  ..i. ...:..V • -'--'- :. �.:.:,. ..,..._., ..._ J. l... --� .._, _,_l _ ,  _ _  ..., ·- - " ...- L/..: . .:.. l .-..1_,_ -_. .J., 
c ulture that shaoes :Slack individuais' ·vit:v; o:f tL: :::c.:; .:; lves ·, the1l " � 
"have a sense of shared past and simila:r origiTls" s.nd "believe 
themselves to be distinctive from others in some sig-fli:Hcant 
way."88 Black cultural definitions of group and self center less on 
the genetic tie than white cultural definitions do. 
In America, whites have historically valued the genetic tie 
and controlled its official meaning. A.s the powerful class, they 
are the guardians of the privileges accorded to biology and have a 
greater stake in maintaining the importance of the genetic tie. 
Therefore, the legal regulation of racial boundary hnes during 
the slavery period, for example, concerned whites, not Blacks: 
"The statutes punishing voluntary interracial sex and :mar.ciage 
w ere directed only at whites; they alone 1Nere charged with the 
responsibility for maintaining racial purity."89 
In addition, two related aspects of Black history and cul­
ture-the meaning of race and the importance of self-defini­
tion-minimize the centrality of the genetic tie to concepts of 
personhood. First, genetic makeup is not critical to the meanmg 
88 James W. Green, Cultural Awareness in the Human Services 9 ( Prentice-Hall, 
1 982), Sec generally Robert C.  Smith and Richard Seltzer, Race, Class, and Culture: A 
Study in Alro-American lvfass Opinion (SUNY, 1992)  (analyzing racial differences in mass 
culture and exploring how race, class, and culture interact in shaping Black attitudes); 
Gerald Early, ed, Lure a nd Loathing: Essays on Race, Identity, and che Ambivalence o/ 
Assimilation (Allen Lane, 1994) (collecting essays by twenty Bl ack intellectuals pondering 
the shaping of Black Americans' identity). 
'" Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 Georgetown L J at 1963 (cited in note 56). See also 
Jordan, White Over Black at 108 (cited in note 5 1 )  (noting that coionial 3lave codes were 
paradoxically aimed at disciplining whites to ensure l'11aintenance of a "private tyrann/ 
over slaves). Higginbotham and Kopytoff distinguish these laws, which concerned volun­
tary interracial sex, from criminal statutes punishing interracial :rape. 77 Georgetown L J 
at 2008 (cited in note 56).  Rape law was directed primarily at Bl ack :r;::.a1es and main­
tained aspects of white male domination other than racial purity. Laws designed to 
prevent interracial procreation were directed primarily at white women. On the racist 
construction of rape law, see Jacquelyn Dowd Hall ,  "The Mind That Bums in Each Body": 
Women, Rape, a nd Racial Violence, in Aim Snitow, Christine Stansell, and Sharon 
Thompson, eds, Powers of Desire: The Politics of Sexuality 328, 336 (l\llonthly Review, 
1983);  Harris, 42 Stan L Rev at 598-60 1 (cited in note 69); Note, Rape, Rac:ism, and the 
Law ,  6 Harv Women's L J 103, 104-23 ( 1983). 
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of race m iV':rican-American culture. V!hites defined enslaved 
� . . . l . l B l 1 • A -� • h h .  ' . ·p AJrlC9��:}S as a. blo ogJ.ca.� race . 1 ac.Ks lD . .LJ . : u.1erica . a've .1 J_�.s-so:r1ca1�J7 
resisted this racial ideology by defining themselves as a political 
group.90 B arbara Jeanne Fields explains the different rneanmgs 
of rac.s ct·uring the nir1eteentl1 centt11"}r: 
' -. ,..., ,..., -,--;,�,_ .•  ..1 ,...... , .,. � '!7 -�� � , r )  -. �  ,-.,. � -, -� " .• ��- ·� f) , !,.., -,., 1-..� ... + n ·r; r;)" ·1:.0 �) 8 ,  o . � r ..t t: \..L c l .t.Cl\ .. L'0 U5la�.d 1_.� L�- �.� l !.; :  11 0 :... ..... O�u; :._• L'_ l., �..- . !.- m t: . 
. P1.fro-.f\..rnericans invented tl1emsel·ves�. r1ot a.s a ra.c e ,  but a.s a 
. - -� : -· rf1l . Y " I' ,,.. ' L t 1 '1 ' .,- - - ., • - r'> 1 .-� 1 ,- ...--, -f.l. n e::_._ :. o� L .1 ney weL e no l> .rouo ea. ,  d:-; moo.e 1 11 s-.. fh) l ar"' Od,en 
1 1 l  I" • l b "' ' I ..., • -; are ,  oy cne use or rac1a1 voc a •  ulary w express I.nelt sense or 
nationality. Afro-.A.merican soldiers "vho petitioned on behalf 
of "These poor nation of colour" and "we Poore }�\J ation of a 
Colored rast [race] " saw nothing incongruous about the lan­
c:rrage 91 ·>=> u . • 
By the turn of the tvventieth century, Black Americans had 
developed a race consciousness rooted in a sense of peoplehood 
that laid the foundation for later civil rights struggles .92 Blacks 
th ' t t' l t '  , . "b t' , " . t- " use terms , at; conno .e gene lC re a wnsmps- ro· her, Sls .,er, 
and "blood"-to refer to people related to them by links of racial 
solidarity.93 l\1ost Blacks downplay their white genetic heritage 
to identify socially with other Blacks .94 For them , ethnic identity 
90 See, for example, Fields, 1 8 1  New Le.ft Rev at 1 15 (cited in note 5 1 )  (�.-'\fro-Ameri­
cans invented themselves, not as a race, but as a nation."). 
9 1  Id, quoti ng Frederick Douglass,  My Bondage a nd My Freedom 9 0  (Dover, 1969) .  
See generally Stepan and Gilman, Appropriating the Idioms of Science at 8 1-83 (cited in 
note 50) (discussing Black resistance to scientific racism).  
"2 David Gordon Nielson, Black Ethos: Northern Urba n  Negro Life and Thought, 
1 890- 1 930 ;.'v-xv1 (Greenwood, 1977). See generally Gary Peller , Race Consciouness, 1990 
Duke L J 758 (comparing Black nationalist and integrationist ide'Jlogies and strategies) .  A 
contemporary exception is an extreme version of Afrocentrism that links Afric:ms' intellec­
tual and <:ultural contributions to the genetic trait of melanin-the pigmer.t in dark sbn. 
See Anthony Flint, Black Academics Split on Afrocentrism, Boston Globe l (Sept 2 7 ,  
1994). 
93 It was common for slaves to address elderly members of their community as 
"Uncle" ar,cl "Ac.mt." Herbert G .  Gutman, The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom, 1 750-
1 925 2 1 6- 1 7  ( Pantheon, 1976) .  Gutman suggests that this practice "socialized [children) 
into the enlc.rged slave community and also invested non-kin slave relationships with 
symbolic k!n rneanings and functions." Id at 2 l 7 .  See also Nathan Irvin Huggins,  Black 
Odyssey: The Afro-American Ordeal in Slave1y 168 (Pantheon, 1977) (speculating that the 
genetic tie was less i mportant to slave men because they had no property to devise to 
their heirs). 
9' Even children of interracial couples (having one Black and one white parent) tend 
to identify themselves as Black, often as a political choice. See Ana Mad Cauce, et a!, 
Between a Rock a nd a Hard Place: Social Adjustment of Biracial Youth , in Maria P.P. 
Root, eel,  Racially Mixed People in America 207, 213 (Sage, 1992); Robert E.T.  Roberts, 
Self-ldenti/i.cation and Social Statns of Ch ildren of Black-White i'v!arriages in Ch icago 27 
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is a conscious decision based primarily on considerations other 
h , . , . , - .  · . "T. 1-. • • , -l 1 1 1 t �an 01Dl0g1C8J hencags: . he C110lce 1s parc. y cu tura , parby 
. 
d ' I 1 ' . l b ' . . Ll 1.'1' • 1 ,g.- Bl k soCial ,  an p a�n ... y po 1tlca , u r;  1t 1s mosLy anectlonaL ·' ac.·
people's sea:cch for their ancestral roots has focused on cultural 
, �, ' . ; . fi,l . '� 1- 'J J ratr1er tna.n ge�le-cJc p:rese:r .. -va L lOn. ne1r ar1ces·vors a.re not co11 ... 
I� __ e :•_ +L��rl ·i,·. o· . ..:; � -rc:-+ l , r  ,by· D �-· 1t n, ,-.,-i l i no ·  ·-1- -'-. o ·\f � -y>o � 1 1 l.\ f ... ; .. � .-. n y" --....... ar. ·n; o  I ....., •_ .._.._ � '.... � .'1. · •_.- · ,• '..! ). ,/ , · 0- �-'· .....,. .._,, _..:._ j , ,, .._, , v l .l ..._,. ,_; ,_.,_ ,\. ...._,. r_.;.. ._ _t J. :._ .:.. ..:.. V C::..c-<. �J '...., U }" -l t... 
o f  a. byg·or1e -et R .  Ib�_ s :o�.re�·ing or�.2's .P.l.fricar1 heri tage is a :rn. eans of 
reco·verLn_g t}� c �3'C.\cial c1e.8.th ca.usecl b�1 �,v}:tites'  ()1)lj_tex·crtior.t of 
" 1� - c '  r l i .n r.. � ·i ·-:rD. 0" ;:::1 -·1 P � -! n n-i r � l '"=� n d  ('lUl'CP Ta·f �n c.ni Q""'"{., DO '-' c.cY 8u c-O .. � v� v -- ·, ··" ;_i · " -' � --< · ·� 0 .. � � ·  Ci " -- , --•- • "--" -" -'"-' -' .} ,  
This distinctio:n between cultural and genetic unity is reflect­
ed in Blac:.;;-_ oooositi on to transracial adoutions .9' Some Blacks • -· .1. � .i. 
take the position that Black adoptive children should be placed 
only with Black families to ensure the transmission of Black 
cultural traits . The National Association of Bl ack Social vVorkers, 
for exampl·e, has long opposed transraci al adoptions because 
"Black children belong, physically, psychologically and culturally 
in Black families in order that they receive the total sense of 
themselves and develop a sound proj ection of their futuTe ."98 
& table 14 (unpublished paper presented at IXth International Congress of Anthropolog­
ical and Ethnological Sciences,  Aug 20,  1983) (on file with U Chi L Rev)_ Others refuse to 
identify with one race or the other, preferring to define themselves as  both B lack and 
white, mixed, or simply human. See Ruth G. McRoy and Edith Freeman, Racial-Identity 
Issues a mong Mixed-Race Children, 8 Soc Work in Educ 164, 165 ( 1986); Paul R Spickard, 
The Illogic of American Racial Categories, in Maria P.P. Root, ed, Racially Mixed People 
in America 12 ,  2 1  (Sage, 1992). See also Bijan Gilanshah, Multiracial Minorities: Erasing 
the Color Line, 12 L & Inequality 183, 184 ( 1993) (asserting that a growing n umber of 
individuals identi fying themselves as ''multiracial" are seeking official recognition as a 
distinct social unit) .  This identification is often a refusal to base identity on biological 
inheri tance. 
95 Stephen L.  Carter, The Black Table, the Empty Seat, a nd the Tie, in Gerald Early, 
ed, Lure and Loathing: Essays on Race, Identity, and the Ambivalence of Assimilation 55,  
64 (Allen Lane, 1 994). See also Adele Logan Alexander, Ambiguous Lives: Free 'v'v'omen of 
Color in Rural Georgia, 1 789- 1879 9 (Arkansas, 1991),  discussing W.E.B.  Du Bois, The 
Significance ol Henry I-Iu n t ,  i n  1 The Fort ·valley State College Bulletin: Founder's and 
Annual Report 6, 7 (Oct 1940) (explaining why a nineteenth-century Georgi.a family of 
mixed racial  heritage chose not to "pass" as white: "They and others chose to remain and 
identify w ith the darker race for two predom inant reasons: responsibility and love . _ _  ."); 
West, Race lviatters at 26 (cited in note 14)  ("[B] lackness is a poiitical and eth i cal con­
struct.") _  
90  See Odando Patterson ,  Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study 35-76 
(Harvard, 1 982) (describing the rituals of enslavement in various cultures that coi!tribut­
ed to the slave's soci al  death); /mthony E. Cook, Beyond Critical Legal Studies: The 
Reconstructive Theology ol Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. , 103 Harv L Rev 935, 1015 & n SG 
( 1990) (describing slaves' brutal detachment from African society). 
97 See generally Tvvi!a L Perry, The Transracial Adoption Controversy: An .Analysis o/ 
Discourse cm d Su bordination, 2 1  N11J Rev L & Soc Change 3 3  ( 1993-94) (comp aring an 
individualistic, coior- blind approach to transracial adoptions with a communi ty-oriented 
perspective). 
03 Position Paper developed at the National Association of Black Socia! Workers' 
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These children are not genetically linked to their new families,  
but,  according to this view, they should be tied to the Black com­
munity. 
A, Black parent's essential contribution to his or her children 
�' Ot P"' S"'l' n g·  (-� .,-..,�......, rrc:.n p � ..: .., - 1 -n -F'r, ·"'·rn rt )L .. i o.n bl , +  Q�� ·· r..; r:ia l p Q ---. ·"'�·r ·· \,;-. 1 1.  _ '--'- U 1..... . \. •v \ V _Ll. b .j l � '....- i.� .i.1 ...... -'--<--· • .:... \.-- 1 .\. .... .i d . - -'- �- -� L ,_._.. ..l.. a. l. b _� __ ._.. ._, � U  ... l u  
t1?JO C12ltt1res, both Blr1cl� Etr1Cl 
\rate ir1 tl1eir cl1ildren vvl1�rt -��I .E 
· ·tc � 09 E:or112 f.�e1 the�y ill1J_st Ctilti-­
Du Bois described as a do uble 
consciousness;  100 others see their ta::;k as preparing their chil­
dren "to live among \vhite people without becoming white peo­
ple."lol 
This focus on cultural., :rather than biological, preservation is 
complicated by th·9 fe.8.r of Black genocide . 102 In a society in 
--------- ---
Conference in Nashville Tenn, Apr 4-9,  1972, reprinted in part in Rita James Simon and 
Howard Altstein, Transracial Adoption 50 ( J ohn Wiley, 1977).  See also Twila L. Perry, 
Race and Child Placement: The Best Interests Test and the Cost of Discretion, 29 J Family 
L 51, 117 ( 1990-9 1 )  ("Because race is s o  significant in this society, the interests of all 
individual Black persons are tied to the status of Blacks as a group, and a strong and 
thriving Black community benefits all Black children.") .  
9 9  See Suzanne C .  Carothers, Catching Sense: Learning from Our Mothers To Be 
Black and Female, in Faye Ginsburg and PJlna Lowenhaupt Tsing, eds, Uncertain Terms: 
Negotiating Gender in American Culture 232, 239-40 (Beacon, 1990) (recounting a Black 
woman's description of how she learned from her grandmother "to deal with white peo­
ple"); Patricia Hill Collins, The J'v!eaning of _Motherhood in Black Culture and Black Moth­
er I Daughter Relationships, Sage 3,  7 (Fall 1 987) ("Black da ughters must learn how t o  sur­
vive in interlocking structures of race, class and gender oppression while rejecting and 
transcending those very same structures .") ;  Janice Hale, The Black Woman and Child 
Rearing, in La Frances Rodgers-Rose, ed, The Black Woman 79, 82 ( Sage, 1980) ("Black 
children have to be prepared to imitate the behavior of the culture in which they live and 
at the same time take on those behav-iors that are needed in order to be upwardly mo­
bile.") .  Some Black sociologists have opposed transracial adoption on the ground that only 
Black parents are capable of teaching Black children necessary "survival skills." Perry, 29 
J Family L at 1 1 0- 1 1 .  See also Joyce A. Ladner, Mixed Families: Adopting Across Racial 
Boundaries 80 (.fl..nchor, 1977)  (describing "Black survival techniques" as a "broad reper­
toire of psychological attitudes and beh2vio:cal acts on the overt and covert level"); Joyce 
A. Ladner, 1viixed Families: White Parents and Black Children , Society 70, 77-78 (SeptJOct 
1977) (discussing difficulties white par<3nts are likely to experience in raising emotionally 
healthy Black children). 
100 See \N ... . E.B.  Du Bois, The Souls o{ .Blach }'elk 45 (Signet, 1969).  
1 0 1  Hale, The Black Woman and Child Rearing at 80. 
10' See Robert G. 1Neisbord, Genocide ?: Birth Control and the Black American (Green­
\vood and Two Continents, 1975) (discussing the view held by some Blacks that family­
planning progTams are a potential means of race genocide);  William A. Darity and 
Castell:?.no B .  Turner, Family Plann ing, Race Consciousness and the Fear of Race Geno­
cide, 62 !un J Pub Health 1454, 1454 · 5 6  ( 1 972) (same). See also Kay Mills, This Little 
Light of iY!ine: The Life of Fannie Lou Hame;· 27 4 (Dutton, 1993) (discussing Black activist 
Fannie Lou :Hamer's view of abortion and birth control as a form of genocide).  Black 
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which Black traits are consistently devalued, a focus on the ge­
netic tie will more likely be used to justify Iirniting Black repro­
duction rather than encouraging it . 10:; Although some Blacks 
believe that government renroductive health nolicies. such as 
,_, J..- ..t. ' 
a-1, c• 1 '  "l-l " ,  . .  -.--, ' ah 1 y e' 1 0" 8 " ;  c '' " l ;  ,,; o c:· " 0 '; ' \ ' C'· - ,  0 � \.,.. ... C"- "'- 0 -" ·.Jt. . '- t:• _.. _!._ )._  l-- V .LJ. • ..... .!.. -._, ,J .._, -..  . •. ' "'-"  rru :�rily ax1 id2ologicaJ 
function. 10-� 'The ch.:i ef O.::iri;ger of t.h. :�Sf2 f:clici2�: is not the physical 
annihilati.o.-c� of a race o�r social cla:;s ;  it io ";:}12 legitirnation of an 
oppressi·ve social l1ierEtrcl1y . l-")ro�9osa.ls to su}\r.e sociC"!l pronler11S by 
curbing Black reproduction make social inec;_uality appear to be 
the product of nature rather than power. Donald MacKenzie 
observed that eugenic soci al theory is "a \vay of reading the 
structure of social classes onto nature ." 105 In the same V'Iay, the 
primary threat to the Black community posed by the social em­
phasis on the genetic tie is not the actual elimination of Black 
genes;  it is the biological j ustification of -vvhite supremacy. Oppo­
sition to policies that devalue Black reproduction, then, need not 
----·-- --·----
males' aver3ion to contraceptive sterilization might reflect an attachment to the genetic 
tie. Only 0.5 percent of Bl ack men are contraceptive]y sterile, compared to 8.4 percent of 
white men and 24 percent of Black women. See Charlotte Rutherford, Reproductive 
Freedoms and African American Women, 4 Yale J L & Feminism 255, 273 ( 1992); Felicia 
Halpert, Birth Control for Him ,  Essence 20 (Nov 1990). Halpert surmises, however, that 
B lack men's "big fear about vasectomy" derives from its association with castration rather 
than its prevention of genetically related offspring. Id. 
103 On the connection between cunent policies that discourage procreation by Black 
women and eugenic ideology, see Roberts, 104 Han• L Rev ai 1473-76 (cited in note 3) ;  
Roberts, 67 Tulane L Rev at 1961-69 (cited in note 3) ,  
104 Claims that current government poli ci es that penalize Black reproduct.ion are 
eugenic in nature are sometimes misinterpreted as an unwarranted fear of racial geno­
cide. See, for example, John R Kramer, Introduction to Sympos i u m: Criminal Law, 
Criminal Justice, and Race, 67 Tulane L Rev 1725,  173:3-34 ( 1993 ) (criticizing my argu­
ment that reproductive punishments for crime are eugenic in nature, arguing that "Black 
women need not fear that their right to bear children is uncle;- serious attack , . , nor do 
black birth rates suggest that they do")_ It could as easily be arg-c�ed that mandatory ster­
ilization l aws enforced during the first half of the twentieth century posed no serious dan­
ger since they resulted in the sterilization of only seventy thousand persons. See George 
P. Smith I I ,  Limitations on Reproductive A.utonom.y for the [\!Jentally Handicapped, 4 J 
Contemp Health L & Policy 7 1 ,  77 n 35 ( 1988). N-evertheless, eugenic ideology may 
facilitate truly genocidal actions .  The Nazi compulsory sterilization law of 1933 
foreshadmved the Holocaust. See M iil ler-Hi!l ,  lviurdemus Science 28-38 (cited in note 6); 
Robert Proctor, Racial Hygeine: Medicine Under the Nazis 9 5 - 1 1 7  (Harvard, 1988). 
105 Donald A. MacKenzie, Stctistics in Brita in, 1 565- 1 930: The Social Construction ol 
Scientific Kn owledge 1 8  (Edinburgh, l98H See also Hov:ard L Kaye, The Social lvfeaning 
of Modern Biology: From Social Darwinism to Sociobiology 5 (Yale, 1986) (describing 
sociobiolo1,r:ical theori es as "dramatic and often anthropomorphi zed representations of how 
the world works that arouse our emoti ons, validate our hopes ,  answer our most troubling 
questions, and lend both cosmic and scientific s<mction to a new order of living"). 
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arise from a desire for Black genetic proliferation . Such opposi­
tion can arise from the struggle to eradicate v.;hite supremacy. 
Social preferences for white traits have also affected Blacks' 
culturally focused identity, however. Some B lacks have valued 
particular genetic traits , such as light skin color and straight 
• ' 'I n h • d • + 1 1_ 1 • + T T' l 1. ) t1. H LC, oecause 01 t118lr eSlT8 vO l OO K 1/l fl l �.. e r .  LI"l SOff1 2 ��) .t � - C -�  DOlJT·-
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" l 
11  1 " . . h . ... century, ror exan1p e ,  was v;e!l i'i:.novv:n ror requ1nng a v; ; ,l ve ap-
pearance for entry into its circle . 107 Some Blacks took advantage 
of their genetic makeup by "passing" as white in order to gain the 
economic and social privileges whites normally denied a Black 
person. 108 The connection between skin color and social status 
within the Black community, as well as the dominant society, 
certainly has shaped the genetic tie's significance for some Black 
parents . Patricia Williams tells the story of her godmother, Mar­
j orie , whose mother left her with darker-skinned relatives be­
cause the child's skin was too dark to allow her mother to pass as 
white , to marry a white man, and (presumably) to bear white­
looking children. 109 Although skin color no longer determines 
social status in Black communities to this extent, preference for 
white features continues to influence some Black people's family 
re1ationships. 110 
106 See Nielson, Black Ethos at 157-72 ( cited in note 92);  Kathy Russell ,  Midge Wilson, 
and Ronald Hall ,  The Color Complex: The Politics of Skin Color Among African Americans 
24-29 (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1992) .  See also E .  Franklin Frazier, The Negro Church 
in America 30-3 1 (Schocken, 1963) (observing that in post-Civil War Black Methodist and 
Baptist denominations, there were separate organizations based on distinctions of color). 
107  Nielson, Blach Ethos at 163 (cited in note 92). 
"" See id at 168-7 1 ;  Harris, 106 Harv L Rev at 1712-13 ( cited in note 76). H arris 
explains why her Negro grandmother presented herself as a white woman when she 
sought employment at a major retail store in Chicago in the 1930s:  
Becoming white meant gaining access to a whole set of public and private privileges 
that materially and permanently guaranteed basic subsistence needs and, therefore, 
survival. Becoming white increased the possibility of controlling critical aspeets of 
one's l ife rather than being the object of others' domination. 
Harris , 106 Harv L Rev at 1713 (cited i n  note 76).  
109 Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights at 223 (cited in note 72) .  
1 10 See generally Russell, Wilson, and Hall, The Color Complex at 94- 123 (discussing 
how the desire for light skin and other "white" physical features has created tension and 
influenced marital decisions in some Black families). For a personal testimony of the hurt 
caused by a Black family's preference for white features, see Carolyn E.dgar, Black and 
Blue, 2 Reconstruction 13,  13 (No 3, 1994). Edgar confesses, 
Despite the pain I've suffered from my family's obsession with hair texture, skin 
complexion, and eye color, I now also feel  that the job of producing the good-haired, 
' '  "' · .  
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Despite this history, sharing genetic traits seems less critical 
to B L::,d;: identity than to '.vhite iden tity. The notion of racial 
purity is foreign to Black folk. Our communities, neighborhoods, 
and fs n1ilies are a rich mixture of languages ,  accents , and tradi­
tiorl3 J  9. s  ·-v ell as feat1�res ,  colors , a11d textures .  Blacl-: life l1as a 
:p t:�-t�; and C1J.ltliral l!�ibrid charc!cte��·- 1 t l There is often ;.3. ITl e -
� 2 J :£:-, ph.j.rsicEll :fea t11res--sl\.in ;J.:·nd. e:ye co -!or , }lair tex_tt.rre, sizes 
r. -,-... r:: ,:- l.., .:-:� : ' "'· r;' __ q: , � -�1.-. � n  a Sl' n a1 o  f" r; i l  .. , '1. -;;., /e '=' ""�"' '"'  .. , --. o -1 -l-o " "- n' _ ,.... ,-.. , r _  C'- -"-· _, __ ,_,�C.:> 'n . uil.l.. . -' ' b '  � C.�l. -d.) . ) ' Ct� c:: u;:,� U (, (, .. v\ ' 
bac}��s'1-·--2� lJale, blond cl�tild born into a darl:--skinned fa1r1ily, \vho 
inherited stray genes from a distant whi te ancestor. My children 
l • 1. f t . 1 l L d '  �r .� } h p.ay vnL1 a set o · w1ns wno 100K very 1t erent nom e ac 1 ot er. 
The boy has light skin, green eyes, and "kinky" sandy-colored 
hair; the girl has da:rk skin, brown eyes ,  and long, black, wavy 
hair . 1 12  V!e cannot expect our children to look j ust like us. 
Second, Blacks' view of the genetic tie is shaped by the im­
portance of self-definition, which escapes the constraints of in­
herited traits.  If personal identity is not dependent on one's bio­
logical "race," then it  must be deliberately chosen.  B lacks have 
defied the inferior status of blackness that whites  attached to 
their biology by inventing thei1· own individual identities. 113 As 
Lerone Bennett, Jr. declared, "Identified as a Negro, treated as 
fair-skinned, light-eyed grandchild has fallen to me.  No matter what my future mate 
looks like, I know I will spend a couple arLxious months waiting to see from which 
side my first baby takes its coloring, its hair, its eyes. 
Id. !Vly own sense is that the embrace of physical diversity i n  Black families and commu­
nities far outweighs divisions based on genetic traits. 
' "  Cornel West writes about these two forms of "hybridity" i n  Black Amer;can l ife .  He 
notes, tor example, the "cultural hybridity" of Black reiigion and music,  "in which the 
complex mixture of African, European, and Amerindian elements are constitutive of some­
thing tl1at is new and black in the modern world."  West, Race Matters at 101 (cited in 
note 1 4 )  (emphasis omitted). He also refers to Malcolm X's "personal hybri dity,"  owing to 
Malcoln;'s white grandfather, "which blurred the very boundaries so rigidly policed by 
white supremacist authorities." Id at 103.  
1 12 Of course, there are physical differences among white siblings as well ,  but those 
differences do not have the same social import. My eight-year-old daughter, who has yet 
to realize the full consequences of racial difference in America, thinks the twins look alike. 
See aiso Fields, 181 New Left Rev at 1 18 (cited in note 5 1 )  ( noting that i n  our society 
"physical description follows race, not the other way around"). 
' 1 1 In fact, the image of the individual shackled to his genetic destiny conflicts with 
the !Jasic tenets of liberalism; it contradicts a definition of personhood centered on the au­
tonomous, self-determining individual and denies the possibility of individual choice. See 
John Rawls., A Theory of Justice 5 13-20 (Harvard, 1 9 7 1 ). As Laurence Tribe observed, 
"one's sense of 'sell110od' or 'personhood,' and the related experience of one's autonomous 
individu2lity, may depend, at least in some cultural settings, on the ability to think of 
oneself as neither fabricated genetically nor programmed neurologically . . . .  " Laurence 
H. Tribe , Technology Assessment and the Fourth Discontin uity: The Limi ts of Instrumented 
Ratio n a l ity, 46 S Cal L Rev 6 1 7 ,  648 ( 19 7 3 ) .  
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Negro, provided with Negro interests, forced, whether he wills or 
no, to Eve in Negro communities ,  to think, love, buy <ind breathe 
as a Negro , the Negro comes in time to see himself as a Ne­
gro . . . .  He comes ,  in time,  to invent hirnself."1 14  Tb e theme of 
willful self--creation is especially strong in the writings of Black 
l l �  � 1\ l T T  ' • • • l  F" . .  j- • womer1. J .b or e:::za rrt D 1�.Lt1g�e a n arr1s recognizes lTl t 11 2  I1 C t�lOI1 
f ? r -...., .., 1\.J • ln ·H· 1 -. 1rc• + ·· -,� ,. ::'1 .,, i - o ' Qt a  o on a "·"on r- -oD+� r.. rl r f'  -: rl e�, -t · _._ ,r 0 i__,'J� G l" e a v -'- - '-'"- "' • 0 '" o:_,J.1 '-flol.._, vllCv " '-' � v � ,  I,L l.J.,.c �J_, J. U  "' l Ly 
as a construction, 11ot ctn es sence" sten1rning frorn t}le fa.ct tl-1at 
" [B] lack women have had to learn to construct themselves in a 
society that denied them full selves."116 Denied self-ownership 
and rejected from the dominant norm of womanhood, Black wom­
en have defined themselves apart from the physical aspects of 
race. 
1 1 4  Lerone Bennett, Jr., The Negro Mood and Other Essays 84 (Ballantine, 1 964). 
Bennett's words are reminiscent of W.E.B. Du Bois's classic description of Black 
Americans' striving for a self-created identity: 
It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at 
one's self through the eyes of others, of measuring one's soul by the tape of a world 
that looks on i n  amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his twoness, a n  American, 
a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in 
one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder. 
The history of the American Negro is the history of this strife, this longing to at­
tain self-conscious manhood, to merge his double self into a better and truer self 
Du Bois, The Souls of Blach Folk at 45 (cited i n  note 100) .  
1 1 5  See Joyce Pettis, Self Definition and Redefinition in Paule Marshall's Praisesong 
for the Widow, in Harry B. Shaw, ed, Perspectives of Black Pop ular Culture 93 ( Bowling 
Green, 1990).  Examples of Black female fictional character� who invent themselves are 
Toni Morrison's Pilate in Song of Solomon and her protagonist in Sula, and Alice Walker's 
Shug Avery and Celie in The Color Purple. See Toni Morrison, Song of Solomon (Knopf, 
1977) ;  Toni Morrison, Sula (Knopf, 1974) ;  Alice Walker, The Color Purple ( Harcourt B race 
Jovanovich, 1982) .  For criticism of the theme of self-definition in Black women's fiction as 
failing to examine the characters' politics, see bell hooks, Black Looks: Race and Repre­
sentation 4 7-60 (South End, 1992).  For Black women's autobiographical accounts of self­
creation, see, for example, Mary Helen Washington, Invented Lives: Narratives of Black 
Women 1860-1960 (Anchor, 1987); Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights at 183 (cited 
in note 72) ("I am brown by my own invention . . . .  One day I will give birth to myself, 
lonely but possessed."); Kristin Hunter Lattany, Off-Timing: Stepping to the Different 
Drummer, in Gerald E arly, ed, Lure and Loathing: Essays on Race, Identity, and the 
Ambivalence of Assimilation 163,  1 7 1  (Allen Lane, 1 994) ("I have chosen to integrate my 
personality around a unified core of thoroughly accepted inner blackness.").  
1 ) 6  Harris,  42 Stan L Rev at 613 (cited i n  note 69),  discussing Zora Neale Hurston, 
How It Feels to Be Colored Jllle, in Alice Walker, ed,  I Love Myself When I Am Laugh­
ing . . .  And Then Again When I Am Looking ·Mean and Impressive 152, 155 ( Feminist,  
1979).  
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H. CREATING GENETIC TIES 
New reproductive technologies enable infertile individuals co 
d , . , ' , ' .  1 ' l t ) t .Lh u . . 'l pro uce c.tuwren wno are gene ncally re a en ...o t-Le m .  ·· smg teen -
, t . . . ' .  ·" ' t  -1- .  ' 1  ' .  ' rLClOffY \Jo cre2�te ger1et1c -cles ID CL�ses ar, .Jen vlon on -r:r.te pa�rT�lClllar 
'JB.l·: .  :t e  l')Jaced. Oil t};_ie, fcrcrD. of c ry_;:l:Cl.C: ctiorl aru:l tl1e social 1-li2I'EtTc}:j_·-�s 
t}1a.t gllocc�te t}leir cr� zttiGn. r:[:�b. 2 ::2rr1inist {:Titi.q_�le of :n S\1/ ·l·r-:�p�� J-� 
c1ucti·v·2 t.ec}lnologies lJ.as d-:�;::t,.,or:;.str8.ted poYverftlily t�hcrt t11.2j' ·2T1-
A. Gender and the Desire fo:r a Genetic Tie 
N � ..,..- ,.... ..... d, r;..,!- . · - -!-_ .... ,...?,... -no1 o rn .-.. ,..., ..... ch � � ' t  ,... t ' l '  · · e vv L 8p.t 0  ,J�,.; ;JlV e  u e '�H - . 'J 5 '-':; ,:, ,  bU �. a� ln Vl TO I81' LlZ 8.tlOn 
and surrogacy, function primarily to fulfill men's desire for genet­
ically related offspring. These technologies resolve the male anxi .. 
ety over ascertaining paternity: By uniting the egg and sperm 
outside the uterus,  they "allow [ ] men, for the first time in histo­
ry, to be absolutely certain that they are the genetic fathers of 
their future children."117 Some feminists have questioned the 
forces that drive so many women to endure the emotional trauma 
and physical manipulations of in vitro fertilization. 1 18 For exam­
ple, their desire to bear children is influenced by the stigma of 
infertility and the expectation that all women will become moth­
ers . 1 19 Children may also be the only source of emotional fulfill­
ment for many women or their only way to secure their relation-
, • ' ' 1 • 1 h j 1 •)Q SDlp 'La cne1r l1U S u 8.l1G . · -
----·--- - ------ ----
1 17 Carol Smart, 'There is o/ course the distinction dictated by nature': Law a nd the 
Problem of Paternity ,  in Michelle Stan worti1,  ed, Reproductive Technologies: Gender, 
Motherhood a nd Medicine 98, 100 (Minnesota, 1987). 
1 18 See, for example, Corea, The i'vlother lvfach ine at 166-85 (cited in note 10); 
Rothman, Recreating il1oth.erhood at 29-L17 (cited in  note 10); Judith Lorber, Choice, Gift or 
Patriarchal Bc.rga in ?  Women's Consent to In Vitro Fertilization in Male lnfe;-tility, in 
Helen Bequaert Hohnes and Laura M. Purdy, eds, Feminist Perspectives in iYiedicai Ethics 
169 ( Indiana, 1992). See also Raymond, Women as Wombs at xix-xx (cited in note 10) 
(describing ne•.v reproductive technologies as a forn1 of medical violence against V/OH12n). 
119 See Mardy S .  Ireland, Reconceiving V11omen: Separating Motherhood from Female 
Identity J. - 1 6  ( Guilford, 1993); Jane M . Ussher, The psychology of the female body 99- 100 
(Routledge, 1989); Martha E. Gimenez, Feminism, Pronatalism, and Motherhood, in Joyce 
Trebilcot, ed, Mothering: Essays in Fem inist Theory 287, 293 (Rowma.n & A..l l a nheid , 
198 4). 
120 Shenvin, Jvo Longer Patient at 132 (cited ir: note 45). See also Linda S. 'vVilli ams, 
Biology or Society ?  Parenthood Motivation in a Sample of Canadian Women Seehin.g In 
Vitro Fertilization , in Helen Bequaert Holmes, sd, Issues in . . . Reproductive Technoiogy 
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In addition to the desire to be a :rnoth2r is the desire to pro­
duce a genetically related child. Despite v-e:ry lo-vv :cates of live b .  h l '  .f . . _[> . , . , .  r -- ·r- -o") ' '' l  1rt s resu tlng �rom 111 v1tro J.ertl,J.Zanon \ ··1 V ,t' - - , · - so:rne wom-
f l " _:]  L )) t ' ' ., 1 1 ] iC ,._ 1h, p -1, ·rh e en ee a uuty o undergo ·cne o.raea1 oeLo r e '" · - - ..,. gwe up on v � 
possibility of genetic �pa:ren.fhoocL 12� HTN2V2I', many- --if not 
n1ost-----"vorr1er:.. ·\vl1.o lii1c1E:;:s:�c T\TF� ) :_:;_ grn.-sllirJ.;S .s.rt�:i ::�_s!!_y· .0J.2 flD.s of 
cor1ception, a:re therr1s8l'/8S ��Jl"l.J:Sic}lc'ft�ce.ll_y f's.rtils )  sJtr£.cug·I-l tJ:.teir 
l1usbands a.re r1ot . 1 28 Tl1ese \v orr�er� cot�ld t�herefore ��:eco::i�l-S preg-
n ·� ,  s ·  r� a .,,...-Y"i ch l n,-., n r 1 � -e.s .- ... u� )- �, . ..., � -, r· --· --:-· .-. ,..., ..,.,.�- - · -e. ,.. � r-- 1 : _, ,..... , e .,.,,.., � ,,- . ,-. t l· .., -n n R Lt. V U l il5 .L.d.U .t. te 0 � t_._.ll. i .:.C.'  l L  J..� .t V ....  t: :.J :_,---a .!. 011iv..!.d.t .ti . .  t� _. .!..L l_!.l..LC..!. u V.i.&., 
for example . Underlying VlOm.en's desi:r2 to undergo IVF , then, is 
often their husbands' insistenc2 on having a genetic inheri­
tance . 124 Ivloreover, fertility clinics ro·lJti:nely deny thej.r services 
I: An Anthology 261,  265-70 (Garland, 1 992) ( finding that w omen were motivated to 
attempt in vitro fertilization by their vievvs on tl1c connections between motherhood, 
femininity, marriage, and creating a :family). 
121 See Gena Corea and Susan I:nce, IVF A Gum.e for Losers at Half of US Clinics, 3 
Med Trib 12 ( 1985) (half of IVF clinics responding to sm·•;ey reported no live births); J.  
Jarrel l ,  et a!, An in  vitro fertilization and embryo transf'er pilot study: Treatment­
dependent and treatment-independent pregna ncies, 154 Am ,T Obstetrics & Gynecology 23 1 
( 1 986) (pilot IVF program treating fourteen infertik couples produced oniy one healthy 
baby); Robert Pear , Fertility Clinics Face Crac.'<:down: US. Says Success Rates Are Ouer­
stated and Wins Ban Against Such Claims, l'ri Times Al5 (Oct 26, 1992) (less than 1 5  
percent success rate per procedure); Michael R.  Soules, The in uitru fertilization pregnancy 
rate: let's be honest with one another, i!3 .Fertility 8: Sterility 5 1 1 ,  5 1 1-5 1 3  ( 1985) 
(criticizing widespread practice of exaggerating IVF pregn ancy ra.tes and noting that fifty­
eight IVF teams reported overall 13 percent viable pregnancy rate per active IVF cycle).  
1 22 Christine Crowe, "Women Want It": In-Vitro Fertilization and Women's Motivations 
for Participation, 8 Women's Stud Inti F 5'17, 551 ( 19851;  I(jrsten Kozolanka, Giving Up: 
The Choice That Isn 't, in Renate D. K1ein, ed, lnle:·ti!ity: Wom en Spea:S Out About Their 
Experiences of Reproductive Medicine 1 2 1 ,  121 (Pandora, 1989) ("' have neve;:- [ ] taken 
seriously the idea of giving up. You see, giving up, for the infertile,  is  not realiy an option 
at all ."). See also Bartholet, Family Bonds at 24-38 (cited in note 13) (describing how soci­
ety makes adoption the last resort for infertile couples who want children) ;  id at 187-98 
(describing the author's own efforts to become pregl!ant through in vitro fertiiization). 
123 See Raymond, Women as Wombs at 6 \cited in note 10) ("Between 23 and 60 
percent of women undergo I'-/F treatment. beco.use of their maie partners' infertility."); 
Lorber, Choice, Gift or Patriarchal Bargain ? at 1 7 1  (cited i.r.. note 1 13) (noting that mostly 
women undergo infertility treatments even tLough they are responsible for less than 40 
percent of infertility). 
12' See Judith Lorber, In Vitro Fertilization and Gender Politics, in Elaine Hoffman 
Baruch, Amadeo F. D'Adamo, Jr. ,  and Joni Seage;', eds, Embryos, Ethics, and Women's 
Rights: Exploring the New Reproductive Technc·logies 1 17 ,  124  (HarTington Park, 19d8) 
("Despite our culture's emphasis on motherhood, men are often the dominant partner in 
reproductive decisions."); Lorber, Choice, Gift or Patriarchal Barga i n ?  at 176-77 (cited i n  
note 1 18) (describing fertile women's agreement to unde1go IVF a s  a "patriarchal bar­
gain"). Some scholars have observed that men value the genetic tie more than v>'omen do.  
See, for exa.mple, .A�TJ.drews and Douglass, 55 .S Cal L Rev at 628 (cited in note 9) ;  John A. 
Robertson, Tech nology and .Motherhood: Legal end Ethical Issues in Human Egg Dona­
tion ,  39 Case W Res L Rev l ,  1 3  ( 1 988-89). The mar. involved in the first American 
attorney-arranged sunogate contract also made thi:;; distinction: "I guess fo;:- some wornen, 
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to single women, lesbians, women with genetic 
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disorders, and 
In vitro fertil-
izatio:n thus serves mo:ce to help married men produce genetic off­
sp:ring than to give women g-reater reproductive fr·eedom. 126 
,.._, l C l r· l} ' l ,, c h ' d . <- l . ,::; urr oga cy a_ SO .tU TI . S Cil.e I C:. �1.S:(' S r esu·e vO p ass illS own 
g··:?�:t·s or.t to a chilc1 .. �NilJiain :�· ;:.f.=;:tr.� , :for -e�{8.T1li)l e,  e;(:plc.ir1ed tttat, 
,:=:.:3 -�}� e 011.1y SlJ.T-r;iT,.r•:;r of . a farr1i J.y· :0.t }:�ac1 �b.s .::-�·::1 sn:n.ihil.ated in ·tt.te 
�fio1oca.liSt, he \-v2.nt2 _l a. ger1eticaJ.l�v Y·2lat2cl e�hild_ in order to per­
:p ·2ttic1t.e his family's blooc1lir.re �  i27 r/Iartl1a Field obscr--vef1 t}lat th_e 
. " t " 1 • ' 1  t' very term ·'surroga- e emp nc, slzes tne a.rrangemen s pur-
pose-allowing a man to be a ge':�etic father rather than enabling 
t , tl q fT1,1 • 6 t ' a woman · o become a mo ner: 1 ne vvoman 1s a surroga e -a 
surrogate uterus or a surroga te vvife-to carry his genes." 128 
as long as they have a child, it's fine. But . . .  I need to know that he's really mine." Noel 
P. Keane and Dennis L. Breo ,  The Surrogate Jv!other 30 (Everest House, 1981) .  Men are 
far l ess likely than women to be sterilized, either voluntarily or coercively: in 1982, 1 9  
percent o f  the fifty-four million American women ages fifteen t o  forty-four had h a d  tubal 
ligations or hysterectomies, while only 6 percent had husbands with vasectomies. William 
D. Mosher, Fec u ndity and Infertility in the United States, 78 1-\m J Pub He al th 1 8 1 ,  1 82 
( 1 988).  A__nother reason why men are less likely to be sterilized than women may be that 
fathers are given less responsibility for children than mothers. 
A husband and wife may also seek in vitro fertilization in order to share a child who 
i s  genetically related to both of them. See, fo1· example,  Lesley Brown and John Brown, 
Our Miracle Called Louise: A Parents' Story 95 (Paddington, 1979) (father of Louise 
Brown, the first "test tube baby," stating that he wanted his second wife to have his baby 
even though he already had a biological child). 
125 Sherwin, No Longer Patient at 127 (cited in note 45) .  ·Most IVF clinics only accept 
heterosexual married couples as clients. Thomas A. Shannon, In Vitro Fertilization: 
Eth ical issues, in Elaine Hoffman Baruch, p,_rnadeo F. D'Adamo, Jr. , and Joni Seager, eds, 
Embryos, Ethics, and Women's Rights: Exploring the New Reproductive Technologies 155,  
163 ( Harrington Park, 1988).  Moreover, most proposed or enacted legislation governing 
new reproductive technologies contemplates their use by married couples. See Bartha M. 
Knoppers and Sonia LeBris, Recent Advances in iV!eclically Assisted Conception: Legal, 
Ethical and Social Issues, 1 7  Am J L & Med 329, 332·33, 346-47 ( 1 99 1 )  (reviewing in­
ternational legislation during the period from 1987 to 199 1 ) ;  Lisa C .  Ikemoto, 
Desta bilizing Thoughts on Surrogacy Legisla tion,  28 USF L Rev 633,  636-37 ( 1 994) 
(reviewing bills proposed and enacted in the United States in 1993 and 1994). 
1 .'" Sherwin, No Longer Patient at 127 ( cited in note 45).  
1 2 7  Robert Hanley, Reporter's Notebook: G;-ief Over Baby M, NY Times Bl (Jan 12,  
1987).  See also In the Matter of Baby M, 1 09 NJ 395, 537 A2d 1227, 1235 ( 1988). For 
commentary on the relationship between .Stern's surrogacy arrangement and his Jewish 
identity, see Beverly Horsburgh, Jewish Women, Bleck Women: Guarding Against the Op­
pression of Surrogacy, 8 Berkel ey Women's L J 29, 57-58 ( 1993) (concluding that Jewish 
experience and philosophy should lead to a. rej sction of surrogacy). 
12" Martha A. Field, Surrogate Motherhcod 5 1  (Harvard, 1 988) . See also Margaret 
Jane Radin, Market-Inalienability,  100 Harv L Rev 1849, 1930 ( 1987) (" [VV] omen-thcir 
reproductive capacities,  attributes, and ger;es-are fungible in carrying on the male 
genetic line."). 
Surrogacy also holds the possibility of reproductive resistance, however. Informal 
surrogacy arnmgements between women may serve as a means of self.help for women 
242 rr'h;; Un.iuersity of Chicago .Law Re c.• iew (62 :209 
Surrogacy arrangements devalue the mother's genetic tie to the 
el1ild in oTd.eT to e:(alt the father's .  iVIost surrcg·ate r.t10the�cs inten­
tionally donate their genetic material,  as w21l as their wornbs, to 
bear a chilri vvi.1e> will not be legally theirs. j\Jot surprisingly, then, 
rnost of fbe r.nor�ey contrE�ctin.g COlliJles pa:r ··t.o s;t:.r:rogates ·{�vl1en 
t}l-2j' !ecsi\18 tlJ.:� D:::. t::y x=�aJ'S for tl.te StJ.rrog2.·;-,..�� �-; 3 ·�lr�·er1c.le��· of 1J.er 
!Jarer1 ta� r1g11 �-s--·fl·�l� legal clairn to tl:te c}J.ilC,_ ::.tr:sin.g· .fx·orr"?. t}.teir 
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who face legal or biological barriers to havi ng children, and .:-equire no government ap­
proval,  medical inte1-rention, or even sexual intercourse. See Juli ette Zipper and Selma 
Sevenhuijsen, Surrogacy: Feminist Notions of Motherhood Reconsidered, in l\1ichelle 
Stanworth, ed, Reproductive Technologies: Gender, 1\Jotherhood and A1edicine 1 18,  137-38 
( Minnesota, 1987).  See also Lori B .  Andrews, Between Strangers: Surrogate lvfothers, 
Expectant Fathers, & Brave New Babies 10-57 (Harper & Row, 1989) (describing the 
experiences of Carol Pavek, a feminist midwife, who viewed her surrogacy as Lnelping 
other women" and a "natural adjunct to other reproductive choices"); Cahn, 61 U Chi L 
Rev at 336-37 ( cited i n  note 13)  (" [S] urrogacy has the positive potential to disrupt the 
nuclear family by creati ng more than one mother with a genetic (or sociai) relationship to 
a child."); Sharon Elizabeth Rush, Breaking with Tradition: Surrogacy and Gay Fathers, 
in Diana Tietj ens Meyers, Kenneth Kipnis,  and Cornelius F. Murphy, Jr., eds, Kindred 
Matters: Rethinking the Philosophy of the Family 102, 132-33 (Cornell, 1993) ( " [S]urrogacy 
may be one of the best ways for a homosexual man to fulfill his needs or desires to have 
children.") .  On feminist grass-roots activism a!·ound reproductive technologies,  see Gail 0. 
Mellow, Sustaining Our Organizations: Feminist Health A.ctivism in a n  Age of Technology ,  
i n  Kathryn Strother Ra tcliff, et a!, eds, Healing Technology 37 1 ,  3 7 1 - 72 (Mich igan , 1 989). 
'�9 Note, Parental Rights and Gestational Surrogacy: An Argument Against the Genetic 
Standard, 23 Colum Hum Il.ts L Rev 525, 539 ( 1992). See Ba by M, 537 A2d at 1240 
( stating that in smrogacy arrangements "the money is being paid to obtain an adoption 
and not . . .  for the personal services of [the surrogate motheri") .  See also Carmel Shalev, 
Birth Power: The Case /or Surrogacy 144 (Yale, 1 989) (noting thRt the only way contract­
ing parents can protect themselves against the possibility of the surroga te withholding 
her consent to termina tion of her parental rights is to wi thhold payment of the fee); Larry 
Gostin, A Civil Liberties Analysis of Surrogacy Arrangements, 18 L Med & Health Care 7,  
10 - 1 1  ( 1988) (arguing that the state should allow payment to a s mrogute mother for her 
gestatiorral services, but not for her binding agreement to terminate her parental rights ) . 
.tv1ary Beth Whitehead, for example, would have received only $ 1 ,000 for her services i f  
she delivered a stillborn. Baby M ,  5 3 7  A2d a t  124 1 .  The contract s h e  signed provided: 
"$10,000 shall be paid to !viARY BETH WHITEHEAD, Surrogate,  upo;1 surrender of 
custody to WILLIAM STERN, the natural and biological father of the child born pursuant 
to the provisions of this Agreement . . . .  " ld at 1266 (emphasis added). 
130 Even judges v:ho do not enforce surrogacy contracts, and base custody instead on 
the best interests of the child, tend to grant custody to the contracting couple in part be­
cause of their class advantages. See Kelly Oliver, .Marxism and Surrogacy, in Helen 
Bequaert Holmes and Laura IVL Purdy, eds, Fem inist Perspectiues in Medical Ethics 266, 
270-73 (Indiana, 1992).  The court in the Baby M case , for example, awarded the Sterns 
joint custody in large part �•on the basis of financial security, access tc education) music 
!esso:-1s, and psychotherapy." Id at 273. 
Son1e feininists support a rule favoring mothers as custodians of children at birth, 
not because the mother's genetic tie is  more important than the father's, but because the 
mother has already established a relationship with the baby. See, for example, Chesler, 
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mothers are valued fo:r their service to the biological fa­
ther-facilitating his more important genetic be to the ch.ild . 
Conversely, couples also remam childless to f1lLftll the ., ' - ·  . - 0 ,_ l -� h' l  ' 1  l " , ., ., nus Danct·s w1shes.  ' ne s �,uay or c_ LG ess couples wuncl tnc.1t \v.nen . 
. } . " ' ' ' ' 1  ., . 1 .;.1 l 1 1 . .  1 ' ,  • ;) t .1e \Vlie '\llarf::eCJ. a c.b.l ct 2I.tC1 01 e DllS Oarlct d1a �1ot, tne·v rernr�.Inet..;. 
c}li lc1less ;  ·:y�/_h�3��� ttte �i.-;J.st�E Y.i. -J. vvs.rJ.ted. a cl-1il d s.tid. t}.lr� �-/i" ifs .. _:_ i d  :c;_ot_.  
t'r.l2_/ t12\.:� qlly' (_.! i ·vnTced . . 1 :-� 1 ()rl�:: c2.s e ,  i)a uis u _[)D� u is :  pr't?.�;:s·�-�-t:3 a:o. 
crvoicl gei".:_stic fRtl-J.eT:n.S�od. 132 L�cr uis in·vol·verl a clir3ptlte O"�lE:� , the 
C' �"' .., • ' l � Hf .. ;, ' 'J'l rr.h • C -� ,-J.ate DI a ctr�..rorcrn.g co11p.:.-2 s Tozen en1bryos . J.o.)� l'.t e V\7l 1 e ,  1vlary 
Sue, vvanted custody of the e:mbryos so that s he could }v.ve them 
implanted in her mvn uterus and become pregnant or donate 
them to other chilcJJess rouples. 134 The husband, Junio::·, ·.,:;ianted 
the embryos frozen indefinitely because he did not want to be the 
biological father of any child whom they might generate. 135 The 
Supreme Court of Tennessee concluded that ,Junior's interest in 
avoiding genetic parenthood outweighed Mary Sue's interest in 
. • • 1 36 rfll... J t d L' t h " } . l "- ' • ' d  creat1ng 1t. · .�. ue coun no· e · na W.u.l •3 nnp ,an �,aLlO!l v ou1 
saddle ,Junior �..vith a child he did not want and could not control, 
Mary Sue had other options for becoming a mother if she -vvished 
to do so. 137 
Sacred Bond 3t 23 (cited in note 4); Field, Surrogate Motherhood at 1.24 (cited in note 
128).  In surrogacy disputes, this rule would grant custody to the surrogate mother who 
d ecides she wants to keep the baby. 
'" See Teresa Donati Marciano, I'vfale Pressure in the Decision to Remain Childfree ,  1 
Alternative Lifestyles 95, 1 0 1  ( 19781. 
132 842 SW2d 588 (Tenn 1992) .  
"" Id  at 589-90.  See Marilyn N[illoy, 7 Embryos in Diuoru Tug-of- Wa r, l�'Y Newsday 
lG (Aug 5, 1989);  Ronald Srnothers, Tennessee Judge .liu;ards Custody of '? Ffrozen Ernbryos 
to iYoman, l'ri Times A13 (Sept 22, 1989). The embryos were c,-yogenically preseiVed 
(frozen in nitrogen) :mel sto,·ed at subzero temperatures in a Knoxville fertility clinic. 842 
SW2d at 592. 
134 842 SW2d at 589-90. 
n:i Id at 589. Junior Davis subsequently opposed IYiary S ue's request to donate the 
embryos and sought to have them dis�;arded. Id at 590. 
136 Id at 604. The eourt discounted not only Mary Sue Davis's intetest in the future of 
the einbryos, but also her greater contribution to generating thern . Id. See Ray1nond, 
Women as Wombs at 60 (cited in note 10)  (noting that Mary Sue Davis undenvent five 
tubed pregnan��ies resultiD.g in the ruptur2 of a fallopian tube before atte1npting I"VF' and 
two unsuccessful implantations); Thomas C. Shevory, Through A Glass, Darhly: Law, 
Politics} and .Frozen 1-!uma.n Embryo;-;, in Helen Bequaert l-Ioln-I€5, ed, issues 
in . . .  Reproductive Technology 1: An Anthology 2 3 1 ,  243-44 ( Garland, 1 () 9 2 )  (comparing 
Tviary Su:; .Davis's laparoscopic egg ren1oval to Junior Davis's sper_m donation) .  
"'' 842 SW2d at 604 (suggesting future in vitro fertilization attempts o r  adoption).  
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B .  Race and. the Value o f  Genetic Ties 
1 .  Creating white babies. 
l'·Tew r-ep; ·oductive tecrt:n.ologi-23,  howe-ver, should not be un­
derstoo;:1 cr:�1:/ a.:) pat;_--i.sJ�c�hal tools . ic�n_:e of tl�1e most stril<-�i.Ttg f2a­
tures of �l�t2:3 2 -�e : :hno1ogicc:J -efforts to p!·o·vi d·�j r-�-::ti'2rrts -;ii.Ti t}J. g.sT.tE�ti-� 
cally rel at?:d cf:�s�priiJ.g is t�h_.at tl-12�1 ar2 '!Jsed alr11ost e;(cl-t.1si�..rely b�/ 
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spond to rat2s of infertility. Indeed, the profile of people most 
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ly to be infertile. The people in the United States most likely to 
be infertile are older, poorer, Black, and poorly educated. 138 
Most couples -who use IVF services are white, highly educated, 
and affluent. 139 New reproductive technologies are so popular in 
American culture not simply because of the value placed on the 
genetic tie, but because of the value placed on the white genetic 
tie . 
The high cost of fertility treatment largely restricts its avail­
ability to only the affluent. The expense of these procedures, how­
ever, cannot fully explain the racial discrepancy in their use. 
There are many Black middle-class infertile couples who could 
afford them. Besides, inability to afford a medical procedure need 
not preclude its use. The gove:rnr.o.ent could increase the avail­
ability of new :reproductive technologies to the poor through pub� 
lie funding. As George Annas noted, " [a] lthough black couples are 
twice as likely as white couples to be infsrtile, [surrogacy] is not 
promoted foT black couples ,  no:c has anyone openly advocated 
138 Sevgi 0. And and Willard Cates, Jr. ,  The Increasing Concern With Infertility: Why 
Now ?, 250 �TAIVTA .'23?.7, '232'7 ( 1983); \V.F. Pratt, et al,  Infertility-United States, 1982, 34 
Morbidity & Mortality Weekly Rep 197,  197-99 ( 1985 ) .  See also U.S. Department of 
Health & Human Services, Health Status of Minorities and Low Income Groups 58 ( 1 985) 
(23 percent of Black couples are infertile compared to 15 percent of white couples); Laurie 
Nsiah-Jefferson and Eiaine J. Hall, Reproductive Technology: Perspectives and Implica­
tions for Low-Incorne Women and FVornen of Color, in }(p,thryn Strother Ratcliff, et al,  eds, 
Healing Technology: Feminist Perspectives 93, 108 (Michigan, 1989) (noting that "m aniecl 
black women have an infertil ity rate one and one-half times higher than that of married 
\vhite wornen" 2tn.d cliscussing reasons for this disparity). Some feminists suggest thc1.t 
reproductive research should shift its focus to the causes of infertility. See, for example ,  
Sherwin, iVo Longer Patient  a t  135 ( ci�ed in note 45); Nadine Taub, Surrogacy: A Preferred 
Trea tment for Infertility ? ,  15 L Med 8z Health Care 89, 89 ( 1988) .  The rate of infe.-ti l ity 
among whit2, educ2.ted, rniddle- and •lpper-incon!e �,vcn12n is increasing due partly to their 
postponement of marri age and childbearing. Aral and Cates, 250 JAlVIA at 2328-29. 
139 Ai'ldrews and Douglass, 65 S Cal L Rev at 546 (cited in note 9); F.P. Hasel tine, et 
al,  Psychological Interviews in Screening Couples Undergoing in Vitro Fertilization, 442 
Annals NY Academy s.-�i 504, 507 ( 1985). 
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covermg the p:coc:edure b-v N.Iedicaid for poo:r infertile couples . " �-�0 
It would also be possible fo:c :Bi2.ck women to enter into informal 
repr-oductive technologies t�.��- �?� t seerns to rest,1lt frorn a co11:.ple.x 
·i.r;.tB.t_pl8y of :fi.:C�HI\t��i. Eil 
:;ref't�re·I.le:-;s . 
-.-Tr -- • >-, 1 � ,_ " _ _ __ , .. , 1n ,-. ; __ · J <•. '·! q - - -- · ·� n r:ro d ·th .f; ., -1- ' b l ; �  - -,-- - -. - . , - � ..r��..�:.:;ane, t1 12 .ta v'>t :y e .t  vl . l·..J :.A. ·. j_ ,:J �t c- c� . .fi a ;. � c; ·c t __ e 1..Li S ..., p u  _ _  u . ..: � V. J. -t >:.Jgct-
cy adoptio:o., described ho·,v tbs affection inflmmced the public's 
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tele vision Etl:YpeaTance of tf12 corlt�racti11g parents, George s.nd 
Debbie, and the surrogate mother, Sue, generated hostility, a 
.second a1Jpea:rancs on the Phil Donahue Show 'Nith two-month­
old Elizabeth ..'\.nne changed the tide of public opinion.  Keane 
explained: 
[T] his time there was only one foeal point: Elizabeth Anne, 
blonde-haired, blue-eyed, and as real as a baby's yell 
140 George J.  Annas, }?a iry Tales 2urrogate Mothers Tell, 16 L Ivied & Health Care 2 7 ,  
28 ( 1988). S e e  also .R0bertson, 59 8 C eJ L Rev at 989 (cited in note 2 1 )  ("il.t the present 
time the state has no legal obliga tion to provide infertility services to indigents . . . .  "). 
Indeed, a major aim of current welfare reform proposals is  to discourage women on 
welfaTe from having children. See GO? Welfare Plan Would Take Cash from Unwed 
Mothers to Aid Adoptions,  Chi Trib § 1 at 7 (Nov 14,  1994); Ronald Brownstein, "Family 
Cap" on Welfare Benefits Will Get Boost, LA Tir11es Al (May 26, 1994). Physicians may 
distribute reproductive technologies to their patients on the basis of race in subtl e ways. 
For exarnp1e, doctors characteriz(�· endon1et.r'iosis, which they treat vvith reproductive 
technologies, as a white, professim!al -,vo:man's disease. Ikemoto, 28 USF L Rev at 639 
(cited in note 125) .  See also Donald L Cha tman, Endometriosis in the blach woman,  125 
Am J Obstetrics & Gynecology 987,  887 ( 1976) ("N!ost textbooks of gynecology are in 
ag-reement that endornetriosis  is n::.:ce .i r::. th.9 indigent, nonprivate patient and, therefore, 
by inference . . .  unco1nn1on in the bL=:ck -vvo�11an. :') .  Doctors are n1ore l ikely to diagn ose 
Blac!� \VOTI1en as having pelvic infL-,_nunatory cli;;eass, Ylhich they often treat \Vith stcri l i zn­
t ion. Ikemoto, 28 USI<' L Rev at 640 (cited in note 125); Chatman, 125 Am J Obstetrics & 
Gynecology at 987 (reporting th«t over 20 percent of his Black patients, many of whom 
'.vere pn�vionsiy diagnosed as having pslvic infic.n11natory disease, actually sutTered frorn 
endometriosis) .  See also King, Pc;.st os Prologue at 103 (cited in note 3 9 )  (concluding that 
the racial disparity in the use of dini�:al genetic services may be related to physi cian 
referrals); Nsiah-Jefferson and Hall, R.eproductiue Technology at 95-102,  109- 1 1  (c ited in 
note 138) (discussing numerous ba.r!'iers that restrict access by poor vvomen and \Vo m c n  of 
color tQ genetic counselling aDd n�-:;,< Tsprc:ductive -u;chnologies). 
t a  See Stap, ;,vorth , L•econstructicn of' I!1'oth >:?.r.hcod at 27 (ci ted in note 20) .  
i 4 �  :t'(eane and Breo� The Su rrogc�t.e A1other at 95·96 (cited i n  note 124) .  I{enne and 
Breo also revealed that th2 do,�to::· \:iho 3SSisted in the pregnancy explained his  participa­
tion in tern1s of eugeni�s: "I perfcrrn�;d the ins:�;:-nination because there are enough un­
\vanted children and children of poor g.:netic backgTo:.md in the world."  Id at 36. 
-, 
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T- -�.-, � ""'"" 1 ' ' • h .<- d _J he s.�10W ·was one o t iJ o:nanue· s .l!.J.p . .es vrate , ever a nu_ 
"h .. _, � a - ..... r: .. . . _, "T - - -... 1 - -� ...... . 1 _ -o-....., _._ ":� /"" c::' -: r1 n.  r l(" 'l:'i\T, ... ,..... t Delob · "' L_Le anu ._,__,_n.,__ e -�o.me IJ. O VV Lc Lu T.fl..lY ' _\.\ l,)_ lc 0 !. ·v\G d .. n lu:t - . l� , 
Sue, and George had done to bring Elizabeth Anne into the 
world . 143 
I St.1Spect t�b.�:rt a si:cniJ.G\T c1i3pl �(l or (:1 Ct�.rl:r· l�csj_:c�::Cl ? bTO'iVrn-sl�irlned 
baby would not  have had the s a :rn s  trnnsforrnativc effect on the 
• • 1 }" T . h . . . ] ' . " l . 'I ll . d v1evnng puo 1c . ..i.t 1s "-a.rd to 1mag!ne Sl ID. u .  c J. rrn Lwn o.o . ar 1n us-
try designed to create Black childrex-L 
A highly publicized lawsuit against a fertility clinic evi­
denced revulsion at the technological creation of Black babies . A 
white woman claimed that the clinic mistakenly inseminated her 
with a Black man's sperm, rather than her husband's , resulting 
in the birth of a Bl8.ck child. 144 The mother, who was genetically 
related to the child, demanded monetary damages for her injury, 
which she explained was due to the unbearable racial taunting 
her daughter suffered. 145 The r2al harm to the mother, however, 
was the fertility clinic's failure to deliver the most critical p art of 
its service-a white child. The clinic's racial mix-up rendered the 
mother's genetic tie worthless . It is highly unlikely that the 
white mother would have chosen Black features "if allowed the 
supermarket array of options of blond hair, blue-green eyes, and 
narrow upturned noses ." 146 In the l!...merican ma:rket, a Black 
child is indisputably an inferior p:wduct. 147 
Patricia VVilliams explores this modern image of Black seed 
contaminating white wombs in her parable of "guerilla insemina­
tion,"  wherein New Age wa:rriors , aided by white male college 
143 Id at 96. 
'" See Will iams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights at 186 ( cited in note 72); Robin 
Schatz, "Sperm lvfix11p" Spurs Debate Questioning .Safegu a rds, ReguLations, NY Newsday 3 
(Mar 1 1 ,  1990). 
145  Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights at 186 (cited in note 72). Of course, 
most Black chil dren have been injured by racial taunting and other indignities due to 
racism. Patricia Wil l iams asks, "Do black mothers get to sue for such an outcome, or is it  
just white mothers?" Id.  
146 Id at 188. 
'" A dramatic cross-cultural example is E:liwbeth Bartholet's story about her efforts 
to get a Peruvian doctor to treat the child she adopted. Ba;·tholet, Fam ily Bonds at 88-89 
(cited in note 13). Assuming the baby was of mixed Indian and Spanish heritage, the 
doctor suggested that Bartholet simply trade in the sick baby for another. It was only 
when the doctor discovered that the baby was "unuscwlly white" that he understood 
Bartholet's desire to keep him. Bartholet oboenes, " [ i ]t  was overwhelmingly cl ear that 
Michael's value had been transformed in the doctor's eyes by his ·.vhiteness. Whiteness 
made it  comprehensible that someone would want to cure and keep t his child rather than 
discard him." Id at 89 .  
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graduates,  smuggle vials of Black sperm into sperm banks : 
"What happens if it is no longer white male seed that has the 
prerogative of dropping noiselessly and invisibly into black 
wombs , swelling ranks and complexifying identity? Instead it will 
be disembodied black seed that will swell vrhite bellies . . . . " 14 8  
This futuristic vision evokes the same revulsion e;-;:pressed by 
eighteenth-century white colo.nists to r2.ci al  interminsling, v.,rhich 
� ,  " , " tt a· ·�.-._, d , j .t') ;_,ney rearea smu � _e , our u t OO ... . · 
2 .  Race and the harm in surrogacy. 
The devaluation of the Black genetic tie also helps to explain 
the harm in surrogacy. Some feminists have denounced surrogacy 
because it exploits women and commodifies women's reproductive 
capacity. 150 People who hire surrogates are usually wealthier 
than the women who provide the service . 15 1  An adopting couple 
must be fairly well off to afford the costs of a surrogacy arrange­
ment-typically at least $25,000 . �<>2 But what is exploitative 
about paying a surrogate mother a sum of money she w ould not 
be able to obtain at other work? 'What distinguishes activities 
poor women are induced to perform for money that are exploit­
ative from those that are not?153 The claim that poor women are 
"coerced" into entering surrogacy contracts by the promise of 
large sums of money is meaningless by itself. 154 For instance, 
would it be more or less exploitative to increase the fee paid to 
surrogate mothers?155 The woman's decision to enter into the 
148 Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights at 188 (cited in note 72). 
149 See text accompanying note 87. 
150 See, for example, Corea, The Mother Machine at 2 13-49 (cited in note 10); Andrea 
Dworkin, Right-Wing Women 18 1-88 (Putnam's Sons, 1983)  (comparing paid surrogacy to 
prostitution); Radin, 100 Harv L Rev at 1928-36 (ci ted in note 128) .  
151 Field, Surrogate Motherhood at 25 (cited in note 128) .  
1s2 Id.  
153 See Nancy Ehrenreich, Surrogacy as Resistance ?  The Misplaced Focus on Choice in 
the Surrogacy and Abortion Funding Con texts , 41 DePaul L Rev 1 369, 1379-80 ( 1992), 
reviewing Carmel Shalev, Birth Power: The Case for Surrogacy (Yale, 1989) (criticizing 
Shalev's model of the surrogate as exercising free choice for ignoring the problem of 
economic exploitation, noting that surrogacy is appealing to low-income women with 
children because it  is one of the few available jobs that do not require leaving home). 
1 5 4  See Ehrenreich, 41 DePaul L Rev at 1384 (criticizing the concept of coercion in the 
surrogacy debate because "it fails to appreciate both the indeterminacy of the concept of 
choice and the extent to which individual preferences are themselves socially construct­
ed"). See also John Lawrence Hill, Exploitation , 79 Cornell L Rev 63 1 ,  637-44, 691-95 
( 1994) (discussing and rejecting arguments that surrogacy is exploitative). 
1''5 See Andrews and Douglass, 65 S Cal L Rev at 67 2-73 (cited in note 9) (arguing 
that unpaid surrogacy may be more coercive than an arms-length commercial arrange­
ment with a stranger); Ruth Macklin, Is There Anything Wrong with Surrogate Mother-
amlli'iiil!i'lml:i8i'IE1ll�-�--- -·---�-
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surrogacy arrangement at least shows that she found it prefera­
ble to her other options for work. 15G Her decision may he evi­
dence that surrogacy is less exploitative than other se:-cvices 
wealthier pe:ople could buy from her-services -which the law does 
not pror:ibit  despite their harmful or degradi.ng qualities and th:=: 
..... \ 0) "''"' ..... 1 ; ":') ..., ; � � :l '' l-� .. ... --·· 1 10 3 -, .. .,...... a; nl· n o- pov,e·� lJCt l � . t, O  c: , .-=: £ l<O.l . · -'- EJ "l . L b • " ;. . 
At ·bottoJ.11 , the argun1ent against su:rrc�ga.C}7 �tes ts 011 t1�_e ps­
culiar nuture of childbearing that makes its sale i:rnmoraL Tviar­
garet �Tar� e R"'aclin and other fernir1is ts ar·g�-:._1 e tlJ.B. t s urrog.a c�y 
imperm i s s i bly a lienates a fundamental  aspect of o n e ' s  
personhood and treats it  as a marketable commodity. 157 In 
Radin's words, " [m] arket-inalienability might be grounded in a 
j udgment that commodification of women's reproductive capacity 
is harmful for the identity aspect of their personhood and in a 
j u dgment that the closeness of paid surrogacy to baby�selling 
harms our self-conception too deeply." 153 Elizabeth .A.nderson 
argues that using s urrogates' bodies ,  rather than respecting 
them ,  fails to value women in an appropriate way. 159 Surrogacy 
treats women as obj ects rather than valuable human beings by 
selling their capacity to bear children for a price. Director·ies 
display photographs of and vital information (height, hair color, 
racial origins) about women willing to be hired to gestate a ba­
by. 160 Barbara Katz Rothman notes how the term "product of 
conception," often used to describe the fertilized egg to be im­
planted in a surrogate mother, reflects this commodification: "It 
h ood ? An Ethical Analysis , 1 6  L Med & Health Care 57,  62 ( 1988) ( discussing the difficul­
ti es in determining when an i nducement becomes an "undue" i nd ucement). 
'"'6 Radin,  100 Harv L Rev at 1930 (cited in note 128); Joh nson v Caluert, 5 Cal 4th 84, 
1 9  Cal Rptr 2d 494, 502 ( 1 993), cert denied, 114 S C t  206 ( 1993) (" [T]hcre has been no 
proof that surrogacy con tracts exploit poor women to any greater degree than economic 
necessity in general exploits them by inducing them to accept lower-paid or otherwise 
undesirable employment."). 
157 See, for example, Radin, 100 Harv L Rev at 1928-36 ( cited in note 128); El izabeth 
S. Anderson,  Is Women's Labor a Commodity?, 19 Phil & Pub Aff 7 1, 80-87 ( 1 990);  Barba­
ra Katz Rothman, Reproductive Technology and th e Com modification of Life, in Elaine 
Hoffman Baruch, .Amadeo F. D'Adamo, Jr.,  and Joni Seager,  eds, Embl)'OS, Eth ics, and 
Wo mm 's Rights: Exploring the New Reproductive Technologies 95,  9b-96 (Ha:rrington 
Park, 1988). 
'" Radin, 100 Harv L Rev at 1932 (cited in  note 128) .  
158 And erson, 19 Phil & Pub Aff at 80-87. 
160 See Gena Corea, The reproductive brothel, in Gena Corea, et ai, eds, T'don -!dade 
Women: How New Reproductive Technologies Af'f'ect Women 38, 44 ( Indiana,  1987 ) .  See 
also A.M. C apron and M.J. Radin ,  Choosing Fam ily Law over Contmct La w as a Para­
digm ('or Su rrogate Motherhood, 16 L !Vled & Health Care 34,  36 ( 1988)  (noting that s<.1rro­
gacy places a specific dollar value on the breeder's personal traits) .  
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is an ideology that enables us to see not motherhood, not p arent­
hood, but the creation of a commodity, a baby."16 1  
Moreover, pregnancy impresses a surrogate's body and being 
into paid se:rvice to a degree distinct from other work. Unlike 
most paid laborers,  the surrogate mother cannot separate herself 
-C'..,.-.om .Lhe c:,or-,� ��o c ,'i-\ ,..., DP-""forms "S, l rrna<;� �y � r>  Q �) 1. !-. n- , -r C) � r} · " ()h L. i G, . - � c - ' !.!, v d .\ t ';:: ,, ·�·· · l. l. • l..U v:::, a. �  l :.J  0. �··� -l c u l� ..  - ,:< - u.cy J v �· 
which involves e�;ery B spect of the surrogate's l ife . . . . Her body 
'n n 1- p r.  -Lh u  r-1·; -� :-.h � n o ·..-· \ i' nf" ·ororl uctl. Oil O"ef \V;, .; ...... �l ·f1-. � r• r· ---. ·$-- n n.L t .... .. 1 8 C UL! .�::> Ll o·., .<..• <-' v -' � · · � L ,; lJ.. � �• <.o - • " . ' -' ·· '� ' '- "" -''- vv'll\.TCluLO.>. 
h l · 1 " 16ry n · 1 1.... as u tlmate controL - j'-' ommerc1a surrogacy can ue s e en as 
liberating when liberation is measured by the individual's free­
dom and ability to buy and sell p roducts and labor on the mar­
ket. 163 But women's wombs and pregnancy are not ordinary 
products or labor. Like children, organs ,  or sexual intimacy, 
women's reproductive capacities should not be b artered in the 
m arket. 
The relationship between race and the genetic tie further 
illuminates this market inalienability. It demonstrates how sur­
rogacy both misvalues and devalues human beings. First, Ander­
son and Radin argue that surrogacy values women and children 
in the wrong way. Why do they conclude that paying women for 
their gestational services will produce this harmful conception of 
women and their reproductive capacity? It is  also possible, as 
John Robertson suggests, that we could view surrogates as "wor­
thy collaborators in a j oint reproductive enterpris e  from which all 
parties gain,  with money being one way that the infertile couple 
p ays its debt or obligation to the surrogate." 16'1 Anderson's and 
1 ; 1 Rothman, Reproductive Technology at 96 (cited i n  note 157) .  But see Shapiro, 28 
USF L Hev at 659 (cited i n  note 49) (arguing that a baby created by a surrogacy arrange­
ment is treated as "a unique, i ntrinsical ly valuable person," rather than a com m odity). 
For a historical examination of the changing economic and sentimental value of children 
in .A.merica, see Viviana A. Zeli zer, Pricing the Priceless Child: The Cha nging Social Value 
of Children ( Basic Books, 1 985). "While in the nineteenth century, the m arket value of 
children was culturally acceptable,  l a ter the new normative ideal of the child as a n  
exclusively emo tional a n d  affective asset precluded i nstrumental or fiscal considerations. 
I n  an i ncreasingly commercial ized world, children were reserved a separate noncommer­
cial place, extra ·com mercium ." Id at 1 1 .  Zelizer argues that the shift away fro m  seeing 
children in terms of labor value has led, paradoxically, to greater m onetization and com­
mercialization of children's emotional value. See id at 169-207. !V!y focus, expi::Ji ned below, 
i s  on surrogacy arrangements' il ligitimate valuation of the genetic tie, rather than the 
inappropriate valuation of the babies they produce. 
162 Oliver, i\tfarxism and Su rroga cy at 274-75 (cited in note 130) .  
16" See, for example, Shalev, Birth Power at 145 (cited in n ote 129) ( advocating a "free 
market in reproduction" in which the "reproducing woman" operates as an "autonomous 
moral and economic agent"). See also Elisabeth .tv!. Landes and Richard A.  Posner, The 
Economics of the Baby Shortage, 7 J Legal Stud 323, 339-41 ( 1978) (proposing a "market 
in babies"). 
1 ',.. Robertson, 16 L Med & Health Care at 22 (cited in note 9). Sec also Sha piro, 28 
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Radin's sense of the immorality of commercial surrogacy may 
arise from the features it shares with the Punerican institution of 
1 Th . .C ' ., • <- • ' t s avery. '1' __ e expenence 01 surrogate mo cners 1s no�, equlValen to 
slavery's horrors , dehumanization, and absolute denial of self­
c1eterrD.inatiot1 . 'i et our und.erstartc1in.g of the evils inherer1t in 
marlcetir.tg· .f:tt:r.t1 ar1 beir1g·s stem.s } _ _ rl �pa . .rt fr,Jrt! tl1e reduction of en­
sla.ved B1a��l;:.s to "tlleir pl-;.)rsi cal seryice t.o \V}d.tes. 165 
rTll· .h .a rn ·, - ; n <- .- .-, ...... n -.-.. -!.- �  ,-.. 1l -·· o -�'"':i -,-1 n ...... j ..:  -;:j .-. .-, .:.. � -""'�.-� .-, ·r"' 1'\ 1 .  -.-�J .- ·-· 'L. � l. ·rlgS V'-aS .L 1 .... r 1._G �-:1._ U .L1.. .:.. '� r. � 0 0 C .�..L : ..- -l d . C iJ. ... .  i .i. t. i....t U l  L�'-' (.::.. L lUL� t.� .-. l .l.  o..J .:. .i. .... Ct t L  Ue . -/ .._ l, ..;. J. C  
' I' ' l-. . • 1 1 1 ' t ' l • 
' -l- " d �  01 Sale 01 Sl3.V85 OT-t t11e aL1CtlOl1 Q.;.O"CK �0 ... I19 n.lg:.heSt. bl uera b.taVeS 
were totally snd perrnanently commodified: '"Slavery as a legal 
institution treated slaves as prop.:;rty that could be transferred, 
assigned, inherited, or posted as collateral ."166 Surrogacy's use 
of vvomen's wor.nbs is  reminiscent of Toni l\!Iorrison's character 
Baby Suggs's admonition about slavery's obj ectification of Afri­
cans : ".t\,•.1d 0 my people they do not love your hands. Those they 
only use, tie,  bind, chop off and leave empty."167 Slave women 
were surrogate mothers in the sense that they lacked any claim 
to the children whom they bore and whom they delivered to the 
m asters who owned both mother and chilcl . 168 Like surrogacy, 
slavery forced the separation of mothers and their children when 
USF L Rev at 654 (cited in note 49) (criticizing challenges to surrogacy that "beg empiri­
cal or value questions and build the.m into definitions (e.g. ,  'surrogacy necessarily treats 
women and ch ildren as things")"). 
165 See A<> ita L. Allen, Surrogacy, Slavery, and the Owners h ip of Life,  13 Harv J L & 
Pub Policy 139 ( 1 990) (observing that surrog3.cy and slavery are not equivalent, but share 
certain features); Sarah S. Boone, Sla very and Contract iv!otherhood: A "Racialized" 
Objection to the Au tonomy Arguments , in Helen Bequaert Holmes, ed, Issues 
in _ _  . Reproductive Technology 1: An Anthology 349, 351 (Garland, 1 992) (arguing that 
"African-American female enslaveme!lt and [commercialized contract motherhood] are two 
very different social expressions of the same underlying ideological forms"). 
166 Harris ,  1 0 6  Harv L Rev at 1 7 2 0  ( ci ted in note 7 5 ) .  S e e  generally Stampp, The 
Peculiar Institution at 193-236 (cited in note 5) (discussing the legal status of slaves as 
chattel property). 
167 Toni Morrison, Beloucd 88 Wuwpf, 1987) .  In her autobiography, Sallie Bingham, a 
wealthy white heiress, makes a similar observation a bout the Black servants who lived in 
her Kentucky home: "Blacks, I realized, were sirnply invis ible to most white people, except 
as a pair of hands offering a drink on a silver tray." Sallie Bingham, Passion and Preju­
dice: A Family Memoir 270 (Applause, 1991) .  
15s See .A.llen, 13 Harv J L & Pub Policy at 140; Boone, Slavery and Contract Mother· 
hood at 362. See aiso Morrison, playing in the dar.k at 2 1  (cited in note 52) (observing in a 
Vv'illa Cather novel the assu mption that "slave women are not mothers; they are 'natally 
dead . . . "'); Dorothy B urnham, Children of the Slave Com m unity in the United States, 1 9  
Freedomways 75,  75-77 ( 1979) (discussing slavemasters' control o f  slave children). Wills 
frequently devised slave women's children before the children were born, or even con­
ceived. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution at 205 (cited in note 5) ("In Fairfield District, 
South Carolina, in 1830, Mary Kincaid gave a slave woman named Si.llar to a grandchild 
and Sillar's t•,:o children to other grandchddr,C!n. If Sillar should have a third child, it  was 
to go to still another grandchild.").  
1995] T'lte Gen�etic �Ti2 251  
each was sold to a differ-ent master. 159 It 1.s the enslaver:(J.ent of 
Blacks that enables u s  to imagine ths commodificati on of human 
beings, and that mak.e�3 the vision of fungible breede:c VIor:nen so 
real. l7o 
Perhaps the rnost 
lav.;'s ability tc SEiD.et.i ��-n-
. l- . h . 1 t1on, VV!ilCi _ pro·v1ues 
·{:. errifying� lesso:o. 
' '  l (. 
.-.. l ' ..C. t • . ,.,-f t- .., ., ,  .. - .-... �-- �-.n� -r) .�r:-· ···· ·· ,-. .-.. o.('i-p·,.-, , . , r"' -, ·· " > <.-· ·· c ' ,\_ a.... ... 1-Cvffill10CU.uca 100 U . .  c .l. < ., _, ; kc .'. l ,_ .. :_ . _[, _, [; ." : ','1/ 'j ::y ' l �.; ._. , ,  -:·. f5L·-! 8 .L 1Ll 8]] ;, v v en � .  
'I'h S -· , -�1 n a.,..o, ; n a :-� .--.. -. -, ,.. .1- r::: FA - r· _.:::::.-.;;"a·r,r:. ·o·1 c. �� '3 � • .:.. a rl  ,� ,-.. i-1-.. a C' t ·· +e' , - e Q l_.._ .,n '--' l L<.. > ·  ,_,_, ,_,_, L J ,  ___ ._, . ·�"' " "- L  _,_ .  __ , ,_, L ,,o .__ c, . 0. ·:0 (,lJ� .:o va o ti 
<- t' l ,.. e 8.1 e-Li 1)-n ""' a y· � --, Cf .. �: � 7 �r"l );i7',! H f d� -� f� ·•l' �"! 1 "  a-· ;i .- 0"{:...\ n  t .{' grea G2S S.8. i/ �l L . v c " e '-- . l.Lc;:, !U ,.J." .  L 'V j .cHL i:11C> 1ll1 ctb ��- -S 01 
the law" conducted half of the antebel:lurn sales of slaves at 
" h ' -ft� ' robatp "' '"' d 8 "' ' ' 1· .•. ,, "0' 1 rt Q ::l 1 0 " "173 A s <1. � � -l n  A rl h s er1J. s , p . �" ..... , CJ • . Lt' t .. t;1 u �.) v- ;_..... .J ...., . ... . . L ··--- 0 , ..L _ .!. .:1.Lu. Lc.t. �::.� ... en _ as 
observed, slavery shows that "the la-v  can easily accommodate 
the commercialization of human life . " 174 
The relationship bet'Neen !'ace and the genetic tie illuminates 
the feminist critique of surrogacy in a second 'Nay. The feminist 
arguments against surrogacy focus on the commodification of 
women's wombs.  Just as critical, hov/eve:r, is the commodification 
of the genetic tie,  based or-t a valuation of its vvo:cth. 175 Although 
h . d 1 1 1  . . ,.j ., r; ) ' • t 1IS proces s  r eva1ues au wornen, lt ._,evH.lLWS ti w.cK wornen 1n a 
particular way. 176 Fernin:1st opponents of su::crogacy miss an im-,.. 1 ' , . 1- > • • J.. f" • portant aspect or sury·ogacy w 1en they CTl... l C lze lt,  ror treatmg r> • 7 7 ., • j • \ ,.--, 1 , . J. women as jungwt.e commocnnes. h .tJ , acK suiTogate 1s no s ex-
------------ - -- - ---- -- ------------------ ----- ------
169 See Stampp, The Peculiar ln.c;titution at 266-67 (cited in note 5). 
l7° Compare Patricia Hill (:.)llins,  B!ad: Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics o/ Empowerment 167-73 (Unwin Hyman, 1990) (arguing that the histori­
cal objectification of Black wome;/s :::od.ies laid the foundation for co;:1terr:porary pornogra­
phy); Dorothy E. Roberts, Racisn1 and Patriarchy in the Meaning o( Aiotherhood, 1 Am U 
J Gender & L 1, 27-28 ( 1 993) ( f;uggesting that ra�ism helps to shape the regulation of 
white single mothers). 
171 See generally Robert I't!L Cover\ �lu.stic:e ./:.cc!.lsed: A.n tisZn uei--:J c.u1d the �Iudicial 
Process (Yale, 1975); Symposiusn on the Lcuo of' S'lau€l)'t 88 Ch.i }(ent I.� Rev . 1 009, 1009-
1340 ( 1993) .  
172 'I\homas D .  Russel1 ,  Soi. tth Ccrolinci's Largest s:taue Auctioneering 1�irnr , 68 Chi 
Kent L Rev 1241 ,  12rU ( 1993). 
173 Id. 
l74 Allen, 13 I-iar1 J L ... V. Pub Policy at 14.5 (cited in note 165) .  
1 7 5  See Robert.son, 39 CHse VJ Res L R.ev at 3 1  n 100 (cited in i·;.cte 124) (�Eugenic 
considerations are unavoidable,  and not in.approp1·iat2 ·:Nhe.n one i� seek..i!�G gametes from 
an unknown third party.") .  In his discussion of :egg donation, John T�obertson dr:fends 
recipients' desire to "receive good gcnss" from \Vornen ··,vho ';appear to be of good stock." Id 
at 3 1 .  l-Ie advocates perfecting the t2chno:to�y of egg done.tior-.�. because it vvill '(enhn.nce the 
anility to influence the genetic makeup of offsp!ing." Id at 37.  
176 See Horsburgh, 8 Be:�ke1ey ·vvo;:�en's L J at 47 (cited in n8te 127)  (arg1.1i.ng that 
Radin's con1n1odification argt!li1:J!l.t aSs1Jn1es that s;,.uTogc,tes c.r2 o.,vhitc: ) .  
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changeable for a white one . In one sens9 , Anderson and Radin 
are :right t}1B.t marketing babies misdescrib2s the vray that we 
value people. Surrogacy, however, is so b�oubE:ng precisely be­
cause its comrnercial essence lays bare ho'N our society actually 
J 1 i 11.f l 1 ..L 1 I -J ·� • "I L • � }-; aoes v a m.::: people.  ,;. e mus·c assess oou1 ·r:rv:; ,10er au ng ano. t-h-:: 
IE.  THE GENETIC TIE .A.J'-ID LEGAL :?,'",RENTAGE 
The genetic tie is a critical component ii:, determining a 
child's legal mother and father. The genetic tie does not necessar­
ily determine legal parentage, however. Indeed, examining the 
shifting significance of genetic connections in various disputes 
over legal parentage nweals more clearly than any other exercise 
the social and historical indeterminacy of this biological fact. This 
Part examines how both race and gender shape the genetic tie's 
role in claims to children. 
A. Protecting the Patriarchal Family 
The overriding assumption in cases determining a child's 
legal parentage is that families are created out of biological con­
nections between individuals. 177 Parental rights, however, are 
not a biological given. Rather, the law has historically interpret-­
ed the genetic tie's significance to parenthood in a way that pre­
serves the patriarchal nuclear family. Cases concerning the pa­
rental rights of unwed fathers and sperm donors reveal that th e 
law's central obj ective is to protect the integrity of families found­
ed on heterosexual marriage , while leavi:ng women's autonom ous 
bonds with their children vulnerable .  
1 .  Ur1-=�ved fathers . 
Since the Industrial Revolution, the genetic tie between a 
man and his offspring has not conclusively determined their legal 
relationship. Biological fatherhood does not mean legal paterni­
ty. 1 78 Ivio:reover, the law regards the role of biology differently in 
177 Janet L. Dolgin, Just a Gene: Judicial Assumptions About Parenthood, 40 UCLA L 
Rev 637, 642 ( 1 993). See also Bartholet, Family Bonds at 165  (cited in note 1 3 )  (noting the 
principle i n  1\.merican culture that blood ties are essential to parenting). 
m Carol Smart provides a helpful lexicon: she defines paternity as "the l egal status of 
men who are deemed to have fathered certain childnn," fothcrhood as "the actual biologi-
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determining motherhood and fatherhood. While the European-
' . d '  . . 1 t '  r> d h ' ld' h b - ' . l . l 1-'.Jnencan tra _ ltwn wen me a c .1 s moL er y th2 mo og1ca 
r . , - • ._ 1 • i d ,. th ' ..:l ' 1  ' J 1 act or grvm_g b1nn, It. presume ra erhoou cnrougn a n1En s red-
� · ' • '  ' ' ' d' tl l 7 9 A t  ' ' h ·l...10r1 co 1t1e C.i1ll - s mo ..,_-ler. J.'-l common 1avl,  a '\vorrla_IJ \vas f, _e 
1 c.c;�l  ;n nt"h u y· -of 1-'l·� a (''l·: i l ,_-'[ -'-LO wl; o·m S-h P P''-" VP }jl· .,. ;- '1�\ ; :.;o ... � b --�- .,. ..'.. _!_ >.J ..., .... _,_-;_,_ .... v -'-' ""' . k .L - .A. .:.. "-'-' o li,...O. ....., ...... . .  !. v -·- · rn. o.11 o};� 
tslrleri lJftY'8lJ.tcl rigl1ts or1ly tl1r0L1g·h rnarriage . 15 t  (�c�:r:t:t:n.ori J.a\i-/ 
c1-;::: rlist�l t:.Ltl.\"/ -scl biolog-i cal fatl1ei's paterr1it:v rig};_ts c•. ::.tc1 _:_:;: s ·�·, e_ -[i} -�s11ed 
Gi :prest.ll!1})tion tt1at 3. !---.n.otl-;.er's husbar1cl v;as the fB.ti��2i' of }.f.2r 
ehildren. 182 A.n. illegitimate child was "filius 
l 1 ' • ' ' ' L 183 no te ga 1 :relanonsmp w anyone. 
. ' na.·u 
":!'\ (...... r1 L • l • � � i' ·\ece nt dupreme Goun cases mvo1vmg parental ngn-cs or 
unwed fathers suggest that legal paternity continues to depend 
more on the father's relationship with his children's mother than . . . - �h -1-h h ' ld 184 'I'h c . , . , on a genetic tie Wh , .. 1 e c .1 ren. . e ourt granted tl1e un-
cal or genetic relationship between a man and his 'offspring,"' and social fatherhood as 
"men's role in  parenting, which may occur independently of a biological l ink . . . .  " Sma1t, 
Law and the Problem of Paternity at 98 ( cited at note 1 1 7) .  See also L!!hr v Robertson, 463 
US 248, 259-60 ( 1 983) (recognizing a "clear distinction between a mere biological rela­
tionship and an actual relationship of parental responsibility"). Janet Dolgin contrasts the 
role of a biological tie between father and child in establishing support obligations with its 
role in establishing a family relationship: "At stake in [support! cases is not the man's 
paternal role but his obligation, in large part vis-a-vis the state, to support his biological 
child." Dolgin, 40 UCLA L Rev at 644 n 24 (cited in note 1 77) .  See also Deborah L. 
Forman , Unwed Fathers and Adoption: A Theoretical Analysis in Context, 7 '2  Tex L Rev 
967, 989-91 ( 1994) (discussing "the equation of genetic fatherhood with financial father­
hood"). 
179 Dolgi n ,  40  UCLi-\ L Rev at 644 (cited in note 177) .  For historical accounts of 
American law governing rights to children, see generally Grossberg, Goueming the Hearth 
at 1 96-285 (cited in note 6 8); Mason, From Father's Property to Children's Rights at 70 
(cited in note 65).  
100 This rule was expressed in the maxim: Mater est quam gestatio demonstrat or "She 
is the mo ther whom the bearing designates." R. AJta Charo, Legislatiue .Approaches to 
Surrogate Iviotherhood, in Larry Gostin, ed, Surrogate Motherhood: Politics and Priuacy 
88, 104 (Indiana, 1990). 
1" Pater qst q uem n uptiae demonstrant or "He is the fnther whom marriage desig­
n c• tes." William M. Bl ackstone, 1 Commentaries *434. 
'·'" See Fie]d,  Surrogate iv!otherhood at 1 18-21  (cited i n  note 128). The marital pre­
sumption of pater·nity is codified in state statutes and was held cc.nstitutionctl by the 
United States Supreme Court. See i\--!ichael H. v Gera ld D. , 4 9 1  US 1 10, 1 1 8-30 ( 1989). 
\/>!l1ether the presumptior: is rebuttable varies by state and typically can tc challenged 
only by the mother or her husband, not by the presumptive biologi·�al father. Field, 
Su rroga te i'vioth erhood at 1 1 8  (cited in  note 128) .  See a l so Barbar:2 Bennett \-Voodhouse, 
Hatching th e Egg: A Ch ild-Centered Perspective on Parents '  Righ ts , 14 Cardozo L Rev 
17 47 , 1785-95 ( 1993) (citing and discussing cases considering the parental rights of 
married and unmarried 30Cia l  fathers). 
1�;1 She \V RS �'the child and heir of no one ."  Grossberg, Governing the J-Iearth at 197 
(eited in  note 58) .  
'"" Dolgin, l,!) UCLA L Rev at 649 (cited in note 1 7 7); Hill,  66 NYU L Eev at 376-81 
(cited in note 15) .  See Michael H. , 491 US 1 10;  Lehr, 463 US 248; Caban u Afohammed, 
4 4 1  US 380 ( 1979);  Qu illoin v Walcott, 434 US 246 ( 1978).  
. ' -� 
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d . . 1 ' 1 .� ' h ' .�, " nz . . 185 1 c 7 ;;1' -.,ve bw�og1ca  rat ers El ,":J tantey u u znozs ana aoan u m o -
harruneL-!_188 par""'nts.l rights bscEuse they had formed rela­
tionships ·with the children's mothers that resembled the tradi-
. .  _l· o·- .-. ' ,, , , .c i a o ·-� <�a-( • .  , : : , ,  - -, h i ! <> +'n a  "'�'""' .c 1� "" '"" in O . . u illoin u YYrt lco 7t , 1 37 1., .U <::l .. , _, _ _  , , _._ .._.l•� cu l .. ldl,1 , "YV L"--� v! . . · �  l cd.- H v � "' _ � " 
7 z . .,. � - i:J .-.. � .. -.,.:. ,.... ..... _ ....... tss r. -..-, ---1 1/r · L � .o l  Y ., , r:._ - za· D 189 -· "n � ovoc .ue J l t  '-' _, ;.•Ju2.; k; U I & ,  o . . \.\Ll lu LC il Lc - o .L . . I) u eTQ. � . .  , 'iVl 0 Nv> •� 
cle;�tie 6. s·� ::--!.:r_'eT.t ta1 )�ig}f_t::;·, 1 �n.Etcl D.Ot , l?O �i�:hs plu.rality in lk!i c/r�ael  �T. 
tl1eit ci·lil .:l:ceil clepe.i1d2cl :not o�c sstablis:b.ir1g a pare:ntal re1a-
<·i u� " "' ;" ; " ' �---u· · ;- ", .,.,u-; · · ; +} • P 1--- 1· :" f- u·-. ·� i r· '' "' <; � " '" ·> _ ___ l· ,.lrl Peri " an cti tv wr.1 1 l d  t,.._ --.:::> .. J.i_t- 1 . ·_!! ..J ._�_('-'" 1. ... J.., J. .._, .... J. _:j \.1 .l.. .• ,,., .\. l__,tv _}J C 'i..J V .\ _ ... .._, ....... , .:) _.. ..,..._ .. ,J . _. .� • .  \ �-
not be teo strong a term-traditionally accorded to the relation­
ships that develop within the unitary fami1y. " 191 
Like the common lmv, the Court's doctrines understand legal 
parentage to arise definitively from female,  but not male, biolo-
' 92 ' 1 ' 1 • 1 . l . h h ' ld . gy. '· .f\ m otr1er s mo� ogJca_ connectwn to er c 1 1m poses an 
autom::;tic social :relationship, while fathers are free to choose 
whether to develop a social tie . The Supreme Court explained in 
Lehr v Robertson that " [t] he significance of the biological connec­
tion is that it offers the natural father an opportunity that no 
other male possesses to develop a rel ationship with his off­
spring."193 Thus, the law views fathers' social relationship to 
their children as a chosen, cultural creation, rather than as an 
inevitab1e product of their genetic tie to their offspring . 194 
18' 405 US 645 ( 1972) .  
186 441 us 380 ( 1979) .  
1 8 7  434, us 246 ( 1978).  
ISS 463 TJS 248 ( 1 983). 
1 8 9  ·:.19 1 us 1 10 ( 1989).  
1"0 Dolgin, 40 UCLA L Rev at 662 (cited in note 177). 
1 9 1  49 1 US at 123. 
1�2 Chief Justice Burger, dissenting in Stanley, based this distinction between 1egal 
presumptions about male  and female parents on the evidence that m others are m ore 
depe.nd?.ble prcte�tors of their children: 
[T]hc: biol ogic8i 1ole of the mother in carrying and nursing an infant creates stronger 
bonds between her and the child than the bonds resulting from the male's often casu­
al enco�;:�ter. This view is reinforced by the observable fact that most unwed mothers 
exhibit a con�em for thi!ir offspring either permanently or at least until they are 
safely pl:_iced for adoption, while un·<A'8c1 fathers rarely burden either the mother or 
th? child •.vith their attentions or loyalties. 
405 US at 655-36 (B'.lrger dissenting). See also Caban, 441 US at 404-09 (Stevens di ssent­
ing) (arguing the.t the differences between a natural mother's and a natural father's rela­
ti onship to  8n "iliegitimate" newborn justified giving the mother greater parental rights). 
'93 463 US ac 252 (emphasis added). 
'"' Dolgin, <10 UCLA L Rev at S48 (cited in note 177); Smart, Law and the Problem of 
Paternity 2tt 1 03 (cited in note 1 1 7).  See also Karen Czapanskiy, Volunteers and Draftees: 
The Struggie for Parental Equality, 38 UCLA L Rev 1 4 1 5 ,  1 4 1 6  ( 19 9 1 )  (observing that 
courts treB.t !Nornen as ''draftees!} and lnen as �(vol unteers" to parentho od); Sylvia A . . La\v, 
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·while the l;onv denies genetic fathers' parental claims in 
, • '  ' t  , /:' " ' t  .,_ -. 
1 
. orae:r to preserve ti;_e man a1 mm11y, 1 neven.ne .ess protects 
L • p t] ' ) • • -._ L '" •t • .L - • t • ;._ )) • '-h • ±�" • • geneuc m n e :r<:J IDC •10a t-e oppor .unl J' 1n ere s L  1n LLelr o rspnng ' l l  · - , ' 1 , 1 d ' '  " t .h f d ' oy a�_ovnng tne rn w D .lOCK a ; opnons . Gour s l .8.'le re use to non-
' • • ' -L 1 , -. ' l d f.' - ,  . . . , h h ' ' -1 '  o r  a. 1,vor£:to.rJ 3 c;_ e:_� 13I0D L O  p_Et�e n .. e :r  cn1 1'- .tor aao�p-c.1on 11 t 1 e  c.t . Ilu s 
·,_.-11 e ·n_ , -� -. · .. o 1_r . . ··- "'· ·_._" � ;; ,-�--.·-.H ·.r c. f;:, ·-·q i h; F7lf;,�c"'d -h e"' 'h� � 1 ov-: e ::> 1 fn -> },, c.�':;;; " o " -- - "-'  .._. � . ..._ ._ . __ , :·· v _ _ . 1,..... -� __.._ ..�_ _,_ ___ �,.. :J --"�· ·- '---- -'1. ..._... 1 j_ v1lJ .l u l � ... -... � ..._ �\. O. V ... .. v� �..... }:2 
portlJ_nit�y -1_:n.t-�;�c·;;E_�t�1 1:r1 c.ta1rx1ing l1is p�rt.erna1 rights to ·his 
daughter. 196 :8 e:1.tbara Bennett VVoodhousc9 argues that these de-
. . ,, . , ' ' . .  l ·t- 1-. t ' . .� h ' � Clswns ·· !TICI\�:asnlgly piace L J l1e ausen genenc :tat er s tuture 
option on parenthood above the child's immedi ate interest in care 
and continuity, in the process undercutting the a·uthority of those 
gestational and social fathers , as well as of mothers , who have 
directly participated in gestation and nurturing." 197 Thus, the 
law denies mah genetic ties when necessary to preserve the 
traditional m;::J.rital u,nit, but allows them to override women's au­
tonomous decisions affecting male genetic interests.  
2.  SperrD. do:nors . 
Artificial insemination purposely contemplates the creation 
of a genetic tie between c. man and a child unaccompanied by 
· l 1.' 1 , ' 'i'IT1..  _, .c r c • fi · 1 · · · soc1a _�_atne:rnoon. 'It H en a uoc�voT penorms aru ,cw. 1nsem1nahon, 
the sperm_ donor and the woman usually do not know each 
Rethinking Sex and the Constitution, 132 U Pa L Rev 955, 996-97 ( 1984) (noting that 
courts tend to view fatherii'g in terms of "opportunity" and mothering in terms of "respon­
sibil ity"); Note, Redefin ing iv!other: A Legal Matrix for New Reproductive Technologies, 96 
Yale L J 1 8 7 ,  1 93-99 rl 'i2 ( 1986) ("The demands of motherhood were natural, while the 
role of fatherhood •,vas more voluntary."). 
195 See,  fo1· exarnple, 8te uen A. u Rickie M. (Adoption of Kelsey 8. ) ,  1 Cal 4th 8 1 6 ,  '1 Cal 
P.ptr 2d 6 1 £5  ( :1.992) fhvldi-r1g that statutt'f.)' category of '(presumed fathern violated t�n·.ved 
father's constitutional tight to prevent adop tion of his biological child); Augusta County 
Department of Social Seruices u Unnamed Mother, 3 Va App 40, 348 SE2d 26 ( 1986) 
( invalidating 8!lti'cl3tment agTeen:.ent signed by mother who refused to reveal the identity 
of her child's fathe;·). 
196 See note 1; l{(ichele lng-tassia with Kr.ren Springen, Standing Up for Fathers: ·The 
troubling case of.l3aby .Jessica focu ses attention on paternal rights in adoptions, Ne"�,vsvteek 
52 ( May 3, 1 993).  For c1 ef=r�ses of the biological fa ther's role in the adoption process, see 
generally Daniel C8. l lahan, Bioethics and Fatherhood, 1992 Utah L Rev 735,  735-46;  
Forman, 72 Tex L Hev at 991- IOOO (cited in note 1 78); Note, Father Knows Best: The 
Un wed Father's Right to Ra ise His Infant Surrendered for Adoption, 60 Fordham L R.ev 
971,  981-96 0892).  
1 � 7  VVoodhousej l {�  CBrdozo L Rev at 1806 (cited in note 182).  See a1so Dowd, l07 1-Iarv 
L Rev at 934 (cited in note 13) (proposing that absent the biological father's demonstrated 
commitment to the rnot.her-child unit, "the mother should have legal control over the de· 
cision to place the child for adoption")_ 
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other's identity, nor does the biological father often know the re­
suHi:ng child. 198 The law generally protects these sperm donors 
f:ccn1 2.ny responsibil1ty toward the child. 199 In most states, for 
.c. � - · ; � ...... ! 1 w  .;..""n· "' s·oa..,. d' o o .... · ........ ...,..., ot r-o '"' Q ; ..J e"ed t·� C\ .. lerra1 fatb ar o·r' h : - - -"'- 2 1. u}' 1v' L · '-'  � ·�· ITl ..1 n l l::, .1.1 ·  " '-' . l.J.u"U l L l t:  b 1;_,� .t u lS 
offs�prir1g.200 So1ne worr1en: incl11ilir1g· :rr1an�r lesbian m.ot}leTs � 
·
:-T e �_1sec1 artificia1 insern.irlE ti Drl to l1a.ve a. ba_bJl ·vvi tl:l01J t so;:is.l 
�j_es tt�J .� Jnart�---a IJllTpose q11ite clistirlc t  fror!1 tha t  of stlrrogac:y a.r-
,·- :-- ·-.;. r-·8 y·" ..... n ..:- c  -:--� 0. ""jl " t' ·re '{� h a ·j rl rr i4 , � ,. .-"'I. T;· f" ('> r• T"'(\\;�; a� o  r, �n � ·r'j ..,..,., � .L �t- 0 �- - · J.. ._-:: _.:_ .:..S ':_,""_Lt �::;: _ _  1_,0 '  t·.!. l·::: . C. v .. -.1 .. U '•_,. ... ..;. . (:: •"'A Y'1 C!.) '-.. nJ }J.l "--' i _.._ v C. i .l. ("..-.._1_,_ v" . .t L . l 0. sc:·-
-,-. o;. ·:- ·; ;� <::> n v �cJ q f.<:>cl �1--1� l d  201 .�.1·--./ '-' ·'· ..., �-]. _ _._ _ J  .i. \._. ---. ...  ,_ v .._, ._.. I,_, ... .1. .... • • 
Legal approval of artifici al insemination, however, may be 
r::ontingent upon a husband's embrace of the child as his own. Far 
fi·rnl1 disrupting the family by creating an "illegitimate" child, 
sanctioned artificial insemination completes the traditional nucle-­
ai" family by providing a married couple with a child.202 As in 
the marital presumption cases, courts look to the mother's mari­
tal status to determine paternity in disputes arising from arti­
ficial insemination. Courts have been willing to grant parental 
:rights to sperm donors "when no other man is playing the role of 
father for the child," such as when the mother is a lesbian or 
unmar:ried.203 The law is less concerned with the genetic tie be-
1 9 3  Field, Surrogate jl,fotherhood at 34 (cited in note 128);  P. •. ndrews and Douglass, 65 S 
Cai L Rev at 659-60 (cited in note 9).  See also Erica Haimes, Recreating the Fam ily? 
Policy Considerations Relating to the "New" Reproductive Technologies, in Maureen 
iVIcNeil ,  Ian Varcoe, and Steven Yearley, eds, The New .Reproductive Technologies 154, 
156-62 (St .  Martin's, 1990) (discussing the British Warnock Report's recommendation of 
donor anonymity). 
199 Elias and Annas, Reproductive Genetics at 233 (cited in note 4 7); Robertson, 
Children of Choice at 127-28 (cited in note 9) .  
20° Field, Surrogate Motherhood at 1 1 5  (cited in note 128) .  
201 See Renate Duelli J:Gein, Doing It Ourselves: Sel{Insemination ,  m Rita Arditti, 
ReEate Duelli Klein, and Shelley Minden, eds, Test-Tube Women: What future for mother­
hood? 382 , 382 (Pandora, 1984); Francie Hornstei n ,  Children by Donor Insemination: A 
Ne!..U Choice for Lesbians, in Rita Arditt i ,  Ren ate Duelli Klein, and Shelley Minden, eds, 
iest-Tube Women: What /i.dure for motherhood? 373, 385-87 ( P;mdora, 1 984); D:miel 
V!ikler and Norma J. Wik.ler, Turk.ey-baster Babies: The Demedicalization of A..rti,ficial 
Insemination, 69 Milbank Q 5, 6 ( 1991) .  
10' Smart, Law and the .Problem of Paternity at 107 (cited in note 1 17) .  The influential 
report o!' �he British \Varnock Committee, which considez·ed the ethics of "new processes of 
3.ssisted reproc\uction," reeommended that artificial insemination, as well as other repro­
dur:t ive technologies, should be made available only to stable heterosexc;a] coupl es.  See 
Iviary V!a.rnock, A. Question of Life: The Warnock Report on Human Fertilisation and 
Emb1:voiogy 10-12 (Basil Blackwe l l , 1985) .  Moreover, most physicians have been umvilling 
to assist in the insemination of single women. Robertson, 59 S Cal L Rev at 1004-05 (cited 
in ;·,ute 2 1 ) ;  \Vik.ler and Wikler, 69 Milbank Q at 1 3 - 1 6 .  For an argument that this practice 
'Jiol ates the constitution::.! rights of single women, see Note, The Fourteenth i\mendment's 
Pmtection o/' a Woman's Right To Be a Single Parent through Artificial Insemination by 
Donor, 7 '}/omen's Rts L Rptr 251 ,  258-80 ( 1 982) .  
20" Fi�ld, Surrogate ·Motherhood at 1 16 (cited in  note 128) .  See, for example,  C. i'vl. v 
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tween m e n  and their children than with ensuring that the moth-
·" � 1 ' l --1 c:j n +"  ,1-. ' p  C ·C '"' -"o ··· •-,"A �  ·� . -- t}. :o, r· ro ·:- ,, � ." "r· ch o 'j fa ' l  t 81 -· .• rn .. vc T ·� - -::c ulOns .... l .  l.u). l ; Le O •.· U "�·'"' :.-·'C· '"· � D. _, u... IDl y s ruc-
ture.204 W11.en women attern pt to m ake autonomous decisions 
about their children-by placing then1 for adoption or bearing 
;_ '! t r: · ·t c1 " --l a r i-. r" "'(>-. ... o a r;:'r- .... l., a -1' .-. ·;.,. - ,-. -l "l r,·; -:;, .-. .,..-!1 ·::\n } 0  -+- th · � L D 2d1 O tt ;:,l •.'·'-' vi E1 o.� L l s�� u, .. G Q 'IY Cc .d \.· ' ;::, l L•.C A " asser " u �elJ. 
ge:o.etic �lB.i/r_� to ellild.T-2r� .  f/ia.l 2 g-el:)sti.: : :·l :: ��-_r9sts tttvrart v1omen's 
Legal :cules detern1ining the genetic be's Tole m claims to 
children preserve the racial caste system ,  8.s well as the patriar­
chal family. The same laws that protect the institution of mar-
------ .. 
--------
- --.. ----
·---
------ -----------
C. C. , 152 NY Super 160,  377 A2d 821 ( 1977); !V!clntyre v Crouch, 98 Or App 462, 780 P2d 
239 ( 1 989). See generally Vickie L. Henry, A Tale of Three Women: A Survey of the Rights 
and Responsibilities of Unmarried Women il h o Conceive by Alternative Insemination and 
A Model for Legislative Reform, 1 9  .Am J L & Med 285, 290-300 ( 1 9 93) (contrasting rights 
of married and unmarried biological mothers ·who contest claims by sperm donors) .  A rare 
exception is Thomas S. v Robin Y. ,  157 .lVIisc 2d 858, 599 1'.fYS2d 377 (Fam Ct 1 993), 
which denied a sperm donor's requ,.est for a declaration of paternity rights to his daughter, 
who had been raised exclusively by her lesbian biological mother and co-mother. The court 
held that, although the daughter understood their biological connection, she did not view 
the sperm donor as her parent because he never took care of her on a daily basis. Id at 
380. The decision applied New York's doctrine of custodial equitable estoppel, which 
defeats the claim of a biological father who 8cquiesces for too long in the development of 
his child's family relationships. Id at 382. See Terrence lv!. v Gale C. , 193 AD2d 437, 597 
NYS2d 333, 334 ( 1993) ( invoking the doctrine of custodial equitable estoppel "to preserve 
existing ties in the face of an outsider's threatened i ntrusion"). 
In custody disputes between two lesbians, courts tend to recognize only the parental 
claim of the biological mother. Note, Another l'vfother?: The Courts' Denial of Legal Status 
to the Non -Biological Parent Upon DissoLution of Lesbian Fam ilies, 3 1  J Family L 98 1 ,  
983 ( 1 992-93). See, for example, Alison D. u Virginia lvf. ,  7 7  NY2d 6 5 1 ,  572 NE2d 27 
( 1991)  (denying standing to former lesbian partner of child's biological mother who wished 
to seek visitation or custody of child born using arti.fici:c�l insemination during the relation­
ship). See generally Nancy D. PolikoiT, This Child Does Have Tu}o Mothers: Redefining 
Parenthood to Meet the Needs of Children in Lesbian-Mother and Other Non-Traditional 
Families, 78 Georgetown L J 459 ( 1 990) (discussing legal issues raised by lesbian 
parenti�1g). 
204 Smart, Law and the Problem o{ Paternity at 1 14 (cited in note 1 17)  (stating that 
paternity laws reflect "the legal e.ntipathy shown towards women mothering children 
alone :md the goal of properly attaching men to children to prevent women exercising too 
much independence"). See also Haimes , Recreuting the Fam ily ? at 172 (cited in note 198) 
(concluding i,hat donor anonymity "reinforce[s] established ideological notions about 'the 
family' ") ;  Johnson v Calvert, 5 Cal 'lth 84, 19  Cal Rptr 2d 494, 504 ( 1993) (observing that 
tradition "supports the clai m of the [married] couple who exercise their right to procreate 
in order to form a family of their own, albeit through novel medical procedures"). 
Martha Fineman h2.s demonstrated how both divorce reforms and poverty discourses 
also view single mothe1·s as devient and seek to reston? the nuclear family by reinstating 
the missing male. See Fineman, The Neutered Mother (cited in  note 13) .  See also Roberts, 
1 Am U J Gender & L at 22-29 (cited in n.ote 170) (discussing how racism and patriarchy 
both shape the social meaning of single motherhood). 
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nage typicall:y function to ensure white men's legacy of legitimate 
white children, This Section will show, hov;eve:r, that the laov dis­
c.ards tl-12. trt;_d.itio11al pres1Jl11J)tions of p�1ter1:ity a11d lY1aternity in 
order to cleTlY a ¥1hite Il'J.a11's cor1nection to D. Blacl": chilc1 and a 
� , � ' • 1 • • 
) "h . � ' n-11 rl .b ls.clf.. "\A/OTflf.til s eot1rlect1or1 ·co a - -�vh.l ce c�11 ld. .  1 r!u. s }  � ... a c e  an� ... : gen-
d.er i:o.tert�.?;till.e to str·;_)_e tl.;.re leg·ftl pc.:re:ntage ir.:. a 't;,�/R}- ti:�2·t ;n ain­
tairls t}:t�! f�1rn.ily' a.s bot�b. F� ·vr,:'1-:..itero.(lort�ir:. ate:c1 E-�r�d. _pa tr; arc .C�8.l l il -
sti tlitioil . 
1 .  Den�yir1g vlhite cor1n.ectior1 to Blc1clz childrer1 .  
vVhy does the lav1 deny sorne biological fathers paternal 
rights to their children? Vr:""ly does it discount the gene tic tie be­
tween smne men and their offspring? A,s discussed above , the 
legal requirements for social fatherhood help to preserve the tra­
ditional patriarchal family structure . Janet Dolgin has noted that 
" [t] he acts that make a biological father a social and legal father 
� • J • ! ' .(_ t' t • 1 • L '  ' ' l ' '' ' b • are 1 amuwt acts , acLS ,na soc1a 1ze ·Lne natura races . y Insert-
ing themselves in, and thus defining thertlselves through, a cer­
tain ord ering of the :relationship between the father and his 
child's mother."205 Another purpose might be to invest care of, 
and responsibility for, children in presumably stable husbands 
rather than presumably irresponsible unwed fathers .206 Perhaps 
the marital presurnption is a legal fiction designed to appease 
men's anxieties about the uncertainty of the paternity of their 
wives' children.207 
Another explanation arises from the genetic tie's role in the 
A • ,. · 1 1 r�1 1 ' ;J • • • ' ... unencan system or raCial s, avery. l'ne 1aw s u1stmctwn oetween 
social and genetic fatherhood freed white n1en from social obliga­
tions to their Black children. Since a child's legal status followed 
the status of her mother, vvhite men could use Black women's 
bodies for sexual dom.ination while preserv-ing the racial demar­
cation n:?eessary for slave:ry. 208 
··--·-·--··-------��---·---
"'' DoJgin, 40 UCLA L Rev at 572 (:::ited in note 177). 
20s 1·�GtE , 23 Co1u1n Burn Rts .L :Rev at 538 (cited in note 1 29); Bruce C .  Hafen, ·1-,he 
Constitu tional Status of Marriage, Kinship, and Sexual Privacy-Balancing the Individual 
and Social In.terests, 81 Mich L Rev 463, 499 ( 1983). See William M .  Blackstone, 1 Com· 
men tc1ries *435 (stating th at the purpose of the marital presumption was to ascertain and 
make public thr= rfla.n to wh01T1 the eare, protection, rn::=.:.i nt8nance, and education of the 
child should belong). 
207 See Sherry F. Coib, Words That Deny, Devalue, and Punish: Judicial Responses to 
Fetus·Envy ? ,  72 EU L Rev 1 0 1 ,  1 1 1  ( 1992).  
008 See text accompanying notes 64-69. 
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Uncertainty about paternity has been a universal concern 
'-h , ' , ' t 209 .,.-, C' ' f , . ' 1 fi , , . ' t'' L. _ ).rougn ou.t ms ory. 1!Jn1 orcmg _2rr.t ale rnanca . • • eenty was · ne 
1 l d  k Ll j. ' l ' l ' l • on y way a man cou1 .mov1 t.nmJ a womar1 s ern ct:ren. v.f ete ms 
.cc o •) l (l _,- ...,.. � o l I n "j .-.. .., 1 o 011spr1.ng·:�! · LJ ileler a rac1a casLe sy·s te�u1> t e11 a1 e -nctellty- \VB.s 
doubl·v iirt ·portant: it gua:ranteecl not (>i!J.y ·o2�ter:n.itv btrt ELlso �tacial ..., - .__, .... .!.. ..,. 
tl12�/ "'--;I2t2 tesr:crnsible for In_airltEtir;.ir�g t.r1e f-� �_Ltity .. of t}te :.,-vl-d.te 
... . � "'"' f. -.-i ,, .-. - -. LT� ,.... ___: n 'o\ r t- 1-. .-.. n-� � nd., 'f) ·� rl -, .- -,- .. -, 1j'  -:;· (-.-r .,--.yf r -';.C' -� -·"': -. ... ')1 .. ., ,..:! -, l dCe . . c >  . • .c. • '='. '-'" " J . 1• 65 1 .J v.d cu�• --' '- .Uo. uc. � c . .  � :, ,  J.,,J� vUil VJl.,Li lH.Lt: 
' , ' t- "1 (• 1- ; • -� • -' • 1 C' " J • l • t.r1::l c l.J1e 11rs·l, 1av\,.S ag·a1r1s�  1ncerra.cla1 lOI'D].C &Il011 2 �:.._r..1 l�Gt3.l'YJ agc 
n 'I • 1 o ' '' t' l :l "  C J.. j.l t 1 ' >  aros e  trom reg1s1ators ·par 1cu ar r 1su::t s 1.e !-Ila >N ni Ce wornen, 
who could be producing 'Nhite children, we:re producing mulat­
toes ."2 1 1  The law punished \Vith extra sever:l ty white women 
who gave birth to free mulatto children. 212 These children, un­
like the racially mixed children of Bl ack \VOE1en, represented a 
corruption of the white race. 
Vflnile the marital presumption was upheld to suppm·t white 
racial purity, it was also disca:rded when white women broke the 
rule of racial fidelity. Watkins and Wife u Carlton involved a will 
�09 See Carol Delaney, Seeds of Honor, Fields of Sham'!, in David D. Gilmore, ed, Hon· 
or and Shame and the Un ity of the Mediterranean :35,  39 (Arne:rican p,_nthropological 
Association, 1987) ("A woman's value, in Turkish village society, therefore depends . . .  on 
whether she is able to guarantee the security of a man's seed .") ;  Caban, 441 US at 397 
(Stewart dissenting) ("The mother carries and bears the child,  and in this sense her 
parental relationship is clear. The validity of the father's parental claims must be gauged 
by other measures."). The concern about paternity may not be misplaced. 1-\.s m.any as 20 
percent of donors in organ donor programs were not genetically re!Rted to the men whom 
they believed were their fathers. Rothman, Recreating Motherhood at 225 (cited in note 
10) .  
210  See Colb, 72 BU L Rev at 110 (cited in note 207).  See also Richard A. Posner, Sex 
and Reason 97 (Harvard, 1992) (arguing that male sexual jealousy is a biological adapta­
tion that "reduces the probability that a man will assist in replicati ng the genes of anoth­
er man to whom he is not related"). Men are novv able to ve1ify paternity v:ith 95 to 99 
percent certainty by using human leukocyte antigen tests.  See Note, Hu man Leu.�ocyte 
An tigen Testing: Technology Versus Policy in Cases o{ Disputed Parentage, �iS Vand L Rev 
1587,  1 588 ( 1983). DNA testing provides an even more accurate determiilaticn of pater­
nity. See Commeat, DNA Fingerprinting and Paternity Tesiing, :22 UC Davis L Rev 609, 
620·2'� ( 1989). 
'" Higginbotham and .t<:opytoff, 77 Georgetown L J at Ei97 (citeci in note 56) .  Black 
novelist James Baldwin pinpointed white women's role in preserving racial purity in his 
rebuke to a white Southerner during a television debate: "Yo u're not worried about me 
n1arr:;ing your daughter. You're '.vorried a.bout n1e n1arrying your uJife:s daughte1·. I've 
been marrying your daughter ever since the days of slavery.'' Eugene D. Genovese,  Roll, 
Jordan, Roll: The World the Slaues Made 4 14 (Vintage, 1976).  
2 12 Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 Georgetown L J at 2007 (cited in note :56). The law 
in the sou thern colonies also treated mulatta children of whiLe ;1 otheTs more harshly than 
free Black children , generally requiring them to become ind8ntured sen'ants until thirty 
or thlrty-one years of age. Niason, .1f;1rorn Father:s l::'roperty to (;hildren ]s Rig.hts at �1 1 (cited 
in note 65) .  
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Contes·t a m o n �  -L'hf89 '" � l" l rh•c·-, � £· 0 'Afhi ta m an {' >J rl -Ln n  2 1 3  "_f'-,�v' f'l QI" • 1.. (;:; l, � v l l  \..U v Lt Ul U • ' • •  \... . r- � ' ·"---' � .. !., lJ .L. ..  � 7 � 
hi s c'ni1lu�-...a'-l rvr� -r--v an0 'T'h nY!J.aS Pl1al1::>:r; o-cr1 thei:r DTother ... .. .... .1.. 1....- ..'1. '  ... ........ ... ,.; � ...... ..1. ..1. - ...... . - ' ...., _ __ .._, • ...�.(j .._.. ........ 
W " l l "  , . 7 • J.. t" l ' . t 1. 1 " J 1 1am s Innen �,ance on · t1;� grounu cha · ne was a rm_uacco ano. 
th £' .. n-'- fhpiy c, .t} a ·• ' N  n} i 1 :1 2 H 'irVi l l i � ·m ' s -ia· ··J ·• ··� --� ., ., r l i ·- -l n .-, ere10� e n__,t, • .ll � L  lc.. " l · v .'. ::-; • • •  L .'� · · I •• • • o.. .... � �' J G.1. � t;._ ·t;u .J . U  
th S rr Q D '" C. S l l 1"n ·o '�-"1 0 "n rl-17 'n r· -� -� -. --.... : ·1- y - L i,-, .�. )- ·t'· -� S' , l� -· .:>r.-· = · ,.-- . ,.,, • •• + l ln .e a. l'v -' .L ·� . . . . .. .. )_ , , _ ··�' -' ·' L .J. .::- c',!,<c; .l  :. Li (, ),_ l .i O l  L C ; ,_. Y l " , , ( -,_. '··-·"·-' '-' •' " . i.,.-
helcl 1n lVJic lu:u�l  .:s--. : � 1 5  }:i..:: 2"i·g·-t1 ed. th.at Carltor� -:y�iC:(1 I ·sg�.ally· 
VYilliarn's fa.t}le:t s�.r1c2 l1c �;:.r a.s r:L�2L�cried to \i(l�Jli �u11::3 .{r}(Y�J-.lc�:r. 
Rath er th " n  n n}w,; r! i ,-; !7 �}, c. ·;y;· .<:><• ; Fr- ;n. y ·i on t" f--: 1'> ·c .f'•l' r·:- 1'."•·1 ,o ·-r• ,-, ,�! � ·r, e ·;;;; "' ... ... .:. .let ... ... - r - - ......- 1 -- - -�-c- - - - - <-- _t:- _ u�o..) � � A. .\1 }' '"-' ·� , ___ .._. ..� .L..._ '-� v..l L. .. ....... _ -- �  __ .... . """ 
trl. al so  ·t'nat t-1-l.P J; , n.,r i'n :J.l' u·l -•'rY,-, ;;:; ·i a] 2f., ·�-,711,1' 11 i a·rn ' ."' Tc·• l'i -::. 't ,:; _·u-- · · ' · " ··� ·r :,, -r, ,�.::o v ;.�1. � .__.. ..... J _, ......., v ....... _ .�. .._. _  ...... . i.. , --" --- ;.._; - · � v- t ...... . ....- � ._ 1_� ,_... \..-J._'- __.. _ _  .. .  ._, ..._... 
d 1 • t '  1 ' L1 • . , " l " ' f' " '  '). 1 an near expert tes 1mcE1Y aoou-c tne unposs1m 1cy 01 C;_ H:: pTocmce 
f h 1 . , • • ' tl.. 1 • t "') j6  'Til ...... > ., 1 , o t e wmte race Dmng otner 1.1fCU1 ·wm . .. ,e .  - ... s1e ;__, oun ::u o wen 
a racial exception to the marital presumption of legitim&.cy, an 
exception never mentioned in more recent Supreme Cou:rt cases 
like Michael H. A d3.rk-skinned child born to a white womg_n did 
not b enefit �rO"'!l ti'1 P ' l "' l• a l ·"' r 8 S1U m n + ; o n -of D "' t" "ri l·tv · h .,  <AT >'l "  -n o ·� .l .l.L- V.' • .!i. ..... "-'�� -!. - · - J). _,. lJ i,;.1.. .l - .l G!. J ._. .!.. .1..� ..... .) j -�- ·._.. •/ . ,.._.. 0 1. 2.. !_, 
deemed to be the son of a white husband. The absence of a genet­
ic tie voided any legal link between a white man and a Black 
child, j ust as surely as the law erased the genetic link between a 
white man and his Black offspring.217 
2 1 3  37 Va (10 Leigh) 560,  560-62 ( 1840).  
2" Id at 562. 
m 491 US 1 10. 
216 Watkins, 37 Va (10 Leigh) at 576-77 n '"· See Higginbotham and Kopytoff, 77 
Georgetown L J at 1 999-2000 (cited i n  note 56)  (noting that the court in Wati-:ins ovel'­
looked the realities of r9.cial mixing i n  nineteenth-century Virginia in oi·der to m aintain 
the logic of the racially based system of slavery). More recent cases have repeated this 
racial exception to the presumption of paternity. See, for example, Hughes u Hughes, 125 
C al App 2d 7 8 1 ,  271 P2d 172,  174 ( 1954), quoting Estate of Walker, 180 Cal 478, 181 P 
792, 794-97 ( 1919) ("The only exception to [the marital presumption] . . .  is wher-e it is 
clear that, although the husband had intercourse with the wife, yet by the l aws of nature 
it  is impossible for him to have been the father, as, for instance, where husband and wife 
are white and the child a mullato.").  
2 17 A Virginia judge similarly .recognized a rac:ial e:�ception to the liberalization of bs.s­
tardy law in the 1804 case, Stones v Keeling, 9 Va (5 Call) 143 ( 1804). See Grossberg, Gov­
ern ing the Hea rth at 202-03 (cited in note 68) .  The case concerned an inheritance battle 
between William Keeling's legitimate son's widow and his tvvo daughters from an argu­
ably bigamous marriage. .Judge Roane upheld the daughters' claim under a 
"pathbreaking" 1785 statute that legitimated the offspring of voided marriages, :reasoning 
that "the turp i tude ,  or guiit o f  t h e  marriage, shall n o t  break upon the heads of their irma­
cent offspring." Id at 203,  quoting Stoaes, 9 Va (5 Cail) at 146. Judge :Roane's concern fo:r 
racial separation, however, overrode his concern for children's rights: 
In response to an assertion that the statute vvould legitimate the children of a void 
interracial marriage, he assured his fellow white citizens that tne i·acial!y blind 
tern1s of the nev.; la'.v \vere to be "construed and understood in relation to those pe!­
sons only to whom that law rel ates; and r.ot to a dass of persons ciearly not within 
the idea o f  the legislature when contemplating the St!bj ects of marriag--:: and legit­
imacy." 
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2 .  Denying Black connection to white children. 
Race overrides not only the traditional presumption of pats-c- · 
nity, but also the traditional presumption of matemi. ty. 
Gestatational strrrog·acy separc.rtes the biological �ol�!12ctior1 \-. r. 
t\V 2 2Tl rflother a r1d child in.tc t-:,v o pa� .. ts---tl1e gestati-01121 t.i{�: 
t.Jls ge��2 Cic ti2 .  � 1 :3 In gestat.tor1a.J. :3 l  ..t trogacy) the S\.:trTogats �;�-� 
r��r is  i::npla11te:=l \vith an ernbr�lC· procl·:_Jf2ed b:y fertilizing tl::.!2 Ci)f'.-
... 4- .  t-h ' . .._ 1- t' � t' . � th ' .- q t.raC Llng mo _ er s egg Vv h1l · ne con txac 1ng ra .er s spen:'l . -'- r.2 
1 • ' J l ,.. • 1 • L th (' L ' - t -1- • .• crn ln L1ererore 1nn enLS ., e genes 01 oorh con rac ,lng ps.n=mts ::::.re d  
• . ' 1 1 .... , ._ , 1-, ·  . -h +- '  G · · ·  1 1s gen e t1ca11Y unre 1 a Lea (.,o ner un- 1 J. rn o·.,ner. ,-es L m:;w n a . SL<:t:::'o;,:�a -
' 1  l '  l ' b ' l  ' -I- " 1  ' . ' • . ., cy a Lows a rae:.1ca poss1 lllLY Gr1at 1s at once very conve::uen·�: anG 
very dangerous: a Black woman can give birth to a white child. 
\-Vhite men need no longer rely on white surrogates to produce 
their valuable white genetic inheritance .219 This possibilit_y· t:.=: ­
verses the traditional presumptions about a mother's biological 
connection to her children. It becomes imperative to legitimc.te 
the genetic tie between the (•..vhite) father and the child, rather 
than the biolo�;rical,  nongenetic tie between the (Black) birth 
mother and the child. 
AJl states except Arkansas and Nevada apply an irrebuttc..ble 
presumption of legal parenthood in favor of the birth mother.220 
Yet, in Johnson v Calvert, a gestational surrogacy dispute, tbe 
court legitimated the genetic relati onship and denied the gesta­
tional one in order to deny a Black woman's bond to the 
child.22 1  The birth mother, Anna Johnson, was a :former welfare 
Grossberg, Governing the Hearth at 203 (cited in note 68), quoting Stones, 9 Va (5 Cal!) at 
148. States that passed statutes like Virginia's refused to extend their protection to the 
child ren of dissolved interracial marriages. Grossberg, Governing the Hearth at 203 (citi.:d 
in note 68). 
21a See Note, 96 Yale L J at 193 (cited in note 1 94) (setting up a four-part matrix). 
Barbara Bennett Wood house, using Horton from Dr. Seuss's Horton Hatches The E[.;-g 
(Random House, 1940), and Joseph of Nazareth as examples, suggests that there arc also 
genetic and gestational fathers. Woodho use,  1 4  Cardozo L Rev at 1 757 -85 (cited in note 
182).  
2 ' 9  See Horsburgh, 8 Berkeley Women's L J at 39 (cited i n  note 127)  (stating that 
white couples are much more likely to hire nonwh ite women to be gestational surrogntes 
than to be genetic surrogates). At least two Black women in Europe ha·,re been impl2n�ed 
with v;hite women's eggs in order to bear a child of their own. See l•,bbie Jones, F'2r·tiliiy 
doctors t1y to egg on donors, Chi Trib § 6 at 1 (Mar 6, 1994) (reporting that 2 3la.clc 
woman in Britain was implanted with the eggs of a white woman because there were no 
eggs from B lack women available and that a Black woman in Rome underwent th� 
procedure because she beiieved that "the child would have a better future if it '!lere 
white"). 
1�0 Hill ,  66 I'f'{U L Rev a t  3 7 1-72 (cited i n  note 15) .  
"' 5 Cal  4th 84, 1 9  C al Rptr 2d '194 ( 1993),  cert denied, 1 14 S Ct 206 ( 1993) .  Se•; 
Philip Hager, State High Court to Rule in Child Su rrogacy Case, LA Times Al (,J::;n Zt-1, 
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recipient and a single mother of a three-year-old daughter. 222 
"'h� """'n.a+-� c mn-'-, 1,l '�� 0-i-l. SDl· r o ·C a 1 ·(, :;::_,_,�-. -:: ·tl ..-. r;-> 1=i'� 1 i -.c � {': •J -· na, .t.l-'"'1. 8 f� )_ -· C l:) vL v uA , _ �-L ___ ;;:;_!_ J V - l _ _  1,;;, ..  L ' v� LJ 'I Go. u -"· .•.1 .·.� ' H.\ ·  J (:;, Lll � _ .G[ -
t1 Pr Ma ..... l� C a,i"C'f't '"0 8 '�/1-, l" ,c ,-, 2Z:l r· lU'' l· .,.., r- 'n e-r· n··r- r,-n an"y A "' n n .... n ...., ' ..1.:.. .1. -L\. \1 v "'" "" ?  VY O- ¥ .,. __ ._ !JG . -L) . 1 -.ilg .t .i. · .... ;:.ll. ·;::: �.\..1 - v - ,  rt..i.l .o.. O. 
changed her mind. about relinquishing the bs.by a.nd both An a 
a-,-, c'l _, 1D e Cal-v, -.--+ 0 -S l arl 1 "' rV"' '' l  � -�c· -'- " ,-,..� i r -,-, � C<·-,----, -:- r, j -,,-i <.:rh -� n ,_0 .q..., r �-l . . !,. J. · _ '.,. C .i. ll !:) ..!..' • .1.. "--' U. .. a. !  u :  ..... . -.. 1 ...  ..:., ; , u fS O-... ..  :.. -�· D-..l. -� .1 .. :. ' . • �J •.• .-�. _ 0J..:i "U � v l;.a.. .a_t:; 
cliilc1 . :224 ri'11e ccn�rr<-, fr:::t-r.ned t�t2 cr::_tic .Hl is�T�_:-� ,'? ;;;�_;:_; -:i_ s�c--:?rrc:.ixling t�n.e 
baby's ''Il2tt11TB.l f!'J_O·tf.l2T. ))225 �Je:b.�"":0�)T1'3 B.ttor�:lf:�y t.{"�l}·c; d  OY'l the his-
-� . l 1 .. er· - -1":1 --- +--= ....... -,....., ,;,..1 .. ,....._ ,l ,l.l., I\ ""-l '"''j"'1 .. .,.,...., - -- -�--- ...... ....  ....: ... . ...... _ ("'! 1,... � -.. -.'.1.-._ ,1_ 0 r" {""> :., • lct'' � co  LOYl.CfL-�. i-Jf· � LLiLtlJ •)lV.ti vL l.c� L. i.JJ. .1..c 0 i..t.d C.. il './  l .L U  6..!. \/ :; v �Jii. L.t:� �� ' CL ·L- .1.11 .t u  
+'n .::. �'� l' l rl ' �  ·n - '- ,u- .. r i - - - a' le --- � 1 ---,--- -- -L' '- - -r ;-n'., .. , _ __ _ _  : , . l  � - - .-l ..,- _ .. -'-.. a'ld -·-1.-. a-'-t�i c.. ll l lU � ! _Ci. L 1 - i d..�. ,  Clll gct.:.. , J..:.lU l.i<:C_ . _i ..!...�,_ -c;; L!. .� V  . .! j U.. L:tC,C l .1.L Lll L 
-111fs .. Tohn son 'nao' n o  stan d i n v  -.ro .;-l� ·"'· fn-r ..... , : :.;:, -;-r� ,-1 -\' �'If"' ·v� s l· .l· atl" on . 1. • � , _ . 1  - "  . '- ' - -'---�-- -- 0 v o .. e- --- � �  \., �•� v '-' -�J __ ._,_ · '- . l., _ _ _ 
• 1 t d ' ' ' 1  ('t l L '1 ' rl {' ' l 1 b H"  :r1gn s ,  an\_. g-.rantea ·:cne '---· B.lV2r �� s so �e cus1o cl.y or ·-sr1e .o a ·  y. 1 '  1s 
reasoning centered on genetics: he noted the n.sed for genetically 
related children and compared gestation to a foster parent's tem­
porary care for a child who is not genetica lly he:rs .226 The j udge 
also equated a child's identity with her genebc composition: "YN e 
know more and more about traits no;,v, how you \Valk, talk, .and 
everything else,  all sorts of things that develop out of your 
g es "227 1'he Cali" r"or"" l· a Qu-o··eme ·C r,ur·l- � fn rrr "' r1 ft' -. i �  vi e -en . H U � 1 - - • J CJ - '-' ;j_ ______ .tclC J ,J _ __ ,::, - W) re-
ducing the legal significance of gestation to me:re evidence of the 
1992).  
222 Nicole  Miller Healy, Beyond Surrogacy: Gestational Parenting Agreements Under 
California Law, 1 UCLA Women's L J 89, 95 ( 1 99 1 ).  Ms. Johnson had mixed A frican, 
American Indian, and Irish heritage, but was considered Black by the media. Id at 95 & n 
26. 
223 Id at 95 . The press paid far more attention to A.nna Johnson's race than to that of 
Crispina Calvert. See id at 97 n 39.  See also Ikemoto, 28 USF L Rev at 643-44 (cited in 
note 125) (observing that the stereotype of Asian women as subservient contributed to the 
court's approval of CTispina Calvert as the baby's mother). 
m Johnson, 19 Cal Rptr 2d at 496.  
225 Id. All states apply a presumption that it is ii'l the best interests of a child to be 
placed with her natural parents. Irma S. Russell, Within tlw Best Interests of the Child: 
The Factor of Parental Status in Custody Disputes Arising f'rom Su rrogacy Contracts, 27 J 
Family L 585, 622 ( 1988-89). 
226 Dolgin, 40 UCL<\ L Rev at 684-36 (cited in note 177) ,  citing Johnson v Calvert, No 
X-63 3 190, slip op at 5, 10 (Cal  App Dept S uper Ct, Oct 22,  !.990), affd, Anna J. v Mark 
C. , 12 Cal App 4th 977,  286 Cal Rptr 369 ( 1991) ,  affd, Joh n son v Calvert, 5 Cal 4th 84, 19 
Cal Rptr 494 0993),  cert denied, 1 14 S Ct 206 ( 1993). The court dese1ibed the Calverts as 
"desperate and longing for their own genetic product." Dolgin, 40 UCLA, L Rev at 687 
(cited in note 177),  quoting Johnson, No X-633 190, slip op a t  21.  See s.lso EobeTtson, 59 S 
Cal L Rev at 1 0 1 5  (cited in I!ote 2 1 )  (arguing that the gestational su:r:r-ogate is a "trustee" 
for the embryo and should be kept to "her prol!Jise to honor the genetic bond�). 
��7 Dolgin, 40 UCLr\ L Rev at 685 (cited in note 177) ,  quoting Johnson v Calvert, No 
X-633 190, slip op at 8. See alw Anna J. v Jll!ark C. , l2 C al .1-\.pp 4th 977, 286 C al Rptr 369, 
380 ( 1 99 1), aff'd, Johnson v Calvert, 5 Cal 4-th GL1, 1 9  Cal Rptr 494 ( 1993),  cert denied, l JA 
S Ct 206 ( 1993) (describing genetics as �'a po'Nerful fa.(;to1 in huE"lE:n :cs1ationships"). �'The 
fact that another person is,  literally, developed from a part of oneself can furnish the 
basis for a profound psychological bond. Heredity can provide a basis Df connection be­
tvJeen t\vo individuals for the duration of their 1ives.'J 286 Cal Rptr at 380�8 1 .  
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legally determinative genetic �:::onnection between n1other and 
r1nl' la' 228 By -l.�,a]vin g ·Q 'l th P [70 ;1 ° )- i r  ti c; �·o ;l<::· k·-n.:n1 n o l P'J�d D " 1'8IY t-._, - •  V -J +..!.- ..!. .:!.. __ ,_.. C- � - - · --' 'J - w - 1.. ..; ._ .,., .., ....., _ -· ·- · ·-""'".,_, - "-' 'i::) '"-'-- X � :...J. .. -
h ' t' . d 1 ' 1- ' ·or. ] ' 1 1 � ' ' h  ,QOQ, vile J U  ge ensureCl 'l.:,1lfH a .tLB.CK \VOJ118.D. C GU.tC!. rw·,_, [H'; ;:;.._ e 
"natural mother" of a white child.229 
G J._ ' J > '\ _< 1 � 1 • 1 ·' 1 1_ "1  I "l • .l-esta t,lODcL surrogacy JXJ.vo.t�es s .n. s :;.J os m oll::.ty tnac -,Nnhe 
:crriddle-cla.ss cot1ples �Nil} ;_ -�_ s 2  ·,:; .... ;- or.c� _.-:::I!. of tD-�. c:·�t g·::::sts�te; 'ti1eiT 
babi,2s .  S i11ce contractirlg· ss I�;::; �::;d :nc/�. be '?o�. -:t e-er..�. .. e(1 a:oc·-._xt t!1e 
·� 1u· r·1·o:-ate's gen p t ·l· " C.'l ' 8 ]-_ -,· - .,'--_.: _ _ r, :e; ( .-•. -, nr.--� l. illD "�"-� "· n+ l y· 1--• .  e:.-.,· _1, _-, n .:o \  -t- ·h "' -1 7 .._,. � .._,. v 'V ! _.... •-� _ ,  _ ._.. \ J..\� \...f V ,v .• .A. !. J..,. LC'L. - V ..l • :}  ..l. .1 V ..:.  .Ct�._. ._... ; ,  v.i.L'C.] 
may favor hiring the rnost  ecot1omic&lly vuln:;_�:rabl.e 'NOn:t 2:X1 in oT-h l ' . r- 1 , ' - ,  ' der to secure t _e owes� pnc 2 WI' tne n· serv1ces .  h 1ack su:r·:r·ogates 
would also be disadvantaged in any custody dispute : besides 
being less able to afford a court battle, elohnson demonstrates 
that they are unlikely to win custody of a vvhite child. 230 Some 
feminists have raised "the spectre of 2. caste of breede:cs, com­
posed of women of color whose primary function vvould be to 
gestate the babies of wealthy white wornen . "23 1 These breeders , 
228 Johnson, 19 Cal Rptr 2d at 500. Compare Alec Samuels, Warnod Committee: 
Human Fertilisation and Ernbryology, 5 1  Medico-Legal J 174,  176 ( 1983) (arguing that 
egg donors should have parental rights because of their genetic connection to the child), 
with Shalev, Birth Power at 12 (cited in note 129) (arguing that s urrogate motherhood 
will replace a biological definition of parenthood with a social one); Gem·ge J. P..nnas, 
Redefining Parenthood and Protecting Embryos: Why We Need New Laws, 14 Hastings Ctr 
Rep 50, 5 1  ( 1984) (arguing that a gestational mother is entitled to parental rights) .  See 
also Hill,  66 NYU L Rev at 383-388 (cited in note 15) ( arguing that the right of procre­
ation should protect the intention to create and raise a child, rather than the biological 
capacity to reproduce); Marj orie Maguire Shultz, Reproductive Technology and Intent· 
Based Parenthood: An Opportunity for Gender Neutrality, 1990 Wis L Rev 297, 302 
(same). There is  little doubt that a court would not consider a woman who donated her 
eggs to an infertile couple to be the legal mother of the child, despite her genetic con­
nection to the child. See .Robertson, 3 9  Case W Res L Rev at 13,  16 (cited in note 124). 
229 See Rutherford, 4 Yale J L & Feminism at 272 (cited in note 1 02) ("Can a Black 
woman ever be the 'natural' mother of G white child?"). 
2'0 See Anita L. Allen, The Blad Surmgate Mother, 8 Hm-v Black!etter J 17 ,  31 ( 1991)  
("Black gestators could be the safest surrogate mothe;-s for white women 'iiho want white 
children.");  Horsburgh, 8 Berkeley Women's L J at 48 (cit-3d in note 127)  (pointing out 
that a contracting couple might prefer a Black gestational surrogate he-:ause "a Black 
surrogate's claim to motherhood is  bound to be seen as less ·valid"); Katha Pollitt, Check· 
book i\llaternity: When Is A Mother Not c Mother?, Nation 825, 842 (Dec 3 1 ,  1990) (specu­
lating that their !ega! advantage might have been the Calverts' rnotive for choosing a 
Black gestational surrogate). 
231 Note, 23 Colum Hum Rts L Rev at 545 (ci ted in note 129). See ;;.!so Corea, The 
Mother Machine at 276 ( cited in note l O J  (envisioning a reproductive brothel in which 
steri l ized women of color are used as breeders for the embryos of more valuable white 
women); Field, Surrogate Motherhood at 43 (cited in note 128) ("If this possibility [of 
gestational surrogacy] leads to a shm-p increase in demand for surrogates,  including 
gestational surrogates, the exploitation not cr.ly of the c!.omestic poor but also of Third 
\Vorld women is likely to mushroom . . . .  "); Rothman, Reproductive Technology at 100 
(cited in note 157) ("Can we look Forward to baby farms, with white embryos g-I"own in 
young and poor Third-World mothers?"). Sse also Dworkin, Right- Wing V\'omen at 177-82 
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whose ov;n genetic progeny would be considered vvorthless, might 
be sterihzed.232 The vision of Black women's V\Jombs in th�:: ser­
vice of white men conjures up images from slavery. Slave ·-,vomen 
• " 1 ' 1  d , d 1 " l  ' 1 1 ., 1 ] were sum.lany compel e to oree c 1L,dren wno wou Ct c e o wnec:. 
.. ' - . . - b 0 • h . ' ' 1 ' .<.  ' " 1  by -chelr rn.H.sters and. t o  reastreed t .e1r rnas Lers v.,r_nlLe C.ill. l -
-� -;:  .... ,_� n -!3:3 ·r ;-, f�; ,""l+ J�u· n  ...... , Q  ,.Tol-lne>on\� l .� , v n w �  ... : : ., �  .... . :Jr-1 -'-h .- '?! - ,.� � ,.., , -:-. ._...,. .,c ..__, .• � . ,.! _ _ __ . ..... . .. _, ·.J ')  ... l..o. C.'.. Ll 1 U o.J 1 C. t • j' 1_. .  - ' ':� ":; � .i.·-' ·'· 1.�1. .: �-j Ct ' :. :::-'ti l .�:., S • 
r.r�er1t Joh.::-�.sor1 rn.acl2 vvith the Cal·verts to r.' c� ve cor.!_ trs��> t. _ n2:� 4 
Sor.c1e ·:rvl-ri tt3 fen1inists present these irr1 ag·ss of Elael;: �i\Iorr1er1's 
, 1 " ' , L h i-1 . .L '  l ., ,� 1 c1egTaac� tlCil 11� oraer 1 .. 0 en1 ance vr1e poteil"l-lB.l .r1orr-or· 01 r eproa ·uc-
.._ . • 1 , ' • 
f A , . , l , .� , LlVe tecnnolOgy s oppress10n o women. s cncLy genGe:r--rocused 
.., • ,-. • ., ' ... .L t, . ' ., t 1 ' 1  • analysis I8.l1S to contronL ne rac1sm tna� ma.� . .;;:es tnese 1rnages a 
:real possibility. In Gena Corea's futuristic scenario,  for example, 
white women are equally exploited as compulsory egg d ono:rs in 
the reproductive brothel.235 Corea does not question v,rhethe:r 
vihite middle-class women might collude in their husbands' use of 
Black ·women's bodies to produce their own vihite, genetically 
related. child:ren.236 
3 .  Transracial adoptions.  
Vv"hite support for "transracial adoptions" does not fundamen­
tally alter the rules governing claims to white and Black ehil­
o..:ren . .AJl of the literature advocating the elimination of racial 
(cited in note 150)  (envisioning the "reproductive brothel" as men's most efficient means of 
exploiting women's reproductive body parts); Ray-mond, Women as Wombs at 1 43-44 {cited 
in note 10) (describing the growth of reproductive clinics in developing countries that 
specialize in sex predetermination and foreshadow the use of Third World women as 
gestational surrogates). 
""" Corea, The reproductive brothel at 45 (cited in note 160) .  Corea bases her vision of 
sterilized breeders on reproductive e ngineers' repeated linkage between their new repro­
ductin technologies and sterilization. These engineers have suggested that sterilization 
could be beneficial as a form of birth control. Id. 
233 See Allen, 13 Harv J L & Pub Policy at 140 (cited i n  note 165) ;  Rutherfod, 4 Yale 
J L & Feminism at 270 (cited in note 1 02). 
"" David Behrens, It's a Boy! But Whose? Surrogate and genetic parents in tug-ofwar, 
NY Newsday 1 ,  15 (Sept 2 1 ,  1990). 
235  See Corea, The Mother j'vfachine at 276 (cited in note 10) ;  Corea, The reproductive 
brothel at 45 (cited in note 160) .  
236 See Boone, Slaver)' and Contract Motherhood at 359 (cited in note 165) ( "The top 
woman's adva:-1ce through patriarchy ( and the maintenance of her n8w supenvomsn ideal) 
will be possible largely because of the society's oppressive reliance upon bottom women."). 
See also Angela Y. Davis, Women, Race & Class 96-97 (Vintage, 1983) ( criticizing middle­
class feminists for conveniently omitting the exploitation of domestic workers from their 
agenda); Y..imberle Crenshaw, De marginalizing the Intersection of' Race and Sex: A Black 
Femin ist Critique of' Antidiscrim ination Doctrine, Feminist Theory a n d  Antiracist Politics, 
1989 U Chi Legal F 1 3 9 ,  154 n 35 (pointing out that white middle-class women gained 
entry to the male public sphere by assigning domestic tasks to Black wome n, rather than 
by demanding a fi.E1damenta! change in the sexual division of labor). 
·-... 
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considerations in child placements focuses on making it easier for 
white pa:tents to adopt children of color. A le din.g book on the 
subj ect, for example , states that " [i] n the case of trans:cacial adop-
. 1 1 " ' 1 • t , th , . . .;. tlon t11e cn11a:ren a:re non-wm e ana e aaopuve paren,,s are 
white."2:n Claims abotrt the benefits of racial assi:cnilation are 
.....--. 1 ,  n, "' r_o rl ,o � 1--. 01 1 �- '::· {:L: t ..:: : · .-1 +- o o· ·""" s �t:,' 1 � ck "h l' ! ;J, ,...,.Q....-� o;;� ·-� ·r ;  , � Oil 1.-./V ..... i.;. C, u. ...... �- -'--'' ' -�J. ·,� �·- -� ' ._ .. J._ uc.-:. b c:: J.:.:· J.. G. - ·..-- •. - -'" L�"'- ..._, l .:.  ·1 ! .·. � .� ·�:r-S2-Ll.Tfl8.Di:y 
22;perierlce b:y }_i ·vir1g: i:rt \Vl-.:ite l-iorn.es.238 
This bias may :ces u.lt partly :from the msprcporc:.onc: ce n.l.Uil-
. f P, l  1 h ' 1  ' ' l  . 1 .c: d .._ . . f h .  . ber o _ _  ._l , �tc"�- c" "La.:ren a.Val a b.1. e 10r a opLIOn and o� 'v\l., o rte C01.Jples 
seeking to :a.dopt.2..;9 The thought of a Black fami1y adopting a 
white child, hmilfever, appears to be beyond our cultural imag­
ination. A system that truly assigns children to adoptive parents 
without regard to race is unthinkable not because Black children 
would be placed in white homes, but because white children 
would be given to Black parents. Adoption of a Black child by a 
white family is viewed as an improvement in the Black child's 
soci al status and lifestyle and as a positive gesture of racial in-
237 Rita James Simon and Howard Altstein, Transracial Adoption 9 (John Wiley, 
1977) .  See also Joan Mahoney, The Black Baby Doll: Transracial Adop tion and Cultural 
Preservation, 59 UMKC L Rev 487, 487 ( 19 9 1 )  ( using the term "transracial adoption" to 
m ean "the situation in which a child with one or both birth parents of African American 
background is placed with a white family"). South C arolina's adoption law explicitly pro­
hibited Black parents from adopting white children ,  while allowing white parents to adopt 
Black children: 
It  shall be unlawful for any parent, relative, or other white person i n  this State, 
having the control or custody of any white child by right to guardianship, natural or 
acquired or otherwise, to dispose of, give or surrender such white child permanently 
into the custody, control, maintenance or support of a Negro. 
SC Code Ann § 16-17-460 (Law Co-op 1 976), repealed by 1981 SC Acts l'·lo 7 1  § 3. On past 
statutory prohibitions of transracial adoptions, see Susan J. Grossman, A Child of a Dif­
fereni Color: Race as a Factor in Adoption and Custody Proceedings, 17 ButT L Rev 303, 
308-09 ( 1 968). Courts have struck down statutory bans on transracia! adoptions as uncon­
stitutional. See, for example ,  Compos u McKeithen,  341 F Supp 264 ( E  D La 1972) (hold­
ing that a Louisiana statute prohibiting transracial adoption violated the Equal Protection 
Clause).  
238 See, for example, Bal'tholet, Family Bonds at 1 0 1 -06 (cited in note 13) .  
'3' Id at 95-96,  citing, for example, a report on a major state foster care system show­
ing that 54 percent of children available for adoption are nonwhite while 87 percent of 
prospective adoptive parents are white. See also Rita .J . Simon and Howard Altstein, 
Transracial Adoption: A Follow- Up 67 (Lexington, 1981) .  Although there are mere whites 
pursuing formal adoptions, middle-income Black couples adopt children at a higher rate 
than similar white couples. Andrew Billingsley, Climbing Jacob's Ladder: The Enduring 
Legacy of African-American Fa milies 29-30 (Simon & Shuster, 1992).  In addition, many 
Black families informally adopt relatives. Id. Black families who attempt to use formal 
adoption sentices face numerous institutional barriers. See Dawn Day, The Adoption of 
Black Children: Cou n temcting Institutional Discrimina tion 85 (Lexington, 1979) ;  Zanita 
E. Fenton, In a World Not Their Own: The Adoption of Blach Children, 1 0  Harv 
Blackletter J 39, 44-46 ( 1 993) .  
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clusiou., while a Black famiiy's dominion over a white child, on 
t"he otl1er l1a:ndj ViOlilci be see.r1 as o_rj_ 11r1seemly relatio11ship Elnd 
an injury to ti1e child.  As 8. judge recognized forty years ago, 
.1.1 . . ·" 1 " . -1 � -�� "  . . j:' � • • •  1... : c � 1 • ·: ·; .! 1 � -�, ·' • Bl 1 h· a ow1ng L.!lc: ":H_,._,p..,tun u., c. ·.v 1.ute !.. flll() oy n,s m o �.,nei s . acK . us-
• ' 1 •. . l . .. , . 1 . . ' '" .Lh . 1 . � band \Vou..tc, untm L.y cause r::l1e cn11cl r.o w s e !.,! e soc1a1 status or a 
' ..T J -h. 1 ·f,}::; -_.((' ... :..-.._·•. �.·.'· • . J):� �(l /�- <� � �' ( '. � , r�'(',;_"\ -f-(...') ·:·• •:\T'"; 0.;_:.rl � t� {) il "f i nn ·r,ol i .0,J uri �·r' -.  y c: .... " v  _ _ .,r , " '  , -- -•- .•. 1.. �, -�.1-- --- -l • . .,.. i v .• . .  !.t_.. �-· .,...• . ..... 't. .J _t..: ·� -\J . ... J:-' .... .... �./ YY .... v l.. . '....-
spect to :;.·Et ce·�-� �- vv o t.1ld. ix1 ef:f2ct ·oe c� r=2�irne that al\VB��lS prefers 
1 . ' • ' . l . 1 ' . • • 
l • ., ' l . . .<. ' " a T\/.C.tl tBJ .D. l<Y .  /\ ... � tr1 01_-lg·rt tl11s pcu.l CJl 1FlOtl l  u e .�.111.11na Ge t.n.e preier-
.a n � ,... f,n ...... � l q .--..1.:- 7-� -:::t y•.c-.n t- �  .; .r"1 � ..-1 n·n ·�l· ·'·TI� tYr ·g l .-. ,-..h- c·h l' l rl �. � -:-""' 1' +- -.:n n·ul ·-1 • . ....,. ... .... •_, '!::::! _.,_ ._ . .i .::!l : . ..  ._ ..... ... '\. _;_-· o,....J... .� ,_., .. .:... u·__, .s. � .:.. """" L-:. ·v _t-' (._.· _ ,_,. .l _ .._, ....... J. _..__ • .�. c._ '"_, .K\. _ .l U _  ....... . t l ,  v v v l;  A. U  
retain the p:reference fo:r white parents in adoptions of white 
children. Thus, even advocates of t:ransracial adoptions ultimate­
ly favor " a  system in \'Vhich white children are reserved for white 
families . . . .  "242 rrhese proposals would p!2Y"petuate a system de­
signed to provide childless white couples w·ith babies and with 
the type of babies they prefer. 243 
Although it may produce significant connections between 
parents and their adopted children, the possibility of transracial 
adoptions vvithin a racial caste sys tem nevertheless reminds me 
of bell hooks's description of whites' appropriation of pieces of 
Black culture. 244 hook:; examines the ways in which whites in-
2'0 In re Adoption of a Minor, 228 F'2d 446, 447 CDC Cir 1955 ) (reversing trial j udge's 
denial of adoption of white child by his Black stepfather). Even the reversing appellate 
court agreed that " [t]here may be reasons why a difference in race, or religion, may have 
relevance in adopti•)n proceedings," a}though the court did not find such reasons disposi­
tive in this case. Id at 448. 
241 See Bartholet, Fo mily Bonds at 1.15 (cited in note 1 3 )  ( advocating a "no-preference 
regime [that] would remove adoption agencies from the business of promoting same-race 
placement"). 
242 Perry, 2 1  l'f\'U Rev L & Soc Change at 104 (cited in note 97) .  See also Allen, 8 
Har: Blackletter .J at 23 n 5 1  (ci ted in note 230) ( " [I] t is virtually unheard of for an 
adoption c>.gency to  oi1er a healthy, able-bodied white child to Black parents for adop· 
tion.") .  The cun-cnt attention to transracial adoptions should not overshadow the fact that 
the vast majority of white adoptive parents consider white children more desirable than 
Black children. See :Bartho1et, ;I:?an?..ify Bonds at 113 (cited in note 13) (" (T] he ,.vorld of 
adoption . . . is brgely peopled by prospective white pa<ents in search of white children.") ; 
Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights at 227 (cited in note 72) (" [B]lack babies have 
become worthless cc:rrency to adoption agents- 'surplus'  in the salvage heaps of Harlem 
hospitals."). Even wheil they adopt outside their raee, whi tes generally prefer non-Black 
children or Black children with whi te features. Fenton, 10 Harv Blackletter J at 53-54 
(cited i n  note 2a9). 
2"13 See Fer.ton, 10 Ftarv Blackletter J at fj l (ci ted in note 239) (criticizing the recruit­
ment of white families to adopt Blaek children solely because of the dearth of adoptable 
white children); Ladner, Society at 71 (cited in note 99) ("Adoption agencies came into ex­
istence for the purpose of supplying babies to white middle-class couples who were infer­
tile."). On the histo1·ical eKclusior. or Eeglect of Black children by formal adoption i nstitu­
tions, see generally Fenton, 10 Harv Blackietter J at 49-54 (cited in note 239); Andrew 
Billingsley and .Jeanne M. Gi ovannoni,  Children of the Storm: Black Children ond 
iirnerican Child �llel{are ( fiarcourt Brace �Jovanovich, 1972). 
2�.: See Eating the Other: Desire anci Resistance� in bell hooks, Black Looks: .Race and 
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corporate certain elements of blackness into their own lives in 
order to assuage th.ei.r guilt for past injustices or to add a new 
element of exciternent to their lives.245 Contemporary mass cul­
ture promotes racial ci ifference and nos talgia for the primitive as 
. " 1 ]  . , ' ['. ' . "\-; ' �  l " "  f. ' \ ,  . .  
a htl1.atmg aepan.u:r-:; 1rom bonng w.-.1he , nes .,yr es . /·1.avertlsmg, 
� 
l 
"t ' I • ,. ., ... 1 1 I 1 • {( ' '!I ' ..L tor exan1p e ,  e:'t-=:picnss � ::1 ::�ge� o t  -: �a::. . �r. -s .:-�rr111eu peop�e r 2 aaa. a O l :, 
of the Other' to eY.1.h.a . .  n cs ti-1e b1ail1c l a�nd.scape of \4.rlJ.i t.e:r.u::ss .":::�16 
The fantasy of Otlnrne.ss ,  hcrwever, does not undermine the as-
d 
' ' (' 1 ' ' " 1'1  , . . 1... ' h  sume supenonty o £  ','; n l ·c ene s s .  t .Ii1e aes1res contact w1tu t1 e 
Other even as one wishes boundaries to remain intact."m Simi­
larly, transracial adoptions permit white families to embrace 
Black children without eliminating the structures that preserve 
white supremacy. 
4.  Devaluing Black mothers' connection to their children. 
The law also weakens the presumption of m aternal rights 
when applied to Black women's bond with their genetically relat­
ed children. The historical devaluation of Black motherhood has 
included disrespect not only for Black women's d ecisions to bear 
children, but also for their relationship with their children. 248 
The forced separation of Blaek mothers from their children began 
during slavery, when Black family members could be auctioned 
off to different m asters .2.19 Contemporary poverty rhetoric 
blames Black single mothers for perpetuating poverty by trans­
mitting a deviant lifestyle to their children.250 
Courts have been willing to terminate the parental rights of 
Black mothers , even while they protect the integrity of white 
middle-class family ties .251 A disproportionate number of Black 
mothers lose custody of their children through the child welfare 
system, in part because of social workers' misinterpretation of 
Representation 21 (South End,  1992) .  
245 Id at  28-39. 
246 Id at 29. See also Morrison, playing in the dark at 59 (ci ted in note 52) (examining 
the importance of the Africani�>t  presence to white literary characters' self-definition: 
"vVhiteness, alone, is mute, meaningless, unfathomable, pointless, frozen, veiled, cur­
tained, dreaded, senseiess, i mpiacable.") .  
� 4 7  hooks, Eating the Other at 29 (cited in note 244).  
� ' 8  See Roberts, 1 04 Han· L Rev at 1 436-44 (cited i n  note 3) .  
249 See text accompanying notes 168-69. 
250 See Martha L. Fineman, Images of Mothers in Poverty Discourses, 1991 Duke L J 
274,  277-89 ( linking poverty discourse's representation of single mothers as deviant to 
patriarchal ideology). 
�51 See Carol B. Stack, Cultural Perspectives on Child Welfare, 12 NYU Rev L & Soc 
Cha nge 539, 547 ( 1983-84). 
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their child-rearing patterns as child neglect. 252 Moreover, Black 
families are less likely than white fam.ili.es to receive services 
designed to prevent foster care placement.253 Recently, courts 
have accepted drug use during pregnancy as evidence of child 
abuse, and states have removed infao:-1ts fr01T1 their mothers at 
birth 'Nhen the infants tested 
• 1 ) • • :l d ' . . . .0 ' ••• • l l .L t' s wns resulC  1n w1r esprea e1 sru p c:• on DI ·c .ne conus oe Lween mo h-
ers and children who are likely to c:�nd Black.2"5 
Elizabeth B artholet's obse:cva tio:n that " [vr] e  novv place an 
extremely high value on the right to procreate and the related 
right to hold on to our biologic product" applies less forcefully to 
Black genetic ties.256 The grossly disproportionate numbers of 
252 See Sylvia Sims Gray and Lynn M. Nybell ,  Issues in Africctn -American Family 
Preservation, 69 Child Welfare 5 1 3 ,  5 1 3 ,  5 1 5-17 ( 1990);  Stack, 12 NYU Rev L & Soc 
Change at 541, 547 (cited i n  note 251).  Current welfare reform proposals threaten to 
increase this disruption of Black family ties. Proposed legislation included i n  the "Con­
tract with America," recently signed by more than three hundred Republican House 
candidates, would eliminate welfare payments to young unwed mothers and divert the 
funds to programs promoting adoption and establishing orphanages and group homes. See 
GOP Welfare Plan ,  Chi Trib § 1 at 7 (cited i n  note 140). 
25" Sandra M. Stehno, The Elusive Continuum of Child Welfare Services: Implications 
for Minority Children and Youths, 69 Child Welfare 551, 554 ( 1 990).  
254 Note, The Problem of the Drug-Exposed Newborn: A Return to Principled Interven­
tion,  42 Stan L Rev 745, 749, 7 5 1 -52 & n 25 ( 1990); Rorie Sherman, Keeping Babies Free 
of Drugs, Nat] L J 1 ,  28 (Oct 16,  1 989).  See, for example, In re Stefa nel Tyesha C. , 1 5 7  
AD2d 3 2 2 ,  5 5 6  NYS2d 2 80, 282-83 ( 1990), appeal dismissed, 76 NY2d 1006 ( 1 990)  (hold­
ing that allegations of a positive infant toxicology, along with the mother's admitted drug 
use during pregnancy and failure to enroll in a drug rehabilitation p rogram ,  constituted a 
cause of action for neglect); In re Baby X, 97 Mich App 1 1 1, 293 NW2d 7 3 6 ,  739 ( 1980) 
(holding that a drug-exposed newborn "may properly be considered a neglected child");  In 
re Ruiz, 27 Ohio Mise 2d 31,  500 NE2d 935, 939 (Ct CP 1986) (heroin use during pregnan­
cy constitutes abuse under child abuse statute) .  But see In re Valerie D. , 223 Conn 492, 
613 A2d 748, 765-66 ( 1992) (holding that termination of parental rights m ay not b e  based 
on mother's prenatal drug use alone).  Several states have expanded the statutory defini­
tion of neglected children to include infants who test positive for control led substances at 
birth. See, for example, Fla Stat Ann § 4 1 5.503(9)(a) (2)  (West 1993);  3 2 5  ILCS 5/3 ( 1993);  
Mass Ann Laws ch 1 19,  § 5 1A (Law Co-op 1975 & Supp 1994);  Nev Rev Stat Ann § 
432B.330( l )(b) ( 1991) .  
''"' See Roberts, 104 Harv L Rev at 1432-36 (cited in note 3 ) .  
256 See Bartholet, Family Bonds at 76 (cited in note 13) .  See also D owd, 107 Harv L 
Rev at 927 (cited in note 1 3 )  (supplementing Ba.rtholet's analysis with a class-sensitive 
feminist consideration of birthparents: "The feminist concern with the role of power and 
class, especially in connection with the control of reproductive decisions, weighs i n  favor of 
enhancing the control and range of options that birth parents exercise i n  the adoption pro­
cess."). Bartholet also states, "We would not dream of telling pregnant people that when 
they give birth, the government will decide whether they can keep the child on the basis 
of whether a social worker thinks that the child looks like a good match for their par­
ticular parenting profile." Bartholet, Family Bonds at 7 9  (cited in note 13). Yet social 
workers routinely make such determinations about poor Black mothers. See Douglas T. 
Gurak, David t\rrender Smith, and Mary F.  Goldson, The Minority Foster Child: A Corn-
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Black children in foster care is evidence of the low value placed 
'r , , , , d ' t' -'-h . 1 ' 1  , z;;7 T' . .r em B lac.E: V-iomen s oon. w1 n L _elf cnLoren . . . .  ne expenence o� 
Blacks in A.."'Derica reveals the pain caused by degra ding the bond ' d h . �f· . 1/<1 (" 1 1  . . 8 . between parents an L e1r or sprmg . .1 ne rouow1ng ecbon ar-
· .� c- -' ' ., ,, .� t") " P l o ,-.1- I�8.'1" i ly o ] n --,  r1 -:::q··--· on c: t · . .  , i· "'"' �\-, -, t  ,> "h o  aon p '- � c  t ' e gu r:: .o u . a. � LG .L' h  .. • •.- .r>.. . - 1 � .  u . c:> U .,.v . 1> �� ool et " � '" o,c .O. u '•·"- '-' b '-' ' · � L.t l 
:.n sscl r1o·-: }_;e c.n e�{cl-L1Si ve ba.sis fc::r f;3.rnil �y �.nc l L-; __ ;s ior1 v 
Blood ties have not held the preeminent position m Black 
A • 1 ' l "'l  .,_ , ., '! .. h ' d '  1 ' 1 .n ' 1 '  "rl ,  1 , ,  1armnes cna r, tt1ey na -.,re e1 In WilJ..Le 13Irtl l l 2 3 .  EH8.CKS InCOrpora-
tion of extended kin and nonki:n relationships into the notion of 
"family'' goes back at least to slavery.258 Because families could 
be torn asunder at the slavemaster's whim, slave communities 
created networks of mutual obligation that reached beyond the 
nuclear family related by blood and marriage .259 "A teen-ager 
sold from the Upper to the Lower South after 1 8 1 5  was cut off 
from his or her immediate Upper South family but found many 
fictive aunts and uncles in the Lower South."260 During and fol­
lowing the Civil vVar, ex-slaves throughout the South took in 
Black children orphaned by wartim e  dislocation and death who 
were excluded from formal adoption services .261 
On the other hand, the system of informal adoption did not 
require extinguishing evidence of the genetic tie .  There was no 
effort, for exampl e ,  to keep secret the identity of an adopted 
child's biological parents.262 Rather, the slave tradition was to 
tell children about their biological parents and what happened to 
them . 263 In Toni Morrison's Beloved, Nan, the slave woman who 
nursed babies, watched children, and cooked, told Sethe about 
her "ma'am," whom Sethe had only seen a few times before she 
was hanged:  "She told Sethe that her mother and Nan were to-
parative Study of Hispanic, Black and White Ch ildren 8 (Hispanic Research Center, 1 982).  
257 See Gurak, Smith,  and Goldson, The Minority Foster Child at 82-83 (cited in note 
256) ("[E]ven though Biack parents are as active as \Vhites in seeking the return of their 
children, White children return home almost twice as rapidly.");  Gray and Nybell, 69 
Child \Velfare at 5 1 3  (cited in note 252) ( noting that about half of children in foster care 
are Black) .  
"'A  See generally Gutman, The Blach Fam ily at 196-229 (cited in note 93) (describing 
slave extended-kin networks and nonk.in social obligations). 
259 Id a.t 222 .  
�uo Id. 
261  Id a t  226-27. 
2.;2 See Ladner, Mixed Families at 65 (cited in ;-.a te 99).  
2"" Fenton, 10 H arv Blackletter J at 43 (cited in note 239) .  
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gether from the sea. Both w ere taken up many times by the crew. 
'She threw them all away but you . . . .  "'264 
Contemporary studies of the Black family commonly note the 
• f' • " 1 1 t . " 1 ' l  d . +-h . ' h  t l d pract1ce or 1n torm<L aaop .10n or cnL ren wJ.., Lln t e ex enu e 
kinship netvvork.265 Sociologist Robert Hill estimates that over 
� ' ,  , ,  D '  1 1 · •  rl ' ' . " j '  ' ' , 1 1 ;:;  perceil1� or all ..u .t ac �\. c _n. l L.-�.:rerl nr-rve oeen I n r o rrrla _ lJl a��:i Dp : e cl oy 
, J 1 . '>6fl c· .. d 1 .. ., 1 L. .. exterlcteG. .c<.:.1r1 . - ) hlil. ren \V r1ose f.· .S-I'2l1.·,.,s are 11r12.Dle ·c...o care ror 
' b l • t . , ) t.r1err.t , � ecaL1se tne1r pare11 s are unmarr1ea, LOO jlOling� �-�nerl1-
ployed, or overwhelmed by other children, are often absorbed into 
1 ._ • , • 1 1 ' � ' l  267 Hf . ._ p t J G . 8 r e 1 a L1ve s or ne1gnoor s 1am1. y.  •' n Ler .i2,rnes v . �mnes re-
:fiected the communal bonds of his Louisiana childhood in his 
short stories about Black families . 268 Mary Helen Washington's 
commentary on Gaines's short story "Just Like a Tree," which 
senters on an elderly Black vvoman named Aunt Fe, explains this 
non biological meaning of family: 
In this story, family transcends blood kin.  -While the final 
effect of "Just Like a Tree" is of a large extended family, 
Aunt Fe is related by blood only to Louise .  She has no 
children of her own, no brothers or sisters, no husband. She 
is "like" a mother to A.11ne-Marie Duvall and to Leola and 
Emile;  she is a godmother to Adrieu; she is "like" a sister to 
Aunt Lou. Leola and E mile are so close to Aunt Fe they 
have to be reminded that they are not blood kin .  
What constitutes family in Gaines's view is n o t  neces­
sarily blood kinship . These familial relationships are nour­
ished and sustained by the accumulation of thousands of 
daily acts of support and care . C ount the days in the year, 
Leola says , and that number would be close to the number of 
times she has washed, ironed and cooked for Aunt Fe. Aunt 
"'" Morrison,  Beloved at 62 (cited i n  note 167) .  
'65 See,  for example, Billingsley, Climbing Jacob's Ladder at 29-3 1 (c i ted in  note 2:39) ;  
Robert Hil l ,  Informal Adoption Among Black Families (National Urban League Research 
Department, 1977);  Elmer P. Martin and Joanne Mitchell Martin, The Blach Extended 
Family 39-47 (Chicago, 1978);  Carol B .  Stack, All Our Kin:  Strategies for Survival in  a 
Black Community 62-89 (Harper & Row, 1975);  Andrea G. Hunter and l\1argaret E .  
Ensminger, Diversity and Fluidity in Children's Living Arrangements: Family Transitions 
in an Urban Afro-American Community, 54 J Marriage & Family 4 18,  4 18-25 ( 1992). See 
also Nancy H. Apfel and Victoria Seitz, Fou r  Models of Adolescent A1other-Grandmother 
Relationships in Black Inner-City Fam ilies, 40 Family Relations 4 2 1 ,  422 ( 1 9 9 1 )  (finding 
that grandmothers or grandmother surrogates played mothering roles to newborns of 95 
percent of B lack adolescent mothers interviewed). 
266 See Bill ingsley, Climbing Jacob's Ladder at 30 (c ited i n  note 239).  
' "' See Collins, Black Feminist Thought at 1 20-21 (cited in  note 170) .  
2'"' See Ernest J. Gaines, Bloodline (Dial,  1968). 
, . 
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Fe and Emmanuel have eaten together, fished together, 
yvalksd to church together. And the stories Aunt Fe has 
p e.ssed on to E mmanuel about his great-grandpa become the 
.p., , .1 -f'r -�� - �  � .C rP Qf h1' C: POll' t1' �a} n Q 081 on 269 -' ._,£� _, J., �.,ne H � � • • � • . t.- tJ·J-" • , . .  
�:c�le ?./ D nleTl l-1ave a l�ich. tradi tior1 of ca:r-i�ng for other 
�i/OfS.)/2£.�13 c·rrtl\.1�:--eil.270 rfl1ese COopera ti·ve net·vvor:ks have irtCl1lC1ecl 
" {' ' 1- ' d rl J' ' l ., t .  . j .  ' l1l8!:flb2:C�) D } {.1.lC ·2:{'C2Yl 8u J.affil y--granarno _. h er s , SlS.L8TS,  aun·cs,  
and co usins-as well as nonblood kin and neighbors . Patricia Hill  
Collins us,::s the term "othermothers" to describe the women who 
help biologi cal mothers by sharing mothering responsibilities .271  
The relationship between othermothers and children ranges from 
daily assistance to long-term care or informal adoption.272 It is 
not uncommon for a Black child's "Mama" to b e  a woman who did 
not give birth to her or who is not even related to her by blood. 
AJ1drew Billingsley gives the example of Reverend Otis Moss of 
Cleveland , Ohio, whose father died in a car accident a few years 
after his mother's death: "\Vhile young Otis was standing viewing 
the wreckage, a woman completely unrelated to him took him by 
the arm and said, 'Come home with me. '  He grew up as a mem­
ber of her family."273 The genetic tie is  not a glorified prerequi­
site for inclusion in the Black family. 
In her short story "Adventures of the Dread Sisters," Alexis 
De Veaux suggests the radical potential of families consciously 
created out of love and political commitment, rather than biologi­
cal attachments .274 Stuck in traffic on the Brooklyn Bridge on 
her way to a rally, the young narrator explains her relationship 
to the older •Noman she accompanies:  "Nigeria and me,  we call 
ourselves The Dread Sisters. We're not real sisters. She's not my 
real mothe:r neither. But she raised m e .  So we are definite fami­
ly.  \f.ie even look alike. Both of us short and got big eye s .  Both of 
>..Is got dTeadlocks . Just like the Mricans in the pictures in 
"J ' . . ' 1 "'>?S rnh · Dl k f ' 1  . " lf ' � J • 1, 1gena's oooKs . - · 1 LIS i.> ac _ _  arm. y 1s a se - aennea s1ster-
""' j\i.lary Helen V/ashirrgton,  Commentary on Ernest J. Gaines, i n  Mary Helen Wash­
ington, ed, Memories of Kin: Stories About Family by Black Writers 38, 39-40 (Doubleday, 
1991) 
"'0 See Collins, Black Fem in ist Thought at 1 19-23 (cited in note 170); Stack, All Our 
Kin at 62-63 (cited in note 265);  Collins , Sage at 5 ( cited in note 99) .  
"71 C0llins, Sage at 5 (cited in note 99). 
::! 7 �  Col lins, Black I?eminist Thought at 120 (cited in note 1 7 0 ) .  
""  Billingsley, Climbing Jacob's Ladder at 3 1  (cited in note 2 3 9 ) .  
" '  See  Alexis De Veaux, Adventures of the Dread Sisters, i n  Mary Helen Washington, 
ed, l'vfi!mories of Kin:  Stories About Fa mily by Blach Writers 305 ( Doubleday, 1991 ) .  
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hood" that is  united by shared experiences ,  culture, and poli-. d ., . l 1 1  ' '  ) . t ' . [,' hcs-not genes-an · tnat en a _  enges cll.e aomm.an " concepnons oj: 
k. h
. 
b d _l ' l ?76 1ns .11p on s anu women s ro,es .-
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person's permanent condition as slave or free, inferior or supe c.i­
or. Racist ideology continues to understand the genetic tie in a 
way that preserves racial purity, values •Nhiteness, and devalues 
Black family bonds . B arbara Jeanne Fields reminds us that eon­
temporary American society has not simply inherited thi s  inter­
pretation of the genetic tie ,  but continually ·re-creates its mean­
ing: 
Nothing handed dovvn from the past could keep race alive if 
we did not constantly reinvent and re-ritualize it  to fit our 
own terrain. If race lives on today, it can do so only because 
we continue to create and re -cre ate it in our social life,  con­
tinue to verify it, and thus continue to need a social vocabu­
lary that will allow us to make sense,  not of what our ances­
tors did then, but of what we ourselves choose to do now. 277 
The re-creation of a racist and patriarchal understanding of 
the genetic tie holds open the possibility of radical change . His­
torical shifts in definitions of family relationships,  as well as 
current controversies surrounding adoption and new reproductive 
technologies,  demonstrate that the genetic tie's meaning is not 
biologically preordained .  Recognizing this inde-terminacy frees us 
to think purposefully and creatively about more just conceptions 
of the genetic tie .  Feminists have begun the project of transform­
ing the family into a relationship that rej ects oppressive patriar­
chal norms . This project must fundamentally include eliminating 
the understanding of the genetic tie rooted in white supremacy. 
Exploring Blacks' rej ection of the dominant vievl of the genetic 
t .  
. 
t' . d fi 
. 
.c • 
F , c .� . , ' . ..1 ' . , • 1e 1n ne1r e ni llOn o ,  sen,  ramllJ, ano. gToup L ..tenor.y 1s one 
place to start. 
270 Mary Helen \Vashington, Comrnert. tory on Alexis De �Teaux, in lVIary Helen 'lVash· 
ington, ed, lv!emories of Kin: Stories About Fa m iiy by Black Writers 3 10 ,  3 1 1-12 
(Doubleday, 199 1) .  
277 Fields, 1 8 1  New Left Rev at 1 13 (cited in note 51) .  
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How might the resolutions to legal disputes involving biologi­
cal claims to children ch8.D.ge if V.Te eliminated the current valuing 
of genetic ties shaped by a racist history and ideology? A conclu­
sive ans v;er would depend on the social and political circum­
stances of each case and require further ex8.mination of alter-
., .. r 1 , · 1  ·/··1 2 YVO�J..tCi not I1B C8SSHTll_)' 
te d�r.:.ess IlOT l�eject ther11 , , R , , l _, ., . - . ., ' . l .21toge-.t.n�2r. l atr1er, -Y./8 S f.lOlt_�_ f� .D2 Sl.lld<�d b-:_/ 2. par·t.lC1�.._f:1r concerr1 
for the relational bo1.d bebvcen less p o werful parents and thei:r 
children, remaining .especially vigilant for policies that value the 
genetic tie on the basis of race . In s1..:: crogacy cases, for example,  
the law would cease to privilege a father's wish for a genetic 
inheritanc::; and give mo1·e concern to the potential h arm of com­
mercializing childbirth, including its devaluation of Black genetic 
contributions . At the same time,  hmvever, the law would pay 
more respect than it has to the genetic bond between Black par­
ents and their child:cen. Judgments about the wisdom of invest­
ing in new reproductive technologies would be based on an equal 
respect for all children and their relationships with parents, 
however created . VIe would value nonbiological w ays of creating 
family bonds , and we V\'Ould value the birth of Black children as 
much as the birth of white children. Thus, we would no longer 
place a premium on creating genetically related children, and we 
would eliminate the promotion of adoption and new reproductive 
technologies as a means for white, middle-class couples  to have 
the children they prefer. 
I hope this Article conveys a message that transcends race, 
as well . It presents two views of the genetic tie . One sees it as a 
commodity, valuable or worthless in itself, to be bartered on the 
market or discarded. The other sees it as a bond, among others , 
that forms the basis of a more important .relationship developed 
. l 1 • 'fi1- . J • . , 1 . d t . 1n ove ana canng . .!. diS seconn v1ew wll gt.n, e us ·,o a more JUSt 
vision of the famiJ.y. 
